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First Experience Latin with Fr. Reginald Foster

Academic Year 2002-2003

Instructions:With just a little memorization, Fr. Foster teaches you Latin from the dictionary. So find a good Latin dictionary, and 
you are ready to get started. See the Latin Main Page for more information. 

This is the Whole First Experience as a PDF file

After the First Experience, you can continue with Third Experience (level 2)

Go to the Third Experience Index                     Homework Answers

E-mail me with questions or for corrections at 
frcoulter@yahoo.com

Go to Fr. Coulter's homepage at http://www.geocities.com/frcoulter/

●     Lesson 1: The Nature of Latin 
●     Lesson 2: Verb Endings 
●     New: Readings 1 
●     Homework 1 

●     Lesson 3: Nouns 
●     Lesson 4: Block 1 Nouns 
●     New: Readings 2 
●     Homework 2 

●     Lesson 5: Pronouns 
●     Lesson 6: The Conjunction And 
●     Homework 3 

●     Lesson 7: Block 1 Adjectives 
●     Lesson 8: Irregular Block 1 Nouns and Adjectives 
●     New: Readings 3 
●     Homework 4 

●     Lesson 9: Adjectives as Nouns 
●     Lesson 10: Prepositions 
●     Homework 5 

●     Lesson 19: Relative Pronouns 2 
●     Homework 15 
●     Homework 16-17 

●     Lesson 20: Block 2 Nouns 
●     Homework 18 

●     Lesson 21: Imperative Verbs 
●     Homework 19 

●     Lesson 22: Block II Adjectives 
●     Homework 20 

●     Lesson 23: Possesive / Genitive Nouns 
●     Homework 21-22 
●     Homework 23 

●     Lesson 24: Passive Voice: Meanings 
●     Homework 24 
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●     Lesson 11: Prepositions 2 
●     Homework 6 

●     Lesson 12: Verb Times: Meanings 
●     Homework 7 

●     Lesson 13: Verbs in the Dictionary 
●     Homework 8 

●     Lesson 14: Forming Verb Times 4-6 
●     Homework 9 

●     Lesson 15: Forming the Verb "To Be" 
●     Homework 10-11 

●     Lesson 16: Relative Pronouns 
●     Homework 12 

●     Lesson 17: Verb Groups 
●     Lesson 18: Forming Verb Times 1-3 
●     Homework 13 
●     Homework 14 

●     Lesson 25: Passive Voice: Times 1-3 
●     Homework 25 
●     Homework 26-27 

●     Lesson 26: Possesive Pronouns 
●     Homework 28 
●     Homework 29 

●     Lesson 27: Passive Voice: Times 4-6 
●     Homework 30-31 

●     Lesson 28: Ablative Noun Form 
●     Lesson 29: Ablative Pronouns & Prepositions 
●     Homework 32-33 

●     Lesson 30: Deponent Verbs 
●     Homework 34-35 

●     Lesson 31: 20% Nouns 
●     Lesson 32: Dative Case 

●     What's Left? 

For your reference, or if you don't have a dictionary, here are some of my lists from First Experience: (They are tab separated, so 
look much better in a spreadsheet or word processor.) 

●     Block 1 Nouns 
●     Block 1 Adjectives 
●     Prepositions 
●     Verbs 
●     Adverbs 
●     Block 2 Nouns 
●     Block 2 Adjectives 
●     20% nouns 
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Lesson 1: Principles on the Nature of Latin

The Character (or even Genius) of the Latin System

Instructions: Spend 2-3 minutes memorizing the following, and you will save yourself many headaches in your 
Latin career. 
1. Most modern languages depend on word order for meaning 

In English we say John calls Mary, but in Latin we can say the same sentences as Mariam vocat Iohanes 
2. Latin is essentially different than all other languages 

A latin sentence might place the subject first or last, before or after the verb, depending on the style of the 
author 

3.Latin meaning does not depend on word order or placement 
In Latin, order and placements of words is free (within the limits of a phrase) 
Auxiliary principle: Never begin translating with the first word 

4.The meaning of Latin words comes for the ending (termination) of the word 
The ending of the words give us we we call the function, telling us if the word is a subject, object, possesive, 
etc. 

5a. One must learn the endings to learn the functions 
5b. One must analyse every word of the sentence 

Auxiliary principle: One needs to read (see) each sentence as a whole 
6a. Many endings in Latin are identical 
6b. Therefore one must know vocabulary 

example: "vis" can mean force (noun) or you wish (verb) 
Then go to Lesson 2  
Latin Readings for Lesson 1 and 2 

First Experience Latin - Fr. Reginald Foster
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Lesson 2: Verb Endings

Endings of verbs designate the subject

The ending of the Latin verb tells the reader what is the person and number of the subject. The actual subject will be 
either expressed in the phrase, or else known from the context of the story.

Instructions: spend no more than 2-3 minutes memorizing the endings listed for Latin verbs. Then do Homework 1. 

Pronoun(s)
Ending

**Ending Example
Technical Gibberish: 
Subject and Number 

I -o, -m, -i  valeo 1st person singular 

you -s ** -sti vales 2nd person singular 

he/she/it 
(or equivalent)

-t  valet 3rd person singular 

we -mus  valemus 1st person plural 

ye -tis ** -stis valetis 2nd person plural 

they 
(or equivalent)

-nt  valent 3rd person plural 

N.B. = "nota bene" = note well 

●     **The starred form is an exception for 2nd person, and will be marked when needed. (You will learn that this 
is used when the verb is past.)

●     valeo - I am healthy, vales - you are healthy, etc. 

Latin Readings for Lesson 1 and 2  
Now go to Homework 1 
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Lesson 3: Nouns

Nouns in your dictionary

When looking up a noun in your dictionary, one should see something like this: digitus, -i, m 

Nouns 

Subject Form Grouping
Gramatical 

Gender
Meaning 

digitus -i m finger 

capillus -i m hair 

porta -ae f door 

finestra -ae f window 

verbum -i n word 

donum -i n gift 

1.  Subject Form: the form listed first in the dictionary is always how the noun looks when it functions as the 
subject of a sentence. 

2.  Grouping: Here examples of words from 3 different groups the nouns belong to. N.B. 1. These are not the 
plural form of the noun. 2. These cannot be determined just by looking at the subject form (see manus and 
opus below). 

3.  Gramatical Gender: this is only something grammatical, and affects how the noun will be modified. Again, 
this cannot always be determined by the subject form (see manus and nauta below). 

Irregular Nouns 

Subject Form Grouping
Gramatical 

Gender
Meaning 

manus -us f hand 

opus -eris n work 

nauta -ae m sailor 

Now go to Lesson 4  
Latin Readings for Lessons 3 & 4 

N.B. 

●     "manus" and "opus" looks masculine but are not (and are not in the -i grouping). "Nauta" looks feminine, but 
is not. 

"Are we thinking yet?" - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 4: Block 1 Nouns

Function of Nouns: Subject and Object

Instructions: spend no more than 2-3 minutes memorizing the endings listed for using Latin nouns as subjects and 
objects. 

When nouns follow the form of digitus, porta, and verbum, they are called Block 1. (About 40% of Latin nouns are 
block 1.) 

Block 1 Nouns 

 Masculine Feminine Neuter 

 Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural 

Subject: digitus digiti porta portae verbum verba 

Object: digitum digitos portam portas verbum verba 

Subject: -us -i -a -ae -um -a 

Object: -um -os -am -as -um -a 

N.B. 

●     Neuter nouns always have the same ending for both the subject and object. 
●     Neuter nouns always have "-a" as the ending for their plural subject and object. 
●     This means the latin sentence "verba instituta declarant" has two meanings, for either "words declare 

instritutions" or "institutions declare words". 
●     For those who have studied Latin before, Block 1 includes the 1st and 2nd declension. 

Go here for a list of some Block 1 Nouns you will be learning. 

Latin Readings for Lessons 3 & 4  
Now do Homework 2. 

"If you don't like it, go home." - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 5: Pronouns

Like nouns, pronouns change with function, gender and number

Instructions: spend no more than 2-3 minutes memorizing the pronouns listed for use as subjects and objects. 

Singular Pronouns 

 I you he/him she/her it 

Subject: ego tu is ea id 

Object: me te eum eam id 

Plural Pronouns  

 we ye
they 

(masculine)
they 

(feminine)
they 

(neuter) 

Subject: nos vos ei eae ea 

Object: nos vos eos eas ea 

Now go to Lesson 6. 

N.B. 

●     The rules for neuter nouns apply also for neuter pronouns: subject and object are identical, and the plural 
ends in "-a" 

●     Some pronouns are identical: "ea ea dicet" must mean "she says things". 

First Experience Latin - Fr. Reginald Foster
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Lesson 6: The Conjunction And

There are 3 ways to say "and" in Latin

1.  et 
2.  ac or atque 
3.  ---que 

❍     "-que" is attached to the second element that is to be joined by the first. The famous S.P.Q.R. uses 
this: "senatus popolusque romanus" = "the senate and people of Rome". 

❍     "-que" can join not only nouns, verbs, and adjective, but also entire phrases, sentences and 
paragraphs. When joining phrases, "-que" is normally attached to the first word of the 2nd phrase. 

Now do Homework 3. 

N.B. 

●     ac = atque = and, also 
●     at = atqui = but 

"One letter in Latin will kill you" - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 7: Block 1 Adjectives

Using adjectives to modify nouns

●     When adjectives follow the form given below, they are called Block 1. (About 50% of Latin nouns are block 
1.) 

●     Adjectives are listed in the dictionary in their singular, subject form: bonus, bona, bonum. If your dictionary 
doesn't list all 3 forms, get a new dictionary.

Instructions: spend no more than 2-3 minutes memorizing the endings listed for using Latin adjectives to modify 
either subjects and objects. 

Block 1 Adjective 

 Singular Plural 

 Masculine Feminine Neuter Masculine Feminine Neuter 

Subject: bonus bona bonum boni bonae bona 

Object: bonum bonam bonum bonos bonas bona 

Subject: -us -a -um -i -ae -a 

Object: -um -am -um -os -as -a 

N.B. 

•  bonus,-a,-um means good 
•  The endings of Block 1 Adjectives are identical to those we learned for Block 1 Nouns 

•  This doesn't mean that the adjectives ending will always be identical to the noun it modifies, for the adjective must 
agree with the gender of the noun, as seen in the next lesson. 

Go here for a list of some examples of Block 1 Adjectives you will be learning. Then go to Lesson 8. 

First Experience Latin - Fr. Reginald Foster
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Lesson 8: Irregular Block 1 Nouns and Adjectives

Three Exceptions to Note

1.  Some block 1 nouns look feminine, act like feminine, change with feminine endings, but their gender is 
masculine, so must be modified with the masculine form of the adjective. 
"agricola -ae, m" = farmer, so "bonus agricola" is "a good farmer" and "boni agricolae" are "good farmers" 

2.  Some masculine nouns do not have the same subject form, but are still Block 1 and change and act like block 
1 nouns. 
"magister -tri, m" = teacher, so "boni magistri" are "good teachers"; "puer -i, m" = boy, so "bonus puer" = "a 
good boy" 

3.  Some adjectives (like the nouns above), have a different masculine singular form, but still functioning like 
block 1 adjectives. 
"noster -tra -trum" = ours, so "noster digitus" is "our finger", while "nostri digiti" is "our fingers" 

Latin Readings for Lessons 5-8  
Now do Homework 4. 

Look at the bottom of the list of Block 1 Nouns you will see some of the irregulars you will be learning (look at 
bottom). 

Also at the bottom of the list of Block 1 Adjectives some of the irregulars. 
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Lesson 9: Adjectives as Nouns

Adjectives can be used to function as nouns

As in most languages, an adjective standing alone can be used as a noun, inferring a generic noun (any person or 
individual). 
The number, gender and function of the adjective must still change as if it were modifying a noun. 
The masculine plural can be used to include all people, both men and women. 

Example: "justus -a -um" = just 
"justus" = the just one, the just person, the just individual, the just man 
"justa" = the just woman 
"justum" = the just thing

N.B.

●     "justa justum amat" can mean either "the just woman loves the just man" or "the just woman loves the just 
thing" or "the just thing loves the just things" (or course this 3rd one doesn't make much sense, but is 
possible). 

●     Latin doesn't have a way of expressing both men and women, so the masculine plural is used, and understood 
to include both. "justi" can mean "just people", not just "just men" 

Now go to Lesson 10. 

"One letter in Latin changes everything." - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 10: Prepositions

Prepositions which take the Accusative

The "object" function of nouns we have learned can be used in two ways: 

1.  Direct object of a verb 
2.  Object of a preposition 

In the dictionary, some prepositions are listed as "prepositions which take the accusavite", often abbreviated: "prep. 
with acc." (This is about 50% of all prepositions)

These prepositions take the object function, the same as we have already learned as the direct object of a verb 
(above). 
Prepositions are unchangeable, and if using a "prep. with acc." the nouns (and any modifying adjectives) that follow 
take the object function. 

ad towards, to; according to 
adversus toward, against 
ante before, in front of 
apud at, near, around, among, with; at house of, in works of 
circa, circum, circiter around, near 
cis, citra on this side of, short of 
clam unbeknown (unbeknownst) 
contra against, opposite 
erga towards (*beware: not "ergo" = therefore) 
extra outside of 
infra below (e.g. infrared) 
inter between, among 
intra within 
juxta beside, next to, according to (*later meaning) 
ob in front of, because of (e.g. obvious - ob via = in your path) 
penes in the possesion of 
per through, over, by, with help of (*beware: not italian) 
post behind, after 
praeter beyond, outside of 
prope near 
propter because of (near) 
secundum according to (*beware secundus -a -um = second) 
supra beyond 
trans over, beyond 
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ultra beyond 
usque up to, continually 
versus toward 

Instructions Begin memorizing the list of Prepositions. Then do Homework 5 

Why does your dictionary say "Accusative" for the "Object Function"? Latin has 7 different functions, and most latin 
textbooks have special names for each of them. These do not need to be learned but if you are curious: 

Nominative Subject 
Accusative Object 
Genetive Possesion (Of) 

Ablative
Object of Preposition (By, With, From, 
In) 

Dative Indirect Object (To, For) 
Vocative Direct Address 
Locative Place 

Note: the last 2 are rare and only learned by the very advanced student. The 5 cases are usually listed in textbooks in 
this order: Nominative, Genitive, Dative, Accusative, Ablative. 

First Experience Latin - Fr. Reginald Foster
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Lesson 11: Prepositions 2

Prepositions which take both the Accusative and Ablative

As we learned, in the dictionary, 50% of prepositions are "prepositions which take the accusavite", often abbreviated: 
"prep. with acc."

The other 50% of prepositions will be "prep. with abl." - prepositions which take the "by, with, in" function (called 
Ablative). (These will be learned later.)

There are four prepositions which are can take either the object function (accusative) or the "by, with, in" function 
(ablative), so they are listed in the dictionary as "Prep. with acc., with abl."

The prepositions which take both can have two meanings: 

1.  Motion (Accusative) - indicates a geographical or moral motion 
2.  Place (Ablative) - indicates a resting / remaining in a place 

The most common of these prepositions is "in", with its two meanings: 

1.  into, on to, towards (Acc. indicates motion) 
2.  in, on, among (Abl. indicates place) 

The prepositions which take both: 

●     in - into, in 
●     sub - under 
●     subter - beneath 
●     super - over, above 

These are listed at the bottom of the list of Prepositions for your reference. Now do Homework 6. 

N.B.Some questions may come up if you didn't already know: 

●     There are no "articles" in Latin such as "a, an, the". 
Thus "rex dicit" can mean either "a king says" or "the king says". 

●     Some nouns in the dictionary list a gender of "C". This stands for "common" gender because some nouns are 
genderless (they can be either masculine or femine). 

"After you've learned everything about Latin, you still have to think." - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 12: Verb Times

Learning the Meaning of Tenses (Times) of Verbs

In Latin, there are 6 verb times (in the Indicative). Note: indicative is a grammatical term just meaning that the verb 
indicates a fact.

Instructions: spend no more than 2-3 minutes memorizing all the meanings which can be used to translate each verb 
time. Don't worry about any of the technical grammer stuff. Then do Homework 7. 

Time Example Meaning Technical Grammer categories 
T.1 fugit he flees, he does flee, he is fleeing Present 

T.2 cantabamus
we were singing, we used to sing 
we would sing, we were trying to sing

Imperfect or Progressive Pass 
- describing a continuing past 
action 

T.3 venient they will come, they will be coming Future 
T.4a dedi I have given, I have been giving Present Perfect 
T.4b dedi I did give, I gave Historical Past 
T.5 dixeras you had said, you had been saying Pluperfect 

T.6 videritis
ye will have seen, ye will have been 
seeing

Future Perfect 

N.B. 

●     The difference between T.2 and T.4: T.2 is like a movie-film, a continuing past action, repeated over time, 
T.4 is like a photo-snapshot, a singular, completed past action. T.2 never means: "we sang" - that is T.4. 

●     The difference between T.4a and T.4b: although they look identical, they have two different meanings, which 
have to be judged from context. 
T.4a) something past that touches on the present situation (often, but not always, something in the recent 
past) [in Italian, this is passato prossimo] 
T.4b) something past that is unrelated to the present (usually in the distant past, but not always) [in Italian, 
this is passato remoto, in Greek, this is Aorist] 

●     Example: Throughout his life, St. Paul was traveling. (T.2) St. Paul has given teachings to the Church. (T.4a 
- although a long time ago, still touches the present.) St. Paul gave a speech to the Sanhedrin (T.4b - a single 
past action.) 

First Experience Latin - Fr. Reginald Foster
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Lesson 13: Verb in the Dictionary

Learning the 4 Principle parts of Verbs

In your dictionary, most verbs list 4 principle parts. All 4 are needed to construct the whole verb 
(all 6 times).

Instructions: spend no more than 2-3 minutes memorizing what each part of the verb means. 
Don't worry about any of the technical grammer stuff. Then do Homework 8. 

4 Principle Parts - Technical Grammer 

T.1 (present)
Infinitive
Gerund

T.4 (past) Participle 

Real Examples 
video videre vidi visus,a,um 

I see, I am seeing, I do see
to see
seeing

I have seen, I have been 
seeing

I did see, I saw
having been seen 

tango tangere tetigi tactus, a, um 

I touch, I do touch, I am 
touching

to touch
touching

I have touched, I have 
been touching

I did touch, I touched
having been touched 

cano canere cecini cantus,a, um 

I sing, I am singing, I do 
sing

to sing
singing

I have sang, I have been 
singing

I did sing, I sang
having been sung 

N.B. 

●     The second part, often called the infinitive, often may translate better as the gerund: "videre 
equum" = "to see the horse" or "seeing the horse" - your choice. 

●     The fourth part may be listed in your dictionary only as "visum", not "visus,a,um". Even 
though the editors wanted to save paper and not give all three parts, you will be smart 
enough to know what the dictionary really means. Notice how this part can function as a 
block 1 adjective. 
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●     What if they don't list all 4 parts in my dictionary? 

1. Some verbs don't have all the parts. Two examples with no 4th part: 
timeo, timere, timui - to fear; dego, degere, degi - to live 
2. Some parts are just presumed, that you should (have to) know. 
e.g. many of the "-are" verbs are regular, following the pattern of: "laudo, laudare" -> 
laudavi, laudatus - to praise 

"Latin is glorious... if you're smart." - Fr. Foster 

First Experience Latin - Fr. Reginald Foster
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Lesson 14: Making Verb Times

Learning how to form verbs of Times 4, 5, and 6

Why learn times 4-6 first? 
*** All verbs in the latin language have the same forms for these times, without exceptions! 
** There are no different conjugations 
* All three are formed from the same root (the 3rd principle part). 

As we learned in Lesson 13, the third of the 4 principle verb parts is Time 4, and it will be used to construct times 4, 
5, and 6. 
As an example, we will use the verb "give", listed as do dare dedi dedidatus,a,um.

Instructions: spend no more than 2-3 minutes memorizing how to form each of the verb times. Then do Homework 
9. 

Time 4

●     Take the 3rd principle part of the verb, and use the endings learned in 
Lesson 2, with the following conditions. 

●     You the ** form for you and ye (2nd person) 
●     The form for they (3rd person plural) will be different, instead of "-int" 

it will be "-erunt" 
●     In some rare cases, 3rd person plural will also take -ere, e.g. dixere. 

I
you

he/she/it
we
ye

them/them

dedi
dedisti **
dedit
dedimus
dedistis **
dederunt 

Time 5

●     Take the 3rd principle part of the verb, and change the ending from 'i' 
to 'eram' 

●     Now use the endings learned in Lesson 2 and all of the endings are 
regular. 

I
you

he/she/it
we
ye

them/them

dederam
dederas
dederat
dederamus
dederatis
dederant 

Time 6

●     Take the 3rd principle part of the verb, and change the ending from 'i' 
to 'ero' 

●     Now use the endings learned in Lesson 2, only you must change that 
final 'o into an 'i' (the endings are all regular). 

I
you

he/she/it
we
ye

them/them

dedero
dederis
dederit
dederimus
dederitis
dederint 

N.B. 
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●     Most of T.5 and T.6 vary by only one letter. 
●     The "they" form (3rd person plural) is identical for all 3 forms except for one letter: dederunt - T.4, dederant 

- T.5, dederint - T.6. 
●     When pronouncing that "they" form of T.4, the accent goes on the "erunt" ending, therefore: "contavérunt". 

In T.5 & T.6 it does not go on the ending, thus: contáverant, contáverint. 

N.B. 
•  How can one find a verb in the dictionary when given only a part of it in a sentence? This is a problem in every 
language - one has to learn vocabulary because the dictionary doesn't list all the principle parts. E.g. you cannot look 
up "thought" in the dictionary, it is under "think". Some examples: 

iussero -> iubeo iubere iussi iussus,a,um - to command, order 
iunxit -> iungo iungere iunxi iunctus,a,um - to join, unite 
obstrinxero -> obstringo obstringere obstrinxi obstrictus,a,um - to bind 
tulerunt -> fero ferre tuli latus,a,um - to carry 
This last verb, although it looks highly irregular, is commonly used. E.g. Mary Magdalene: tulerunt Dominum 
meum - they have taken my Lord (T.4a) 

"Latin will kill you... if you're not smart." - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 15: The Verb "To Be"

Learning how to form all times of the verb "to be"

In every language, the verb to be is highly irregular, and Latin is no different. 
The 4 principal parts of the verb "to be": sum, esse, fui, futurus,a,um 

●     Time 1 has to be memorized (but notice the endings still follow what we learned in Lesson 2: sum, es, et, 
sumus, estis, sunt 

●     Time 2 is formed beginning with: eram..... the rest is formed as learned in Lesson 2 
●     Time 3 begins with "ero", and then the 'o' becomes an 'i' as you form the other endings, with one exception, 

the they form is "erunt" 
●     Time 4-6 are formed from the 3rd principle part "fui", as just learned in Lesson 14 

The German's among us will like to make tables: 

sum
es
et
sumus
estis
sunt

eram
eras
erat
eramus
eratis
erant

ero
eris
erit
erimus
eritis
erunt

fui
fuisti
fuit
fuimus
fuistis
fuerunt

fueram
fueras
fuerat
fueramus
fueratis
fuerant

fuero
fueris
fuerit
fuerimus
fueritis
fuerint

Now go on to Homework 10-11 

N.B. 

●     There is no direct object of the verb "to be" - it always takes the subject form. Also similar verbs like 
"appear", "remain", "become" do not take a direct object (accusative case) but only the subject form 
(nomitive case) as they are connecting verbs, not action verbs. 

●     There is an adjective "summus" which means "high", not "sumus" - "we are" 
●     In Italian "ero" means "I was", but in Latin it is T.3, I will be. 

"Everything sounds better in Latin." - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 16: Relative Pronouns

Learning how to recognize and use the relative pronoun qui, quae, quod

●     The relative pronoun is translated as who, whom, which, that (or what) depending on its use and to who/what 
it refers. 

●     The relative proun refers to a noun which comes before it in the sentence, called the antecedent. 
●     In Latin, the relative pronoun has gender (masculine, feminine, or neuter), number (singual or plural), and 

person (1st, 2nd, or 3rd) which comes from the antecedent (come from outside). 
●     It takes its function (subject or object) seperately by how it is used in the clause (comes from inside). 

Instructions: spend no more than 2-3 minutes memorizing the relative pronouns listed for each gender and number 
(for now, one can just study the subjects and the objects will come later). 

Relative Pronouns 

 Singular Plural 

 Masculine Feminine Neuter Masculine Feminine Neuter 

Subject: qui quae quod qui quae quae 

Object: quem quam quod quos quas quae 

Now go on to Homework 12 

N.B. 

●     Notice there are some similar patters to block one nouns. 
E.g. The neuter subject and object are always the same. 

●     Notice that many relative pronouns are the same, e.g. quae has many different uses, including 3 different 
subjects. 

●     The person (I - 1st, you - 2nd, or he - 3rd) isn't as important now, will only matter when the relative pronoun 
acts as the subject. 

●     Like in other languages, the relative pronoun and its phrase can't stand alone. 
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Lesson 17: Verb Groups

Learning to recongnize the different groups of vebrs

There are 4 principal verb groups, and one must be able to distinguish them to form Times 1-3. 
The verb groups are distingushed by vowel groups when looking at the second principle part of the verb (the 
infinite) in your dictionary. 

Verb Group Ending 

Group 1 - Verbs where the second principle part has a long "A" 
E.g. canto, cantAre - to sing; probo, probAre - to approve

_ 
Are 

Group 2 - Verbs where the second prinicple part has a long "E" 
E.g. luceo, lucEre - to shine; gaudeo, gaudEre - to rejoice; maneo, manEre - to 
remain; moneo, monEre - to warn

_ 
Ere 

Group 3- Verbs where the 2nd principle part has a short "e" (or short "i") 
E.g. dico, dicêre - to say; mitto, mittêre - to send; facio, facêre - to make / do; veho, 
vehêre - to carry

 
êre 

Group 4 - Verbs where the 2nd principle part has a long "I" 
E.g. sentio, sentIre - to feel; audio, audIre - to hear

_ 
Ire 

Now go on to Lesson 18 

N.B. 

●     Dictionaries can be different in how they mark these groups. A few just give a number, and not the second 
part of the verb, this number is the verb group. 

●     Most dictionary's should mark the long vowel with a line above the vowel (this is called a macron), however 
sometimes there is no mark, so these are assumed long. (But some dictionaries could be reverse of this.) 

●     Dictionary's normally mark a short vowel with a small v-shaped mark above the vowel. Note: the one's 
shown on this page here are upside-down (oops). 

●     The most important thing to recall is that the 2nd Conjugation has long 'e' and the 3rd Conjugation has 
short 'e'. 

See a list of Verbs you will be learning, sorted into these groups. 

"It's the simplest thing in the world" - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 18: Verb Times 1-3

Learning to recongnize and form Verb Times 1, 2, and 3

Once one knows the 4 verb groups, presented in Lesson 17 and recalls the meaning of these times from Lesson 12 we 
can make the following table.  
Instructions: instead of trying to memorize 24 different endings for each time, just look at the patterns. Spend no 
more than 2-3 minutes memorizing the patterns by which to form the different verb times. 

 Group 1 = Are Group 2 = Ere 

Time 1
probo 
probas 
...

luceo 
luces 
... 

Time 2
probabam 
...

lucebam 
... 

Time 3

probabo 
probabis 
... 
*probabunt

lucebo 
lucebis 
... 
*lucebunt 

N.B. 

●     The "..." means one simply changes the ending of the verbs, as learned way back in Lesson 2. 
●     * Notice how the "int" ending changes consistently: one never says "int", rather "unt" (or "iunt" in group 4 

below). 

 Group 3 = ere Group 4 = Ire 

Time 1

dico 
dicis 
... 
*dicunt

sentio 
sentis 
... 
*sentiunt 

Time 2
dicebam 
...

sentiebam 
... 

Time 3
dicam 
dices 
...

sentiam 
senties 
... 

Now go on to Homework 13 and then Homework 14 for practicing your verb times. 

N.B. 

•  Time 1 is essentially the same, with the regular verb endings for all 4 verb groups, except having a different vowel. 
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Notice how the vowel usually follows the group. 
•  Time 2 is the same for all 4 verb groups, just adding -bam to the vowel which always follows the verb group. 
•  Time 3 here is the most irregular of all 6 verb times. Beware of what can happen because of this - some examples:

scribo appears T.3, but is T.1; scribam appears T.2, but is T.3 - scribo, scribere (group 3) 
monet is T.1, but dicet is T.3 - moneo, monere (group 2); dico, dicere (group 3) 
•  Because of this, one has to know the vocabulary, and can't just rely on the endings. 
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Lesson 19: Relative Pronouns 2

Basic principles for the use of relative pronouns

Once one knows the relative pronouns, presented in Lesson 16 then we use the following 3 principles for how they 
are used in Latin literature, from 200 BC - 2003 AD.  
Instructions:Memorize these 3 rules well, it will same you a lot of headaches. 

1.  In a complex sentence, there can be clauses within clauses. Therefore, the verb which follows a relative 
pronoun must always stay with that pronoun. 

This can be called the "box effect" as one can draw brackets around each clause, for without the "boxes", this 
sentence would be chaos (3 verbs in a row!): (librum {quem Anna [quam diligo] misit} lego) - I am reading 
the book which Anna, whom I esteem, sent. 

2.  The relative clause often comes first, out in front (before the antecedent) in the sentence. 

quos scriptsiti laudo libros - I praise the books which you have written. 

3.                       Omission of the pronoun which is the antecedent of the relative pronoun. 

The Romans wouldn't write "laudo eos qui bene cantant" - I praise those who sing well. Instead combing 
principles #2 & #3: "qui bene cantant laudo", dropping the eos, which can be determined by simple reasoning: 
qui is maculine plural subject. 

Now go on to Homework 15 and then to Homework 16-17 to practice your relative pronouns. 

N.B. a simple train of logic is needed: 

St. Augustine: "Nos qui periunt quarimus" 

●     with boxes: nos [qui periunt] quarimus 
●     the main verb is obviously quarimus, with subject nos - "we seek" 
●     "we seek" what? qui is masculine subject, either singular or plural, and the verb pereunt needs a plural 

subject 
●     therefore "we seek those men who are perishing" 
●     St. Augustine leaves out the object pronoun them - "eos" 
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Lesson 20: Block 2 Nouns

Learning the second group on Latin nouns

Recall how Block 1 Nouns learned in Lesson 4 make of 40% of Latin nouns.  
Block 2 Nouns also make up 40% of Latin nouns, meaning that now you almost know the whole language!

Looking up a Block 2 Nouns in your dictionary, recall from Lesson 3 that you will find 3 parts: Subject Form, 
Grouping, and gramatical Gender. 

●     The second part, the Grouping of all Block 2 nouns end in -is 
●     The third part, like Block 1 nouns, can have a gender of masculine, feminine, neuter, or common gender (can 

be masculine or feminine). 
●     The first part, the Subject Form which you will find in your dictionary is higly irregular, not following any 

pattern, making it hard to find in the dictionary. 

Block 2 Nouns 

Subject Form Grouping (-is)
Gramatical 

Gender
Meaning 

rex regis m king 

homo hominis m human being 

veritas veritatis f truth 

navis navis f ship 

nomen nominis n river 

decus decoris n glory, splendor 

sacerdos sacerdotis c priest, priestess 

homo hominis c people 

N.B. There are no patterns to the Subject form. 

Go here to see a list of some Block 2 Nouns that you will be learning

Instructions: Now spend no more than 2-3 minutes memorizing the endings listed for using Block 2 nouns as 
subjects and objects. 

Block 2 Nouns 

 Masculine and Feminine Neuter 

 Singular Plural Singular Plural 
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Subject: [Subject Form] -es [Subject Form]
-a 

[-ia 20% of time] 

Object: -em -es [-is] [Subject Form]
-a 

[-ia 20% of time] 

Subject:
homo 
veritas

homines 
veritates

nomen nomina 

Object:
hominem 
veritatem

homines 
veritates

nomen nomina 

Now go on to Homework 18 to practice your Block 2 Nouns. 

N.B. 

●     To form the Block 2 Nouns, one must use the 2nd form, dropping the -is and adding the ending given in the 
chart. Do not use the subject form to make the object or plural forms! 

●     Masculine and Feminine are the same in Block 2. 
●     Neuter nouns still follows the same patterns we learned for Block 1: 1. subject and object are the same, 2. 

nueter plural ends in -a 
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Lesson 21: The Imperative

Learning how to form the Imperative Latin verb

The verb form of Direct Command, often called the Imperative Mood has two differnt kinds: 

●     A) General Command (Present Imperative) - which is restricted to the 2nd person: tu, vos 
●     B) Universal Law (Future Imperative) - command projected beyond the present, which can be 2nd person: 

tu, vos; or or 3rd person: is, ea, ei. [This form is encountered infrequently.]

Instructions: spend no more than 2-3 minutes memorizing the forms listed, especially for type A.  
Look for patterns and recall the 4 Verb Groups learned in Lesson 17. 

Grp I Verbs (Are) 

A) tu canta vos cantate you sing, ye sing 

B) tu cantato vos cantatote you, ye shalt/must sing 

 is-ea-id cantato ei-eae-ea cantanto he, they shall/must sing 

Grp II Verbs (Ere) 

A) tu move vos movete you move, ye move 

B) tu moveto vos movetote you, ye shalt/must move 

 is-ea-id moveto ei-eae-ea movento he, they shall/must move 

Grp III Verbs (êre) 

A) tu scribe vos scríbite you write, ye write 

B) tu scríbito vos scribitote you, ye shalt/must write 

 is-ea-id scríbito ei-eae-ea scribúnto he, they shall/must write 

Grp IV Verbs (Ire) 

A) tu senti vos sentíte you fell, ye feel 

B) tu sentito vos sentitote you, ye shalt/must feel 

 is-ea-id sentito ei-eae-ea sentiunto he, they shall/must feel 

The Verb Esse "to be" 

A) tu es vos este you be, ye be 

B) tu esto vos estote you, ye shalt/must be 

 is-ea-id esto ei-eae-ea sunto he, they shall/must be 

Now go on to do Homework 19 

N.B. There are some consistent patterns. 
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●     The second person singular (tu) form is just Time 1 (from Lesson 17) without the -s ending 
●     The plural second person is formed for both types by adding -te 
●     The 2nd and 3rd person singular of type B are identical 
●     The 3rd persons plural "they" (type B) is formed by adding -o to the T.1 form 
●     Notice the unusual accents in pronouncing Grp. 3 (vs. Gr. 4): scríbite vs. sentíte (and notice that Bl. 3 

plural is "ite", not "ete".) 

"Every Latin sentence has a trap." - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 22: Block 2 Adjectives

Learning how to use Block 2 adjectives

Recall from Lesson 7 how Block I adjectives are always listed in the Dictionary with 3 endings: -us, -a, -um; which 
correspond to the maculine, feminine, and signular subject form. 

Block 2 nouns, when listed in the dictionary will have one of 3 possible forms (look these up to see how they are 
listed in your Dictionary: 

1.  3 endings: 

celer, celeris, celere - swift, fast 
pedester, pedestris, pedestre - on foot 
These are the maculine, feminine, and signular subject form, respectively.

2.  2 endings: 

dulcis, dulce - sweet 
grandis, grande - large, great 
The first is both maculine and feminine, the second is the neuter subject form.

3.  1 ending: 

audax (audacis) - bold, courageous 
potens (potentis) - powerful, strong 
The subject form is the same for masculine, feminine, and neuter (the second part just indicates that it is a 
Block II adjective).

Go here to see a list of Block II adjectives you will be learning. 

Masculine and feminine adjectives of Block 2 (that is, those modifying masculine and femimine nouns) will follow 
the same endings as Block 2 nouns learned in Lesson 20: 

 Masculine and Feminine 

 Singular Plural 

Subject: [Subject Form] -es 

Object: -em -es [-is] 

Neuter adjectives reverse the plural endings that were used for the nouns: 

 Neuter 

 Singular Plural 
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Subject: [Subject Form]
-ia 

[-a 20% of time] 

Object: [Subject Form]
-ia 

[-a 20% of time] 

Now go on to do Homework 20 

N.B. 

●     Like the nouns, the adjectives must be formed by changing the -is ending one cannot work with the 
irregular subject form. Thus the reversed of audax (a brave man) is audaces (brave men). 

●     Adjectives must still agree with the noun they modofy. A sweet rose (nominative feminine) is "rosa dulcis" 
●     Adjectives can be used as nouns: if "memorabilis, memorabile" is an adjective (2 endings) meaning 

memorable, a memorable thing is "memorabile" and memorable things are "memorabilia" 
●     Remember that endings of plural, neuter Block II adjectives are reversed from the nouns: sweet hearts are 

"corda dolcia" 
●     The first kind of adjective (with 3 forms) is rare, the second (2 form) is the most common. 

"This will burn you to a crisp; unless you take charge." - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 23: Genitive / Possesive

Learning a new noun function

Recall that so far we have learned that the endings of nouns indicate 2 functions: subject and object. Now we learn a 
3rd function (eventually there will be 5). 

The technical name for this is the Genitive function, which has two possible meanings: 

1.  Of... = Genitive of Object 

love of Latin, hatred of racism, forgetful of you 
here the genitive has a likeness to being the object of the verb

2.  Posession = Ownership 

the son of Mary = Mary's son; the program of the school = the school's program the books of the girls = the 
girl's books 
here the genitive has no semblence of being an object

Forming the Genitive function of the Noun

A. The second form of both Block I and Block II nouns given in the Dictionary is the Genitive singular case: 

Nouns in Dictionary 

Subject Genitive Gender 

magister magistri -m 

ancilla ancillae -f 

mater matris -f 

B. The plural forms can be listed in table form: 

 Genitive in Block I 

 Masculine Feminine Neuter 

Singular: -i -ae -i 

Plural: -orum -arum -orum 

Singular: discupuli ecclesiae verbi of the student, church, word 

Plural: discupulorum ecclesiarum verborum of the students, chuches, words 

 Genitive in Block II 

 Masculine, Feminine, and Neuter 
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 Nouns Adjective 

Singular: -is -is 

Plural:
-um 

[-ium %20 of time]
-ium 

[-um 20% of time] 

Singular: hominis memoris
of the person, memorable person/

thing 

plural: hominum memorium
of the people, memorable persons/

things 

Now go on to do Homework 21-22 and Homework 23. 

N.B. 

●     The Genitive forms are very similar to other functions in Latin. Therefore we have to know our vocabulary. 
●     Thus "discipuli habent libros" has two possible meanings: "the students have the books" or "they have the 

books of the student". 
●     "Consilium omnium" = block 1 singular subject + block 2 genitive plural = the "advice of all people". 
●     Block 1 adjectives modifying a genitive noun will also take the genitive form, which is identical to the noun 

form of Block 1 (but always need to follow the gender: "nostrorum discipolorum" = "of our students", 
"agicolae boni" = "of the good farmer". 

●     To form genitive in Block 2, all singular subject nouns and adjectives end in -is, whether masculine, feminine 
or neuter, and for all 3 types of Block 2 adjectives. 

●     Like before, the endings of plural Block II adjectives are the reversed of Block II nouns. 

"I wish they had told us this fifty years ago." - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 24: Meaning of Passive Voice

Learning the meanings of the Passive Voice

Instructions: Without worrying about the endings just yet, spend 2-3 minutes learning the meanings of these 
different times. 

Meaning in English

1.  Time 1. laudamur: we are praised, we are being praised 
2.  Time 2. cantabatur: it was being sung, it used to be sung, it was always sung 
3.  Time 3. coronabuntur: they will be crowned, they will be being crowned 
4.  Time 4a. visus es: you have been seen 
5.  Time 4b. visus es: you were seen 
6.  Time 5. vocata erant: I had been called 
7.  Time 6. inscripti eritis: Ye will have been registered 

Now go on to do Homework 24. 

N.B.

"Some of the dumbest people in the world have learned Latin, so there is still hope for some of you." - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 25: Passive Verbs: Times 1-3

Learning to form Verb Times 1, 2, and 3 for the passive voice

One must know how to form the first 3 times for the 4 verb groups, presented in Lesson 18 
One simply needs to think of the active form, and then 'flip' it to be passive.  
Instructions: instead of trying to memorize 24 different endings for each time, just make sure you know how to form 
the active, then spend no more than 2-3 minutes memorizing how to form the different passive verbs from the active 
form. 

 Active Passive 

1st person singular (I) -o,-m -or,-r 

2nd person singular (you) -s -ris 

3rd person singular (he,she,it) -t -tur 

1st person plural (we) -mus -mur 

2nd person plural (ye) -tis -mini 

3rd person plural (they) -nt -ntur 

N.B. 

●     The letter "R" is always the sign of the passive in Latin. 
●     These rules apply for all 3 times, and for all 4 verb groups. 

Don't touch / change the vowels, expect for two exceptions (for reasons of pronunciation). 
Both exceptions occur in the 'you' form (2nd person singular): 
* In Time 3, Groups 1 and 2: the i becomes e 

Gp 1, T.3 - active: cantabis -> passive: cantáberis 
Gp 2, T.3 - active: movebis -> passive: movéberis 

* In Time 1, Group 3, the same: i becomes e 
Gp 3, T.1 - active: scribis -> passive: scríberis 
or another example: expellis -> passive: expélleris 

N.B. this makes it the same as the passive of Time 3, except for the accent! 
Gp 3, T.3 - active: scribes -> passive: scribéris 

Now go on to Homework 25 and Homework 26-27. 

N.B. 

●     The true passive verb does not take a direct object (accusative case), but rather the subject form.  
e.g. ea dicatur puella doctissima - she is called an educated student; elegar legatus - I will be elected legate 

●     There is an exception that will be learned later: sometimes 2nd person singular, instead of "-ris" is "re": 
cantáberis = cantábere 

"I think its a sin against humanity to have students memorizing conjugations." - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 26: Possesive Pronouns

Learning the "of" form (possesive) for pronouns

Relative Pronouns

The english translation of the possesive relative pronoun is "of whom", "of which" or "whose".

Singular antecedent - Masculine, Feminine or Neuter  
cuius

Plural antecedent  
quorum - Masculine and Neuter  
quarum - Feminine 

N.B. 

●     With the singular form cuius one can't tell the gender of the antecedent, (like in English). 
●     The "of" form has two possible translations: 

e.g. liberos discipuli reliquerunt quorum nominim sunt ignota 
the students left books whose names are unknown 
becuse quorum is ambiguious, the second possibility could be either "the name of whom (students) are 
unknown" or "the names of which (books) are unknow"

Personal Pronouns

Third Person Prounouns: He, She, It, They

Recall that there are two forms: of and possesive - the english translation of the genitive pronoun is thus either: "of 
him" or "his", "of her" or "hers", etc 

Singular - Masculine, Feminine or Neuter  
eius

Plural  
eorum - Masculine and Neuter  
earum - Feminine 

N.B. 

●     With the singular form eius one can't see the gender, so one must follow the story to translate it properly. 
●     Eius and eorum do not change with the noun they are possesing - they are not adjectives. Rather their 

number and gender (in the case of earum) refer to / aggree with the one possesing. 
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First & Second Person Pronouns

 of me of us of you of ye / all of you 

of form mei nostri tui vestri 

possesive form* meus,a,um noster,tra,trum tuus,a,um vester,tra,trum 

* These possessive forms have no pronouns, just adjectives. As adjectives, they must thereform agree in function, 
gender and number with the noun they modify, unlike the pronouns. 

Now go on to Homework 28 and Homework 29 
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Lesson 27: Passive of Times 4-6

Learning the passive forms of verbs of Time 4-6

N.B. 

●     Times 4-6 do not follow the flip system of Times 1-3, instead they form a compoud verb with "to be" as 
learned in Lesson 15. 

●     There is a problem not found in any other language, because these forms will look like Times 1-3, but really 
have meanings for Times 4-6 as learned in Lesson 24. 

Time 4 
4th part of the Verb + Time 1 of the verb 'to be' 
laudatus est = he has been praised, he was praised 
sumus laudati = we have been praised, we were praised 

Time 5 
4th part of the Verb + Time 2 of the verb 'to be' 
vulneratus erat = he had been wounded 
vulneratae erant = the women had been wounded 

Time 6 
4th part of the Verb + Time 3 of the verb 'to be' 
nunciata erit = she will have been announced 

N.B. The 4th part of the verb will change to match the number and gender of the subject. "laudata est=she was 
praised", "laudata sunt=the things were praised" 

Now go to Homework 30-31 

"If you don't get this right, it will haunt you for years." - Fr. Foster 
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Lesson 28: Ablative

Learning a new noun function

The technical name for this is the Ablative function, which is used in two ways: 

1.  Natural meaning: by, with, from, in 

- This has a significance of seperation
2.  50% of Prepositions 

- Recall in Lesson 5 we learned that half of prepositions take the accusative

Forming the Ablative function of the Noun

A. Block I Nouns and Adjectives (adjectives follow the nouns): 

Block I Ablative 

 Masculine Feminine Neuter 

 Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural 

Ending: -o -is -à -is -o -is 

Noun: vento ventis gratià gratiis signo signis 

Adjective: magno magnis divinà divinis claro claris 

Meaning: by great wind(s) with divine grace(s) from clear sign(s) 

B. Block II Nouns and Adjectives: 

Block II Ablative 

Nouns Adjectives  

Singular Plural Singular Plural  

-e 
[-i 20%]

-ibus
-i 

[-e 20%]
-ibus  

homine (m) hominibus nobili nobilibus by noble person(s) 

virtute (f) virtutibus vehementi vehementibus from violent powers(s) 

nomine (n) nominibus notabili notabilibus with notable name(s) 

Now go on to Lesson 29 
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N.B. 

●     Several Ablative forms are very similar to other functions in Latin. Therefore we have to know our 
vocabulary. 

●     In the feminine singular of Block I, notice that the ablative is the same as the nominative, except that the a is 
long (here shown with an accent). 

●     Thus if the long isn't marked it can be ambiguous: "gratia redimit nos" - grace has redeemed us OR he has 
redeemed us by grace. 

●     Block 2 is the same for all three genders. 
●     Block 2 Adjectives are the reverse of the Nouns. 
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Lesson 29: Ablative Pronouns & Prepositions

Recall the natural meaning of Ablative is by, with, from, in, or as the object of 50% Prepositions. 

Ablative Pronouns

de me about me 
de nobis about us 
de te about you 
de vobis about ye 
de eo about him 
de ea about her 
de eo about it 
de eis about them 

Relative Pronouns

de quo about whom (masculine singular) 
de qua about whom (feminine singular) 
de quo about whom (neuter singular) 
de quibus about whom (plural) 

Prepositions which take the Ablative

a, ab, (abs) from (seperation), by (personal agent) 
absque without 
coram in front of, around, in the presence of 
cum with (accompaniment, not instrument) 
de from; about, of, concerning 
e, ex out of, from (the center) 
prae in front of 
pro before, in front of; for; according to; as, like 
sine without 

Now go on to do Homework 32-33 

N.B. The ablative naturally means by, with, or from; so when/why do you have to add the preposition "ab" or "cum"? 

●     a, ab - the ablative with this preposition either means "from" or "by a person" (or animal): "a magistro" = 
"from/by the teacher"; to say "by a thing" then no preposition is used, just the ablative alone: "vento" = "by 
the wind" 

●     cum - the ablative with "cum" means with as in together / accompaniment: "cum amico" = "with a friend"; to 
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speak of instrumentality, the preposition is not used: "scribo stylo" = "I write with a pencil" 
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Lesson 30: Deponent Verbs

Looking up a few verbs (actually almost 1/3 of Latin verbs) in your dictionary you notice they do not look like our 
regular verbs: 

hortor, hortari to exhort Group 1 
fateor, fateri to confess Group 2 
loquor, loqui to speak Group 3 
largior, largiri to give (generously) Group 4 

These are Verbum Deponens, meaning: 

1.  the verb does not have an active form - it always looks and acts passive in its form 
2.  the verb does not have passive meanings - it's always active in its meaning 

* Thus these verbs are used by making the passive form (for all six verb times), but they will have active meanings: 

●     hortor (T.1) = I exhort (not passive: I am being exhorted) 
●     locutus est (T.4) = he has spoken (not passive: it was spoken) 
●     largemur (T.3) = we will give (not passive: we will be given) 

Now go on to do Homework 34-35 

N.B. 

●     Besides obviously looking passive, Deponent Verbs will often be marked in your dictionary by "V. Dep." or 
just "Dep." 

●     How can I know a verb is deponent when I'm reading in Latin? 1. know the dictionary, 2. if the verb appears 
with an accusative noun (object), it must be deponent, since passive verbs don't have direct objects 
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Lesson 31: 20% Nouns

Learning the remaining 20% of nouns in your dictionary.

Recall that Block 1 makes up 40% of Latin nouns and 50% of Latin adjectives. 
Block 2 also makes up 40% of Latin nouns and 50% of the adjectives. 
This leaves the remaining 20% of nouns, which can be divided in 2 groups (traditionally called the 4th and 5th 
declension). 

1. Looking in your dictionary, we see nouns such as 

●     manus, manus -f. = hand 
●     spiritus, spiritus -m. = spirit 

●     vultus, vultus -m. = face 
●     fructus, us -m. = fruit 

Forming the different function of the "-us, -us" noun

Case Singular Plural 

Nominative (subject): -us -ùs 

Accusative (object): -um -ùs 

Genetive (possesive,of): -ùs -uum 

Ablative (by,with,from,in): -u -ibus 

Dative (to,for,from): -uì -ibus 

Note: there are a few neuter nouns that look like "genu, genus -n. = knee", therefore they form slightly different in 
the subject and object: 

Case Singular Plural 

Nominative (subject): -ù -ua 

Accusative (object): -ù -ua 

Dative (to,for,from): -ù  

N.B. 

●     Here, the accent marks the long vowels: therefore the subject: manus, is actually different then the plural: 
manùs 

●     The rules still apply for neuter nouns: subject and object are the same, and plural subject and object ends in 
"a". 
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●     Some nouns in this group were in Block 1 in ancient Latin: "senatus,us -m. = senate" was originally "senatus,
i", similarly "domus,us -f. = house" was "domus,i". 

2. Looking in your dictionary, we see nouns such as 

●     species, speciei -f. = 
appearance 

●     res, rei -f. = thing 
●     facies, faciei -f. = face 

●     fides, fidei -f. = faith 
●     dies, diei -c. = day 

Forming the different function of the "-es, -ei" noun

Case Singular Plural 

Nominative (subject): -es -es 

Accusative (object): -em -es 

Genetive (possesive,of): -ei -erum 

Ablative(by,with,from,in): -e -ebus 

Dative(to,for,from): -ei -ebus 

N.B. 

●     E.g. "de fide" = concerning the faith; "rerum novarum" = of new things; "de re publica" = about the public 
thing = "de republica" 

●     "meridies, ei -f" = noon, midday; so AM = "ante meridiem" = before noon 
●     While a small percentage of the language, this group includes several important words. Most of them are 

feminine. 

See my list of some of these 20% Nouns  
Go on to Lesson 32 
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Lesson 32: Dative Case

Learning our final noun function

The technical name for this is the Dative function, sometimes called the indirect object. It has the meaning of to or 
for (or from when its with regard to me). The word dative is actually derived from the verb "do, dare, dedi, datum = 
to give" 

Forming the Dative function of the Noun

A. Block I Nouns and Adjectives (adjectives follow the nouns): 

Block I Dative 

 Masculine & Neuter Feminine   

 Singular Plural Singular Plural   

Ending: -o -is -ae -is   

Noun: amico amicis puellae puellis   

 testimonio testimonis     

Adjective: meo meis meae meis   

B. Block II Nouns and Adjectives (adjectives follow the nouns): 

Block II Dative 

Nouns Adjectives  

Singular Plural Singular Plural  

-i -ibus -i -ibus  

patri (m) patribus nobili nobilibus to noble fathers(s) 

matri (f) matribus illustri illustribus for illustrious mother(s) 

corpi (n) corporibus valenti valentibus from strong body(s) 

N.B. 

●     E.g. "gloria Patri et Filio" = glory to the Father and to the Son 
●     There is the same problem of similarity of forms - the Dative looks just like many other forms we have had - 

know your vocabulary! 
●     Block 2 is the same for all three genders. 
●     Unlike the Ablative, here the Block 2 Adjectives and Nouns are the same. 

C. Dative Pronouns 
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Singular Plural 
mihi (mi) - to me nobis - to us 
tibi - to you vobis - to ye 
ei - to him,her,it eis (iis) - to them 
cui - to whom (sing.) quibus - to whom (pl.) 

Congratulations! You finished the first year. Are you ready to go to graduate 
to the Next Experience? 

"You can get this... if you keep doing Latin for the rest of your lives." - Fr. Foster 
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Enter the Third Experience

In Third Experience (level 2), you can look forward to many things not covered in First 
Experience:

●     Reflexive Pronouns 
●     Ablative Absolutes 
●     Subjunctive Verbs 
●     And much, much more... 

Enter the Third Experience
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AVRELIVS AVGVSTINVS [354-430 post Chr.] 
In the first line from Augustine, notice how he puts the subject (underlined) after the object 
(italics) of each phrase! 

Fecerunt itaque civitates duas amores duo: terrenam scilicet amor sui usque ad contemptum Dei, 
caelestem vero amor Dei usque ad contemptum sui. Denique illa in seipsa, haec in Domino 
gloriatur. Illa enim quaerit ab hominibus gloriam; huic autem Deus conscientiae testis, maxima 
est gloria. 

Two loves therefore made two cities: certainly the love of oneself all-the-way to the contempt of 
God [produced] the earthly [city], however the love of God all-the-way to the contempt of self 
[produced] the heavenly [city]. Indeed the former glories in itself, the latter glories in the Lord. 
Namely the former seeks glory from men; but God being the witness of conscience, the glory for 
the latter is greater. 

MARCVS TVLLIVS CICERO [106-43 ante Chr.] Ad Familiares XIV, 1,4-5 
Here note how Cicero likes to put his verbs (in bold), sometimes at the end of a phrase, other 
times at the beginning or in the middle. 

De Quinto fratre nihil ego te accusavi; sed vos, cum praesertim tam pauci sitis, volui esse quam 
coniunctissimos. Quibus me voluisti agere gratias, egi et me a te certiorem factum esse scripsi 

Concerning brother Quintus in-no-way have I accused you, but you since especially as you are 
few, I want to be as joined together as possible [tam...quam]. To whom by me you wanted to 
return thanks, I have returned, and I have written myself to have been informed by you. 

MARCVS TVLLIVS CICERO [106-43 ante Chr.] Ad Familiares XIV, 5,1-2 
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Si tu et Tullia, lux nostra, valetis, ego et suavissimus Cicero valemus. Pr. Idus Oct. Athenas 
venimus ../.. velim cures, si auctio ante meum adventum fiet, ut Pomponius aut, si is minus 
poterit, Camillus nostrum negotium curet" 

If you and Tullia, our light, are well, I and most sweet Cicero are well. [The day] Before the ides 
of October [Oct. 14] we came to Athens ../.. I would like you take-care-of, if the auction before 
my arrival will be done, that Pomponius or, if he will be less-than able, Camillus our business 
may-care-for. 

MAXIMUS TAVRINENSIS [380-470 post Chr.] Sermo De Latrone 3, 41-45 
Bishop Maximus likes to put either subjects or verbs at the end of his phrases (speaking of the 
thief on the cross). 

Haec est vere fidei plena devotio, ut cum de vulneribus domini profluens sanguis cernitur, tunc 
de potestate eius venia postuletur; cum videatur eius humilitas, tunc magis timeatur eius 
divinitas; cum morti addictus putatur, tunc regis illi honorificentia deferatur. 

This is truly devotion full of faith, so that when blood flowing from wounds of the Lord is 
noticed, then forgiveness is asked from his power; when his humility is seen, then his divinity is 
feared more; when the debtor is reckoned in death, then the honor of a king is granted to him. 

CODEX IURIS OCCIDENTALIS [1983 post Chr.] 
From the code of canon law, notice how each paragraph begins with the same to words, the 
parochial vicar (or assistant priest), but in a different case each time: object, genitive, and subject 
respectively. 

Can. 547 Vicarium paroecialem libere nominat Episcopus dioecesanus, {auditis, [si opportunum 
id iudicaverit,] parocho aut parochis} 

Can. 548 §1 Vicarii paroecialis obligationes et iura, {praeterquam canonibus huius capitis, statutis 
dioecesanis necnon litteris Episcopi dioecesani} definiuntur 

§3 Vicarius paroecialis regulariter de inceptis pastoralibus prospectis et susceptis ad parochum 
referat 

Can. 547 The diocesan Bishop freely appoints an assistant priest; if he has judged it opportune, he 
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will have consulted the parish-priest or parish-priests 

Can. 548 §1 The obligations and rights of assistant priests are defined not only by the canons of 
this chapter, but also by the diocesan statutes, and by the letter of the diocesan Bishop 

§3 The assistant priest is to report regularly to the parish-priest on pastoral initiatives having been 
planned and having been undertaken. 

PONTIFEX BEATUS IOANNES XXIII [1958-1963 post Chr.] Allocution in Solemni SS. 
Concilii Inauguratione, 11 Oct. 1962 
Even Blessed John XXIII puts his verbs at the end of each phrase: 

Universa Concilia .../... manifesto vigorem Ecclesiae Catholicae comprobant et quasi fulgentia 
lumina in eius annalibus recensentur. 

All Councils .../... plainly demonstrate the vigor of the Catholic Church and are considered as 
sparkling lights in its annals. 
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Biblia VULGATA LATINA [150-1998 post Chr.] 
Leave out the parts in brackets in this verse of St. Peter (Acts 2:32-33), and there are two simple 
phrases. Note the order of the first 4 words! 

Hunc Iesum resuscitavit Deus, [cuius omnes nos testes sumus.] Dextera igitur Dei exaltatus, [et 
promissione Spiritus Sancti accepta a Patre,] effudit hunc, [quem vos videtis et auditis.] 

God raised up this Jesus, [and of that we all are witnesses.] Therefore having been exalted at the 
right hand of God, [and having received from the Father the promise of the Holy Spirit,] he has 
poured out this [which you see and hear.] 

CHRONICA ECCLESIAE PRAGENSIS [1374 post Chr.] 
Looking at just the main words, note how the verbs can be at the beginning of one sentence, but 
then at the end of the next. 

Accersivit etiam de alienis partibus diversis plures in sacra theologia magistros, in iure canonico 
doctores, et in singuis artibus expertes et eruditos, qui ecclesiam Dei et proximos in scienciis et 
moribus edificarent... 

For he summoned many teachers, doctors, experts and learned-men, who might build up the 
Church of God and neighbors. 

AMBROSIVS MEDIOLANENSIS [333-397 post Chr.] 
The subjects come after the verbs in this quote from St. Ambrose 

Non mundavit Damasus, non mundavit Petrus, non mundavit Ambrosius, non mundavit 
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Gregorius; nostra enim servitia, sed tua sunt sacramenta. Neque enim humanae opis est divina 
conferre, sed tuum, Domine, munus et Patris est. 

Damasus did not cleanse [i.e. baptize], Peter did not cleanse, Ambrose did not cleanse, Gregory 
did not cleanse; indeed ours are the services, but yours are the sacraments. It is not only of human 
power conferring the divine, but yours is also, O Lord, the gift of the Father. 

OCTAVIVS CAGNACCI [1837-1903 post Chr.] Sacrae Missiones in Illyrico et in Dalmatia 
On the Jesuit mission in Slovania and Croata in 1868. 

Porro cum rhedam conscendissent laeti... 

Further on, when the happy-men had mounted the cart-wagon... 

IOANNES AMOS COMENIVS [1592-1671 post Chr.] Artes arte tractandi Humanam Naturam... 
Diaetetca 
Some dietary guidelines put the verb last in each phrase. 

Ludovicus Cornarus Cibum et Potum certo pondere et mensura capiebat: alij semel de die, et 
parce quidem Cibum sumebant. 

L. C. used to take food and drink with a certain weight and measure: others once a day, and even 
sparingly, used to take food. 

MAXIMUS TAVRINENSIS [380-470 post Chr.] De Natale Sanctorum Petri et Pauli 
The Feast of Sts. Peter and Paul is celebrated June 29, when Bishop Maximus of Turin gave this 
sermon. 

...quorum corda Paulus patefecerit doctrina verborum, eorum animabus Petrus aperiat regna 
caelorum. 

whose hearts Paul opened-up with teaching of the word, to their souls Peter opens the kingdoms 
of the heavens. 
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CONCILIUM CONSTANTIENSE [1415 post Chr.] 
The Council of Constance doesn't mince words about bad clerics. Note how objects come before 
the verbs 

Per censuras ecclesiasticas excommunicationis, suspensionis et interdicti [ad sui exaltationem] 
clerus populum laicalem sibi suppeditat, avaritiam multiplicat, malitiam protegit, et viam 
praeparat antichristo. 

By ecclesiastical-church censures of excommunication, suspension and interdict for their own 
exultation the clergy supply lay people for themselves, multiply avarice, protect wickedness, and 
prepare the way for the antichrist. 
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ALBIVS TIBVLLVS [60-19 ante Chr.] 
Of course poetry is always free, so Tibullus can put his subjects after the verbs. He also splits 
apart tuos pedes, but you should see that they go together. 

Haec veniat avis prolemque ministret,
ludat et ante tuos turba novella pedes. 

[May] this bird come and provide offspring, and a new crowd play before your feet. 

LITVRGIA ROMANA PAVLI VI [1975 post Chr.] 
In the line of this prayer from the Sacramentary, the object comes first and the verb last! (ignore 
the part in brackerts) 

Quia filios, [quos longe peccati crimen abstulerat], per sanguinem Filii tui Spiritusque virtute, in 
unum ad te denuo congregare voluisti: 

You wanted to gather to yourself together in one the children through the blood of your Son and 
the power of the Spirit. 

TITVS MACCVS PLAVTVS [254-184 ante Chr.] 
Plautus splits words apart, but from the endings you will see go together: noster magister, nostrae 
curiae. 

Nam noster nostrae qui est magister curiae
dividere argenti dixit nummos in viros; 
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He who is our leader of our senate decided to divide the coins of silver among the men. 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 1

Return to Lesson 2

As is fitting and customary every year, the first voice to teach us Latin is that of Rome's greatest orator-writer-
politician the "father of Latinity", MARCVS TVLLIVS CICERO (106-43 ante Chr.), who here sends private, 
personal letters to his family: wife Terentia, daughter Tullia, son Marcus: 

A) "De Quinto fratre nihil ego te accusavi; sed vos, cum praesertim tam pauci sitis, volui esse quam 
coniunctissimos. Quibus me voluisti agere gratias, egi et me a te certiorem factum esse scripsi" (Ad Familiares 
XIV,1,4-5). 

1.  What fundamental difference do we want to stress between the functioning of the Latin language and most 
other languages we hear and use? 

2.  When you see a Latin verb with the simple ending "i" like in "accusavI" and "egI", "voluI" and "scripsI", you 
immediately assign what subject to that verb?  
From your first Latin day what will be the reversed [reversed = singular goes to plural, plural to singular in 
our classes] of those four verb forms?  
Give complete Latin words!!!  
Also from your first Latin encounter, what will the "he-she-it" form of those verbs look like? 

3.  If someone tells you that "sitis" as a noun in your dictionary means ________ but in the quote above it is a 
verb - what Latin principle stressed in class is your only help-salvation here? 

4.  If "sitis" is a verb and its ending is "s", then its subject is ________, but if its ending is "TIS", then its subject 
is ________. 

5.  Your class notes warn you that on one occasion in Latin, to be learned later, the verb ending: '--STI' has what 
subject? ________ "voluisti" reversed is: ________ 

6.  If the first seven words of Cicero here mean: "Concerning brother Quintus in-no-way have I accused you", 
what two Latin principles produced that meaning in the mind of Terentia and yours 2044 years later? 

7.  What different meaning for those 7 words would this phrase have: "Te de quinto fratre accusivi ego nihil"?? 
8.  If the second phrase of Cicero: "sed vos.." means: "but you, since especially you are so few, I want to be as 

joined-together as possible", how will you keep his word order, add a few elements and say on your own: 
"but now-(cf. DICT.) you, since there-(cf. DICT.) especially you are always-(cf. DICT.) so few, we have 
wanted to be as joined-together as possible" 

9.  The last sentence of Cicero means, as literally as possible: "To whom me you wanted to return thanks, I have 
returned, and I have written myself to have been informed by you". Where did you find the word: "I have 
written"?  
HOW could Cicero begin and end his sentence with the same subject: "i" verbs "egi...scripsi'? Why did he 
not write: "egi et scripsi..."? Explain 

10.  Rewrite that last sentence to read like this: "To whom he wanted to return thanks, he returned and wrote 
myself to have been informed" == 

B) "Si tu et Tullia, lux nostra, valetis, ego et suavissimus Cicero valemus. Pr. Idus Oct. Athenas venimus ../.. 
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velim cures, si auctio ante meum adventum fiet, ut Pomponius aut, si is minus poterit, Camillus nostrum 
negotium curet" (Ad Fam. XIV,5,1-2) 

1.  Point out the verbs in Cicero's first part ../ here and their subjects:  
At this early point in your Latin career, you can certainly reverse: "valetis"=  
But you could have choices in the reverse of "valeMUS" which are they? 

2.  If "AthenAS" and "curES" are verbs then their subject is: ________ reversed:  
If in your experience: "AthenaS" turns out to be a noun, and "cureS" a verb then what does the naked ending 
"S" really tell a stranger-observer? 

3.  If "velim" is a verb, then its reversed must be: ________ and the form for "they" must be ________ and "he-
she-it" must be ________, you ________, ye ________ 

4.  When you spot Latin verbs in a sentence like: "fiet...poterit...curet", what kind of possible subject will you 
naturally attach to them?  
What will the "we" forms be for those three verbs of Cicero?  
How will you decide on the definite subject in any sentence? Two ways: 

5.  Here Cicero is writing to his wife Terentia, and mentions Tullia=26 years old, and Cicero Jr.=15 years old. 
The following is a literal translation, of which you can use the first sentence on your next postcard home!!  
"If you and Tullia, our light, are well, I and most sweet Cicero are well. On the day before the ides of 
October (Oct. 14) We came to Athens ../.. I would like you take care, if the auction before my arrival will be 
done, that Pomponius or, if he less will-be-able, Camillus our business may-care-for".  
Now take your pen and rewrite the sentence modifying only the verbs and a few words to read in your perfect 
Latin after one class (keep Cicero's word order!!!): "If Marcus and Tullia are well today-(cf. DICT.), 
Terentia, you are certainly-(cf. DICT.) well. When-(cf. DICT.) did you come (use **form) to Athens? 
Marcus would-like we take care that [ut] Camillus and Tullia our business may-care-for." 

6.  As a general principle, what do the endings of Latin words indicate-do?  
When will this fact cease to exist-be valid in your Latin life? 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 2

Return to Lesson 4

The annual celebration of all the Saints of the Church on November 1st gives us many opportunities to learn Latin 
from the LITVRGIA ROMANA which is centuries old and new also. 

(Antiphon at first vespers): "Cantabant sancti canticum novum *ante sedem Dei et Agni* et resonabat terra".  
VOCAB. *ante sedem Dei et Agni* = before the seat of God and of the Lamb. 

1.  When you start reading-hearing a Latin sentence like this one, and you first get 'cantabant', what kind of 
subject do you attach to that verb? ________; and what about the verb 'resonabat'? what possible subject in 
Latin? 

2.  If your DICT. gives you: "canticum-n.=song", then what possible functions can-must you give the form in the 
quote? and why?  
Which of those functions is excluded here and why?  
What is the reversed of 'canticum'? 

3.  From what you have learned in your first Latin classes, what must the function of that 'terra' be, IF it appears 
that way in the DICT.? ________ its reversed: ________. 

4.  If the word is: "sanctus,i-m=male-saint", then what does 'sancti' do in this quote?  
And its reversed will be: 

5.  From that quick analysis, what do you notice about the Latin style of the liturgical text?  
What will you answer to people who say such word order is difficult-confusing-not modern? 

6.  If the verbs here are past. then what does the antiphon mean exactly in straight, correct English? 
7.  Keep the word order of the text, and say on your own: "We were singing, the men-saints [sanctus,i-m.] and 

the women-saints [sancta,ae-f.] and new songs were resounding everywhere-(cf. DICT.)": 
8.  How does this liturgical sentence recall-imitate the quote from Augustine which we saw in our first class: 

"Facerunt itaque civitates duas amores duo"? 

(antiphon at the 'Magnificat'): "Te gloriosus *Apostolorum chorus, te *prophetarum laudabilis numerus, te 
*martyrum candidatus laudat exercitus".  
VOCAB. *apostolorum-prophetarum-martyrum=OF the apostles-prophets-martyrs. 

1.  From your first Latin class you see the verb here: ________, which reversed will be: ________. The 'you' 
form for that same verb is: ________ and the 'i' form: ________. 

2.  Your second class allowed you to identify several words here whose form clearly makes them subjects: point 
them out= 

3.  If very soon that 'te' is going to be object, then explain WHY the ancient author put it where she/he did: 
4.  Exact meaning of the famous line and part of the 'Te Deum' (verb is present): 
5.  What is the difference in meaning between what you read above, and the following variation: "martyrum 

laudit exercitus te candidatus"?  
What will this phrase have to mean with the same word-order: "tu martyrum candidatum laudas exercitum"? 
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6.  How will you have to say in Latin: "We glorious choirs of apostles are praising the numbers of 
prophets" (keep the general word order of the quote): 

C] (antiphon at Second Vespers): "Redemisti nos, *Domine Deus in sanguine tuo*... et fecisti nos +Deo nostro+ 
regnum".  
VOCAB. *Dom. Deus in san. tuo*=oh lord god in your blood. +Deo nostro+=for our god. 

1.  If in your Latin training you will learn: 'redeml-feci=i have redeemed-i have made', then what subject do you 
see in the verbs of the quote? ________ their reversed: 

2.  According to your DICT. what can be the function of "regnum" and why? 
3.  If 'nos' here=us, and the verbs are past then the liturgical line must mean: 
4.  How do you say in Latin with the same VOCAB.: "She has redeemed the angels [angelus,i-m.] and we have 

redeemed the creatures [creatura,ae-f.]": 
5.  You should be able to 'see' at least four different meanings in the simple Latin sentence: "fecit nos Deo nostro 

regnum": what are they? (observe+think!) 

(preface for the solemnity of All Saints): "*fratrum nostrorum* iam te in aeternum corona collaudat".  
VOCAB. *fratrum nostrorum*=of our brothers. in aeternum=into eternal time,eternity. 

1.  Why can that "te" not be the subject of the sentence?  
What is the subject of the sentence? _______ and with what does it connect? 

2.  Why are such sentences especially good for beginners learning about the "nature" of the Latin language? 
3.  Exact weaning: (collaudire=laudare) 
4.  Reverse "corona collaudat"= 
5.  What is totally ambiguous about: "regna cantica laudant"?? explain  

But why is: "regna corona laudat" not ambiguous?  
And "regnum coronam laudat" not ambiguous? 

E) (preface for the solemnity of All Saints): "simul *fragilitati nostrae* adiumenta et exempla concedis".  
VOCAB. *fragilitati nostrae*=to our fragility, weakness. 

1.  If the verb here is present, then what is its subject? _______ and reversed? ________ 
2.  What does "simul" mean in your DICT.? ________, what English word comes from it? 
3.  Exact meaning 
4.  Say: "we always grant help and an example to fragility": 

F) (psalm verse): "sacrificabo hostiam... vota mea *Domino reddam. *Domino - to the lord. Show the verbs and 
subjects (future time). 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 3

Return to Lesson 6

1.  PLAVTVS taught you to say: "For what reason have you now expelled me from the building-house?" = 
"nam qua me nunc caussa extrusisti ex aedinus?"  
Use all your new Latin knowledge, express all the pronouns and say like Plautus: 'Just-as (=sicut) she 
expelled him and them-women from the house-building, so (=ita) we have expelled ye and the dogs[=catulus,
i-n.; catellus,i-m.]': 

2.  SEDVLIVS taught you to say: "May we all celebrate-in-song the underworld having been subdued by the 
triumph of Christ" = "omnes canamus subitum Christi triumpho tartarum"  
Again use your own Latin knowledge and say with the same word order: 'may they all (=omnes) celebrate-in-
song ignorance [ignorantia,ae-f.] having been subdued (=it will have the same ending as 'ignorance') here 
today': 

3.  TIBVLLVS taught you to say: "Venus herself has already now moved into the wide fields and Cupid learns 
the country words of the plowman" = "ipsa Venus latos iam nunc migrauit in agros, uerbaque aratoris 
rustica discit Amor"  
Use your Latin brain, express the pronouns and say with the same word order: 'when (cf. DICT.) have ye 
moved** in the wide field, and why are you learning the country word of the plowman?" (N.B. give 3 ways 
of saying that 'and') 

At the time of Julius Caesar, Cicero el al. there was a very popular stage-actor who peppered his jokes and acts with 
one-line verses of supreme vision. about 700 were collected and became a Latin text book for centuries: even for 
you. he is PVBLILVS SYRVS. 

1.  "O tacitum tormentum animi conscientia!" [n.490]. animi=of the spirit-mind 
❍     Your DICT. gives you 'tacitus,a,um=silent,tacit'. you can see that such an adjective is going to be 

treated how? 
❍     Meaning of the line: 
❍     If "we call=vocamus" and "we bite=mordemus", then how will you make your own sentence to say: 

"Publilius calls consciences [conscientia,ae-f.] silent torments, because [cf. DICT.] the Consciences 
bite the spirits-minds [animus,i-m.]": 

2.  "Semper plus metuit animus ignotum malum" [n.655]. 
❍     If your DICT. gives you: 'malum,i-n.=evil,trouble' and 'malus,i-m.=bad-man,person" as well as 

'ignotus,a,um=unknown', then where do you see a double meaning-ambiguity here? explain:  
In the Latin language, you have learned that the reversed of "malum" can be what? 

❍     If the verb is: "metuo,ere=to fear", then the line means: 
❍     Express the pronouns and say: "We do not fear you, although -(cf. DICT.) you fear us; she fears him 

but (=sed,verum,vero) they do not fear her nor-(nec,neque) me": 
3.  "Auxilia humilia firma consensus facit" [n.4.] humilia=humble,simple. firmus,a,um=strong,solid. 

❍     If the DICT. word is: "auxilium,i-n.=help,aid", then the rest tells you here it must function as what? 
(give 2 reasons): 

❍     Exact meaning of the wise phrase about strength in agreement: 
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❍     Keep the word order, use a bit of intelligence and say: 'solid help makes agreement'  
While your sentence may look ambiguous, why is it not so? 

4.  "Etiam capillus unus habet umbram suam" [n.186] suam=its own. 
❍     Meaning of the easy line:  

Put the message of the line into other words of yours [what is he teaching?] 
❍     Say quickly putting objects in the front of the phrases: "While -(dum) bald-men [calvus,i-m,] and 

bald-women [calva,ae-f.] do not have hairs, we all -(cf. above) have shadows": 
5.  "Habent locum maledicti* crebrae nuptiae" [n.260]. *maledicti=of criticism,bad talk. 

❍     If the word is: "locus,i-m.=place,occasion", then here it must function as ________. 
❍     What does the Latin adjective: "creber,crebra,crebrum" mean in DICT.? 
❍     You will also find: 'nuptia,ae-f. [or more often in the Plural: nuptiae] meaning: 
❍     Therefore the line means: 
❍     What were you taught about the first word in Latin sentences? 

What were you taught about whole-entire Latin sentences? 
6.  "Gravis animus dubiam non habet sententiam" [n.232]. gravis=serious,steadfast [subj.] 

❍     Our class readings and experience automatically trained you to make what important connection 
here? 

❍     Exact meaning of the one-liner of Publilius: [sententia,ae-f.=opinion,sentiment] 
❍     If in Latin: "habuimus" means: 'we have had', then how d0 you say: "how-long (cf. DICT.) have you 

had** dubious opinions? I have never had doubts (dubium,i-n.) and (-express it in three ways) Fights 
[rixa,ae-f.]": 

7.  "Nihil peccant oculi, si animus oculis* imperat" [n.423]. nihil=in no way. *oculis=to the eyes 
❍     You should be able to identify immediately two subjects:  

What do you notice about the location of the verbs+subjects? 
❍     If the verbs are: "peccare=to sin; imperare=to give-orders", then the moral theology principle means 

exactly from the mouth of a so-called pagan: 
❍     Say on your own: "you are not sinning, because you are giving-commands to the eyes". 

8.  "Pericula timidus etiam, quae non sunt, videt" [n.500].  
periculum,i-n.=danger; timidus,i-m=the timid-man,person; quae non sunt=which exist not 

❍     From the Vocab., what does your mind register when it sees-analyses the first two words? 
❍     Exact meaning: 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 4

Return to Lesson 8

On November 10th the church celebrates the yearly liturgical feast day of the greatest 'Latin stylist' among the Latin 
fathers of the church, LEO MAGNCVS Pontifex from 440-461, with his tomb and monument in the far left corner of 
the present St. Peter's Basilica. here you have some examples of his sculpted Latinity which you can understand and 
imitate. 

A) [on the fasting of the tenth month: December 13, 442].  
"Misericors et pius Dominus remedia nobis* et adiutoria dedit, +per quae+ veniam obtinere 
possimus" [XV,1].  
VOCAB. nobis*=to us. +per quae+=through which. obtinere=to obtain. 

1.  If the word is: 'venia,ae-f.=forgiveness', then here it functions as: ________ reversed: _______  
What term does Roman-Catholic theology have from this Latin word? 

2.  If in the l.1 the subject must be: ________ then the object must be: ________  
And how will that same object appear in the DICT. (without consulting it!!)?? 

3.  If "dedit" (do,dare,dedi=to give) here is past, and "possimus"=may be able, then the simple sentence must 
mean: 

4.  Keep Leo's word-order, but modify it to mean: "Ye have given(**) remedy and help to us, that [ut] ye may 
be able to obtain forgiveness and graces [gratia,ae-f.)": 

B) [during the anniversary celebration of his election: Sept. 29, 441].  
"Splendidissimam frequentiam video...quando* simul adsunt et +uno lumine+ micant tot speciossima 
tabernacula Dei§, tot membra excellentissima &corporis Christi" [II,2].  
VOCAB. adsum=i am present; mico=i shine. +uno lum.+=with one light. §Dei=of God. &corporis Christi=of the 
body of Christ. frequentia,ae-f.=crowd. quando*=when,because. 

1.  If Leo begins his sentence here with ________, then what subject do you see here for the verbs: 
'adsunt'+'micant'?  
The reversed of the object and subject in the quote therefore will have to be: 

2.  Express the subject of the verb: "video" ________. and give us the 'vos' form for the same verb: ________, 
and the 'ei-eae-ea' form: ________. 

3.  What do you notice here in the style, as to the position of the object+verb, subject+verb?  
Confirming what Latin principle? 

4.  What did we learn about the use-treatment of adjectives? here: "splendissimus,a,um", "speciossimus,a,um", 
"excellentissimus,a,um"?  
As you can see these are the 'superlatives' of the basic words in your DICT. 

5.  In your DICT. 'tot' means: ________, and therefore the whole neat sentence from the mouth of Leo on his 
election day must mean: 

6.  Give a very elegant way of expressing that "ET" in the whole phrase: 'simul adsunt et uno lumine micant'= 
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7.  Say in a Latin sentence of only 5 words: you see them-women and they-women see you":  
In a sentence of 5 words: "we are shining and we see the most beautiful tabernacle of God": 

C) [in one of his immortal Christmas sermons - with an immortal formula for the incarnation: Dec. 25, 442]  
"Tenet enim *sine defectu* proprietatem suam utraque natura et, sicut formam servi§ Dei§ forma non admit, 
ita formam Dei§ servi§ forma non minuit" [XXIII,2].  
VOCAB. *sine defectu*=without defect,fault. adimo,ere=to take away. minuo,ere=to lessen verbs here are all present. 
words with § =of. sicut...ita: just as...so 

1.  If that combination: "proprietatem suam" soon is going so be object: =its-own nature,identity,specialty - then 
what is the subject of that 'tenet'? ________, of 'minuit' ________, of 'adimit' ________? [N.B., these should 
be useless questions by now!!!]. 

2.  How did we learn to use adjectives, such as: "uter+que, utra+que, utrum+que" [=each of two]?? explain = 
3.  In this theological talk, 'forma'=nature,substance,essence. and 'servus,i-m.=servant, i.e. the human-person'. 

You can render the sentence perfectly, but you better express it intelligently and not foolishly. Latin is your 
guide - with Latin freedom! 

4.  If the word for: 'our' is "noster,nostra,nostrum", then you can say nicely with Leo's word order: "We hold our 
natures and, just-as you do not take-away our proper-things [proper-thing: proprium,i-n.], so we d0 not lessen 
your [your:=tuus,a,um] customs (=institutum,i-n.)": = 

[from a homily on the Gospel text of Matthew 17,1-9: the Transfiguration].  
"Aperit ergo Dominus *coram electis testibus* gloriam suam et...formam +tanto splendore+ clarificat" [II,3].  
*coram...testibus*=in front of selected witnesses. +tanto splen. =with so great splendor. 

1.  Point out the subject immediately here: ________, and then indicate the objects ________. 
2.  Why did Leo begin his sentence with the verb?= 
3.  When the audience at St. John's Cathedral heard: "aperit", what did they register in their heads? ________ 

how long did their uncertainty last? 
4.  If: 'aperire=to open' and 'clarificare=to illuminate' and the verbs here are present, the elegant sentence even in 

its parts here means exactly: 
5.  reverse: gloriam suam= ________ Dominus= ________ clarificat= ________ 
6.  Say in your own Latin in this way: "We are opening our glory and our studies (studium,i-n.) are illuminating 

ne and you, him and her" 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 5

Return to Lesson 10

After the time of the poet Tibullus there came the most prolific, polished, silk writer of sentimental-love-elegiac 
verses, PVBLIVS OVIDIVS NASO [43 ante - 18 post Chr.]. Here he gives you some quasi-proverbs from his 
thousands of smooth lines. 

A] "Quid folia arboribus*, quid pleno* sidera caelo*, in freta collectas alta quid addis aquas?" [Amores 
II,10,13-14].  
Vocab. quid=why? *arboribus=to trees. *pleno...cielo=to a full heaven. 

1.  If the noun (of a second group to be learned soon) is: "sidus-N.=star,constellation, then what should-may you 
see in that 'sidera'? 

2.  If the word is: "fretum-n.=channel-of-water,strait - then with what adjective does it connect here? ________. 
There next week: IN - will mean 'into'+object. 

3.  If the adjective-participle is: 'collectus,a,um=collected,gathered', then here then here it must agree with what 
noun? ________. That combination must function as what in the second verse? 

4.  After you hive analyzed the, two lines [folium,i-n.=leaf], you can tell us what the main-only verb here is: 
________, which is present time, and whose subject is ________. 

5.  Give your own smooth version of the neat comparison of Ovid about useless activity: 
6.  Put a few new things together, verb first + say: "The honest [probus,i-m.] inhabitants [incola,ae-m.] and good-

things [bonus,a,um] toward dear-people [carus,a,um] within the small (parvus,a,um) villages [oppidum,i-n.; 
vicus,i-m. use both + proper adjective]. 

B] "Nox et Amor vinumque nihil moderabile suadent. Illa pudore vacat; Liber Amorque metu". [Amores 
I,6,59-60].  
Vocab. suadere=to suggest: present here. nihil=nothing. illa: that-Night. Liber=god-of wine. Amor=love-sex. 
pudore=from shame; metu=from fear. 

1.  Explain briefly the problem with the Latin connective: '---que'. 
2.  If the word in your DICT. is: "vaco,are=to be free" and here is present, then the realistic lines must mean 

exactly: 
3.  Give some other Latin ways to express: amor vinumque:= 
4.  How will you say with Ovid: "Ye sober dinner-guests [conviva,ae-m.] are free from fear, because [quia] 

among sober dinner-guests wine suggests not bad-things [malus,a,um] but happy-things (iucundus,a,um)": 

C] "Ut fugiunt aquilas - timidissima turba - columbae utque fugit visos agna novella lupos, sic illae* timuere 
viros sine more ruentes" [Ars Amatoria 1,177-119]  
Vocab. ut=just-as. sic=so. fugio,ere=to flee,escape: here present. illae*=those women. sine more=without habit,
custom,precedent. irruentes=rushing-in. 
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1.  The subject of: 'fugiunt'= ________; and of 'fugit'= ________. 
2.  Many people think that "viros" comes from "virUS" (N.!!!), which means: ________, but you know that that 

is impossible and the form here comes from: 
3.  If: 'visus,a,um=having been seen,spotted', then it agrees with ________, as what function in the sentence? 
4.  If 'timuere'=they have feared, then the description of these women's behavior in Ovid will sound exactly in 

the vernacular: (the vocab. here is common,essential) 
5.  Say with Ovid's style: "We eagles do not flee doves and you do not flee the wolf having been seen, but why 

does he (express the pronoun) flee the Latin language [lingua,ae-f.] and she flee the best (optimus,a,um) 
studies [studium,i-n.; disciplina,ae-f. use both with proper adjective]?" == 

D] "Nox erat et somnus lassos submisit ocellos. terruerunt animum talia visa meum" [Amores iii,5,1-2].  
Visum,i-n.=sight,vision. talia=such: n.pl. 

1.  The subject of 'terruerunt' (to terrify: in the past) must be: ________, and the subject of 'submisit' (to oppress, 
put down: past) must be: ________. if the 'meum' here agrees with ________, then the adjective: lassus,a,
um=tired, must agree with ________. 

2.  What is the problem with the PL.-reversed of: 'animUM'? 
3.  What is the difference in Latin between: 'somus,i-m.' and 'somnium,i-n.'?? 
4.  Give your best version of the beginning here of Ovid's account of a bad dream: 
5.  Then you can add: "Ye tired teachers [magister,magistri-m.; magistra,ae-f.] have put-down (**) your (vester,

tra,trum) limbs (membrum,i-n.) after (post+object) long classes (schola,ae-f.) and many (multus,a,um in pl.) 
"ludi domestici" having been seen": 

E] "Vina parant animos faciuntque *caloribus aptos: cura fugit multo diluitirque mero" [Ars Amatoria i,237-
238]. vocab. *caloribus=for heats,heat-waves. multo...mero=with much vine. diluitur=is diluted,washed-away. 
parare=to prepare,equip. aptus,a,um=suited,apt. 

1.  Without any special questions you can give your professional version of the wise advice of Ovid: 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 6

Return to Lesson 11

One of the most educated individuals of his time, poet-laureate of the Holy Roman Empire, leader of the Italian-
Classical Renaissance: AENEAS SYLVIVS PICCOLOMINI [1405-1464 post Chr.] after a very active life as scholar 
and statesman and man of the world was elected as Pope Pius II [1458-1464]. He is buried in the church of 
Sant'Andrea della Valle, near Largo argentina, with his nephew Pius III. At the end of his adventurous life he wrote 
his autobiography: "Commentarii rerum memorabilium" - one of the most readable in western literature. 

A] (Pius' election is decided in a Vatican bathroom during the night after conclave block):  
"Noctis medium effluxerat, cum - ecce - Bononiensis Aeneam adit et dormientem excitans 'quid ais' inquit 
'Aenea? nescis quia iam papam habemus? in latrinis convenerunt aliquot cardinales statueruntque 
Vilhelmum eligere'... Aeneas: fefellisti me, immo vero te ipsum et patriam tuam Italiam nisi resipis'". [Lib. 
I,36].  
VOCAB. Bononiensis=the cardinal of Bologna. excitans=waking-up. medium,i-n.=the middle. cum=when. 
Vilhelmus=the cardinal of Rouen,France. dormientem=him sleeping, immo vero=indeed. quia=that. ipsum=yourself. 
nisi=unless. aliquot=some. 

1.  If the verbs here: 'ais' (to say), 'nescis' (not to know), 'resipis' (to rethink, come to senses) have as their 
subject ________, their reversed form must be:  
If the verb in your DICT. is "fallo,ere,fefelli,falsus" meaning ________, then the verb in the past 'fefellisti' 
must have as it Latin SUBJECT: ________, and its reversed form (**)= 

2.  If the verbs: "effluxerat" (effluere=to flow-pass away), and "adit" (adire=to visit) "inquit" (inquam=I say) 
have as their general subject: ________, then the verb 'habemus' has as its subject in Latin: ________. 

3.  Analyze the use of the '---que' in l.3: "cardinales convenerunt statueruntque Vilhelmum 
elegere" [convenire=to meet; stauere=to decide: here past]= 

4.  You can read through the text and, almost as children, get the exact meaning from the progress of the 
sentence and a bit of insight: == 

5.  How will you use your Latin training and say: "The cardinals met near the vatican (Vaticanus,a,um) toilets 
(latrina,ae-f.) and because-of [use: two different prepositions] their animosity (inimicitia,ae-f.)+(their: suus,a,
um) decided to elect another (alius,a) man (vir,viri-m.) but not Aenea the Florentine (Florentinus,a,um). In 
the morning we are rethinking and have not deceived-tricked him. Thus [cf. DICT.] we elected (elegi=I 
elected) him our Roman (Romanus,a,um) bishop (episcopus,i-m.) outside the toilets": 

B] (Pius' chief concern for his whole, 6-year pontificate, was to organize a crusade against the Turks and match on 
the holy land with all Christian leaders behind him):  
"Auctoritas* crevit...in Graeciam penetraverit et Beticam in Hispania per Mauros occupaverit.../...timuit Pius 
pontifex hoc+ venenum et occurrere statuit, ne serperet ulterius" [Lib. II,1-2].  
VOCAB. *auctoritas=the power-authority of the Islamic law-movement. Betica,ae-f.=southern spain. hoc+=this. 
ne=that not. ulterius=further. Hispania,ae-f.=spain. 
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1.  Which prepositions in the Latin language have a dual application?  
Therefore: 'in Graeciam' must mean = ________ while "in Hispania" means = ________. 

2.  Check your DICT. for the verb: 'occurro,ere', where you will find not only "run to meet" and "occur" but also 
with regard for evils-problems-difficulties:= 

3.  The verbs here are all in the fast: crescere=to grow; penetrare=to penetrate; occupare=to occupy; timere=to 
fear; stauere=to decide: where the "nos" form for them all will have to be: 

4.  If 'serpo,ere=to crawl,sneak-ahead', what English word do we have from it? 
5.  Give several meanings for the Latin preposition 'per'= ________. what does the prep 'per' never mean, as in 

other languages?= 
6.  Your own professional version of the pontifical text: 
7.  If the adjective is: 'probus,a,um=good,moral,honest' and 'improbus,a,um'=bad,evil,dishonest': what will these 

phrases mean exactly: (verbs are past)  
"Probas nom timuimus probi, quamquam probae timuistis improbos" =  
"Cur timuistis probae improbas, dum improbus non improba timuit?" = 

c] (Pius receives a royal guest in Rome: Queen Karlotta - of Cyprus):  
"Regina +pro responso+ gratias egit mansitque deinde diebus circiter decem Romae*, donec basilicas 
martyrum praecipuas visit../..pontifex singulos cardinales singulos §ei largiri§ equos iussit" [Lib. VII,7].  
VOCAB. +pro responso+=in return for the answer of the pope. Romae*=in-at Rome. donec=until. singuli,ae,a [in pl.]
=individual, single. §ei largiri§=to give to her. 

1.  What did your 'Ludus 2' tell you in a VOCAB. note about the form: "martyrum"??= 
2.  What does the Latin preposition: 'circiter' mean in general?= ________. What other prepositions have about 

the same meaning?= 
3.  The verbs here: 'egit-to render', 'mansit-to remain', 'visit-to visit', 'iussit-to command' are all past, their vos 

forms will be (**), that is in Latin:= 
4.  If 'praecipuus,a,um' means "special,outstanding", then it agrees here with ________. 
5.  Express the: "egit mansitque" in two other good Latin ways: 
6.  As tourists in Rome speaking Latin, what will this mean: "PraecipuA visimus praecipuI intraque hospitium 

non mansimus diu-(cf. DICT.) nostrum" = 
7.  Your own faithful version of the short historical note: 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 7

Return to Lesson 12

The daily-simple-community Latin of the BIBLIA VVLGATA LATINA, born among the people and designed for the 
people, can help us grow fast in our Latin training. 

A] from the 'Liber Iudicum' (Book of Judges):  
"Abiit autem Iudas* cum Simeone fratre suo et percusserunt simul Chananaeum, qui habitabat in Sephath, et 
percusserunt urbem... dederuntque Chaleb Hebron, sicut dixerat Moyses, qui expulit ex ea tres filios Enac. 
Iebusaeum autem habitatorem Ierusalem non expulerunt filii Beniamin habitivitque Iebusaeus cum filiis 
Beniamin in Ierusalem usque in praesentem diem".  
VOCAB. *Iudas HERE=subject in greek: Judas. cum=with. Chananaeus,i-m.=the Cananite. Iebusaeus,i-m.=the 
Jebusite. ex ea=out of it. qui=who. habitatorem (obj.)=inhabitant. 
$there are many Hebrew words here undeclined - without Latin endings, and their function must be gathered from 
the context: Enac=of Enac. Beniamin=of Benjamin. Chaleb=to Chaleb. Hebron:object. Ierusalem=of Jerusalem. 

1.  What meaning did we give in class to the Latin preposition-adverb: 'usque'? 
2.  If 'Iebusaeum' functions as ________ in the sentence, then ________ functions as what ________. 
3.  Look carefully at the meanings which we gave in class to the different verb TIMES of the indicative in Latin, 

and then identify as requested with full meanings: 
❍     A) 'dixerat' is T.5 with one or two possible English vernacular meanings (dicere = to say): 
❍     B) 'habitavit' is T.4 in which time frame we had two distinct time concepts. Indicate those different 

concepts by number and then with their proper-possible meanings (habitare=to dwell,inhabit): 
❍     C) 'percusserunt'+'expulerunt' are both T.4; do the same for them as you did in the above question b) 

(percutere=to hit,strike; expellere=to expel,drive-out): 
❍     D) 'habitabat' is T.2. to what other thing in life did we compare that particular verb Time? ________ 

while T.4 is compared to what? ________.  
Because of its special nature, T.2 has a number of suitable vernacular meanings; list them, as you 
were taught: 

❍     E) 'Abiit' and 'expulit' are both T.4 which will produce what different time frames and meanings 
(abire=to depart,go-away; expellere=to expel,drive-out): 

❍     F) 'dederunt' is T.4 (dare=to give,hand over). If the story was written on the night of the event, then it 
will sound= ________ if written 100 years later, then= ________ 

4.  If you are observant and conscious of language things, you may notice something interesting here about the 
style of the Latin-Vulgate rendering of the Greek LXX: where are the subjects of the sentences? 

5.  Take your pen and write out the exact meaning of the neat text - respecting the verb Times, which you 
illustrated above: 

6.  Say in your own Latin - perhaps using the same Vulgata style: "Ye lousey [pessimus,a,um] Jebusites have 
been dwelling (**) within the walls (murus,i-m.) of jerusalem over many [pl. multus,a,um] centuries 
(saeculum,i-n.) against all [cunctus,a,um] divine (divinus,a,um) prophets [propheta,ae-m.] and beautiful 
[pulcehr,pulchra,pulchrum] suggestions (propositum,i-n.) at-our-home (=by us: what preposition?)": 
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B] from the 'Actus Apostolorum' (Acts of the Apostles):  
"Vos semper *Spiritui Sancto* resistitis; sicut+ patres vestri, et vos .../... et occiderunt eos qui praenuntiabant 
§de adventu Iusti§, cuius vos nunc proditores et homicidae fuistis, qui accepistis legem& et non custodistis".  
VOCAB. *Spiritui Sancto*=to the Holy Spirit. +sicut=just as. §de adventu Iusti§ = about the arrival of the Just-One. 
cuius=of whom. legem&=law (object). 

1.  What do you notice in your DICT. about "homicida,ae"? 
2.  If 'praenuntiabant' is T.2 [to foretell,preannounce] then it is going to have several special meanings:  

BUT 'occiderunt' is T.4 [to kill]. think and tell us WHY the author-people here correctly used two different 
Times describing the behavior of the Jews and the prophets among them: 

3.  The verbs here: 'accepistis'-'custodistis'-'fuistis' are all T.4, whose subject in Latin is going to have to be: 
________. but why in all probability will your translation of these T.4 sound totally different than the 
'occiderunt'? THINK-analyse! (accipere=to get; custodire=to keep; sum,esse=to be)  
Give the proper and precise number to the first three verbs: ________, then to 'occiderunt' ________ 

4.  If "resistitis" is T.1 (to offer resistance), then give all its possible versions: 
5.  If the reversed of the 'resistitis' is ________, then the reversed of the 'fuistis (**)' must be: ________ and of 

'custodistis (**)' must be: 
6.  Your own personal version of this part of Saint Stephen's speech to the Jewish senate: 
7.  Say finally on your own with these same words: "we are not offering resistance to the Holy Spirit but they 

almost (cf. DICT.) killed us good-men and good-women (bonus,a,um) who were preannouncing good-things 
about the arrival of the Just-One": 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 8

Return to Lesson 13

At the end of the liturgical year, just before Advent, the Church proposes as in alternative liturgical hymn the former 
'sequentia' at Masses of the Dead: the immortal "DIES IRAE" attributed to the first biographer of St. Franciscus: 
THOMAS DE CELANO [1190-1260 post Chr.]. YOU can now understand and appreciate some of the verses there - 
which will also be sung in class! 

A] "Dies irae*, dies illa+ solvet saeclum in favilla§ teste David cum Sibylla".  
VOCAB. irae,=of wrath,anger. illa+=that (fem. subj.) in favilla=in an ember-ash,coal 

1.  If the verb is: "solvo,solvere,solvi,solutum=to dissolve,break-up", then you can give your students the exact 
meaning of each of those verb parts as found in DICT.:  
WHY does any standard Latin DICT. today give usually 4 and not 3 nor 5? explain: 

2.  If 'dies' is found that way in your DICT. then it functions as: ________; if 'saec[u]lum,i-n.=age,century,
WORLD' is also found there it can function as: 

3.  If you will soon learn that 'solvet' is T.3, then you can now give it all the possible vernacular meanings which 
you have learned as belonging to that Time: 

4.  If 'teste David cum Sibylla' means [III Experience]:'David being a witness with the Sibyl', then you can put it 
all together into your version: 

5.  If from the same verb: "solvit" is T.1, then it can mean in various ways, what? if from the same verb: "solvit" 
is T.4, then it can mean in various ways, what? (((Do you see: 1- the importance of VOCAB. in Latin, 2- the 
importance of ONE letter?))) 

/// You can check and analyze one statement of RABANVS MAVRVS: "Canticum significat scientiam spiritalem, ut 
in psalmo: Cantate domino Canticum novum (Psal. xxxii); psallere est opus bonum exercere. Canticum ad 
contemplativam: psallere refertur ad activam vitam".  
VOCAB. canto=I sing. psallo=I chant-a-psalm. ut=as. refertur=is pointed,referred. 'cantate' [soon in class]
=command: YE sing! domino=to the lord. 

1.  What two precise meanings did we give to the Latin verb form: "psallere"+"exercere"? 
2.  The 'ad' in l.4 connects with what noun here? 
3.  Your own private,personal translation of Rabanus' baby Latin: 
4.  What is the reversed of: 'canticum...ad activam vitam'?  

Give some other Latin prepositions which will mean: "---toward": 

B] "Qui Mariam absolvisti er latronem* exaudisti, mihi§ quoque spem dedisti".  
VOCAB. qui=YOU,who. Maria=Maria Magdalena. latronem-(obj.sing.)=the thief. mihi§=to me. 

1.  What does your DICT. tell you about the adverb: 'quoque'? 
2.  You recognize immediately the subject of such Latin verbs as in this line: ________ and you also know their 
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reversed form: ________ and the 'NOS' forms= 
3.  If next week you will learn that those same verbs are generally in T.4, then you can give us two quite 

different time-frames for that T.4, with their proper vernacular translations: (absolvere=to forgive; 
exaudire=to hear-graciously; dare=to give)  
Which of the two do you think is excluded here and WHY?  
Under what conditions would the alternative be valid-applicable? explain= 

C] "Ingemisco tamquam reus culpa rubet vultus meus §supplicanti parce, Deus".  
VOCAB. culpa=with-by guilt. §supplicanti parce, Deus: Oh God, be merciful to the one supplicating. 

1.  If 'Ingemisco' is found that way first in your DICT., then it is in t.____?, and here must mean in Several 
different sounds: 

2.  If the subject of that "rubet" must be ________, meaning (cf. DICT.)= and the verb is T.1 [rubeo,ere:
________], then 'tamquam' + 'reus' [very common words in Latin] will have their proper meanings, AND you 
will give your own version of the famous line: 

%%% put into your own elegant Latin this noted quote of ALBERT EINSTEIN [1879-1955]:  
"the unleashed power of the atom has changed everything save our modes of thinking" [may 24,1946] 

SAY it this way: unleashed: effrenatus,a,um; effrenus,a,um. power=potentia,ae-f. of-the-atom: atomi. we 
changed=immutavimus. everything= all things (cunctus,a,um=every,all-pl.). save=except,beyond: Latin prep. 
mode=modus,i-m. of thinking=cogitandi. FOR STYLE: verb at the end; separate: 'our'-'modes', and 
'unleashed power' by some other close word. 

D] "Tuba mirum sparget sonum per sepulchra regionum% coget omnes ante thronum".  
%regionum=of the regions-provinces,lands. omnes=all people (obj.) 

1.  What does the Latin preposition 'per' never mean? ________, what does it mean here in a geographical 
context? ________ what does 'sepulchrum,i-n.' mean:= 

2.  If all the verbs here [spargere=to spread; cogere=to force,gather] are T.3, then what is their subject? 
________, and their object? ________  
If the adjective is: 'mirus,a,um=marvelous", then it agrees here with ________. 

3.  How would you join 'sparget'+'coget' in several possible good Latin ways: 
4.  If you know your Latin VOCAB., then you can reverse properly: tuba=________ sepulchra= 
5.  Your own perfect version of the line: put to music by Mozart, Bizet, Liszt, etc. 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 9

Return to Lesson 14

A very good friend of the emperor Traianus, an orator and lawyer, governor of the eastern Roman province of 
Bithynia [where he observed and reported to Rome on the christian in the area and their habits], GAIVS PLINIVS 
CAECILIVS SECVNDVS [61-113 post Chr.] published ten books of finely written, literary-model 'Epistulae' which 
can help us in our Latin progress and growth. 

A) "Epistulam tuam iucundissimam accepi, *eo maxime quod* aliquid ad te scribi§ volebas ... Obveniet 
materia /vel haec ipsa quam/ monstras vel potior alia" [ix,11,1].  
VOCAB. *eo maxime quod*=for that reason most especially that. §scribi=to be written. potior=better,preferable. 
haec ipsa quam=this very one which. 

1.  What does your DICT. tell you about that: "vel...vel" in l.2? 
2.  If the adjective is: 'iucundissimus,a,um=most pleasant,agreeable', then why did Plinius use 'iucundissimam'? 

explain= 
3.  What does: "aiiquis, aliquid" mean in your DICT.? 
4.  Check your DICT. under the word: 'accipio...', and then write out for us the four principal parts of the same 

verb as given there together with their exact meaning: 
5.  What verb Time therefore do you see in that 'accepi'? ________ and what two very different time concepts 

are contained in that one form?  
Is this simplicity of Latin something good or bad? WHY?  
How could you justify both-either of your two time-frames even in this case, if you were Plinius himself? 
explain with ingenuity: 

6.  If the verb is: "monstro,are=_________" and here is T.1 then it can mean:  
If the verb is: "volo,velle=_________" and here is T.2 then it too will have a number of vernacular versions 
in it:=  
Once you have that clear, then you can tell us what this simple Latin sentence must mean: 'rosas monstras 
rubras multas; purpureas volebas violas paucas cras' ??  
- what does this remind you of from our 'First Day' admonitions?  
- reverse all the reversible words in the trick sentence correctly: 

7.  What Latin verb Times did we learn how to form first? ________ WHY - what was the pedagogical idea 
behind it? explain:  
What was the basic principle for the formation of those Times you correctly listed?  
From that you can take: "accepi" and without much effort, but careful thinking and writing, you can give us 
the other two Time forms we have learned with the same subject as in 'accepi'= ________ ________ and then 
you can give us - with much care!!! - the "EI-EAE-EA: they" forms for those three Times:= 

8.  The verb: 'obvenio,ire' (cf.DICT.) means to come to,happen,fall to' and here is T.3 and therefore has what 
possible renditions? 

9.  Give your own version of Plinius' shop-e-mail talk: 
10.  How would Plinius have said with the same words as above: "The materials will come, when (cum) I shall 

have gotten them" ??= 
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B) [favors to a friend who seems to have disappeared during his travels]:  
"Huic* ego ordinem+ impetraveram atque etiam proficiscenti% quadraginta milia nummum& ...donaveram 
nec postea aut epistulas eius% aut aliquem de exitu nuntium accepi" [vi,25,3].  
VOCAB. huic*=for this man. proficiscenti%=to him departing. nummum&=of Dollars, of Lire, of Euros, etc. eius%
=of him,of his. de exitu=about death. ordinem: object sing.=a civil-order, merit-badge, public-recognition. 

1.  From your VOCAB. above, what will 'aliquem' have to mean here probably? ________ agreeing as an 
adjective with ________. 

2.  From your latest Latin training: when you see a long verb form like: 'donaveram' + 
'impetraveram' [donare=to give,donate; impetrare=to ask and obtain], what Time must you see in Plinius' 
forms? ________ reversed? ________ ________ with what possible vernacular meanings? =  
Also from your superb Latin instruction, you can without going anywhere give us the form of the other two 
Times we have learned with the same subject:  
Then you can reverse all three of those verbs: 

3.  If we got the 'vel...vel' correct above, what does "aut...aut" mean here? 
4.  Your own perfect version of Plinius' daily Latin talk in 100 post Christum: 
5.  You can also put into perfect Latin the verses of WILLIAM WORDSWORTH [1770-1850]: "a slumber did my 

spirit seal; I had no human fears: she seemed a thing that I could not feel" [intimations of immortality: 1807].  
VOCAB. slumber=somnus,i-m. spirit=animus,i-m. no=nullus,a,um. human=humanus,a,um. fear: HERE use: 
cura,ae-f. a thing=it (in Latin: how?) that=quod [later in class]. 

1.  What Latin verb Time do you see in that: 'did...seal'? ________ and in 'I had'? ________ 
2.  If the verb is: 'appareo,ere,apparui=to appear,seem', then the verb form you want here will have to be: 

________ if "to can, be-able is: possum,posse,potui", then here you want what form? ________. 
3.  How do you express in Latin the idea: 'to feel' [from: sentio - in DICT.]? ________ 
4.  Your correct version of the lyrical lines: 

C) [Plinius awaits the writings of a friend in order to praise them and him]:  
"Potero [t.3: from 'possum,posse] fortasse scripta tua magis* probare, laudare... quanto+ celerius... 
miseris" [v111,4,8].  
VOCAB. *magis=more. quanto+celerius=the faster-sooner. 'miseris' from "mitto,ere,misi" ==: 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 10-11

Return to Lesson 15

The pre-Christmas season of 'Adventvs' in the Christian world offers us limitless examples of ancient and modern 
Latin in the "LITVRGIA ROMANA PAVLI VI - 1975"  
-- What does your DICT. give is the meaning for 'adventus'= ________ 'advenio,advenire'= ________ 

A] ANTIPHONA: "Hodie scietis, quia* veniet Dominus et mane videbitis gloriam eius+". /*quia HERE=that. 
eius+ = his. 

1.  If all verbs here are T.3 you can check their meaning and give the correct version of the advent antiphon: 
2.  How will you modify the second phrase: 'quia...gloriam' to read in proper Latin: "The one Lord and his (cf.

vocab. in text) faithful [fidus,a,um] angels (angelus,i-m.) will be coming among the upright [probus,a,um] 
inhabitants (incola,ae-c.) here, because [quoniam] they have been awaiting (exspecto,exspectare,exspectavi,
exspectatum) them for-a-long-time [cf. the ambivalent word at the bottom of Ludus 6]; then we shall see 
great glories [gloria,ae-f.] and many joys (gaudium,i-n.)" [great: magnus,a,um; many - the pl. of multus,a,
um] FOR STYLE separate nouns and adjectives with some near related word: 

B] ANTIPHONA: "Prophetae praedicaverunt nasci* salvatorem de Virgine Maria". /nasci*=to be born. 
de=from,out of. 

1.  If the verb in your DICT. is: 'praedico,are=to talk up,preach,publish', then you and every good Latinist 
immediately recognizes the main verb here as Time ________, whose reversed must be:= ________ 

2.  The exact meaning for a believing Jew of 100 B.C.=  
For a believing Christian of 100 A.D.= 

3.  Say in Latin: "what (cf. 'quis,quid') have you as [uti] a learned (doctus,a,um) prophet been preaching within 
Hebrew [Hebraicus,a,um] families (familia,ae-f.)?" 

4.  Give the proper form for the other two Times we have learned with the same subject as in the quote:= 
________ ________ give the accent of all three verbs! 

C] RESPONSORIVM: "Ponam tabernaculum meum *in medio vestri* et non abiciet vos anima mea. 
Ambulabo inter vos, et ero Deus vester vosque eritis populus meus. Vos estis templum +Dei vivi, sicut dicit 
Deus".  
VOCAB. *in medio vestri*=in the middle-midst of ye. +Dei vivi=of the living god. 

1.  If the verbs here: "ponam--abiciet--ambulabo" are all T.3, then identify the subject of each in the text: (pono,
ere;abicio,ere;ambulo,are) = 

2.  If the DICT. word is: 'dico,ere,dixi,dictum=to say', and you will soon learn that "diCit" is T.1, then it must 
mean here with its subject:  
"diXit" will have what various meanings with the same subject? 
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3.  What are the 'principal' parts in Latin of the commonest word in every language, the verb: "TO BE" ?? 
4.  From our class treatment of that same verb 'to be', what Time must you see in the form here: "eritis"? 

________. now take your brain and pen and give us the other five TIMES of that same verb with the same 
subject as in the text: 

5.  If you know Italian, you will take "ero" as 'I was'; what does that very same form mean in Latin? ________ 
its reversed?= ________ the remaining fiveTIMES of that verb with the same subject: 

6.  In the phrase: "ponam tabernaculum meum", what form-case-function does that 'tabernaculum' have? 
________. In the following phrase: "ero Deus vester", WHY are those last two words NOT in any kind of 
'object' form? EXPLAIN: 

7.  After you have read the lines over at least 10 times? you can reverse in order the four 'vos' l.1= ________ l.2 
(first)= ________ l.2(second)= ________ l.3= ________ 

8.  In l.2, what is that "---que' joining 'vos' to? 
9.  Put all that together and give your own version (for church-choir-parish) of the 'responsorium' for 

"Adventus": 
10.  What is the correct reversed of 'Deus vester' (cf.DICT.)= __________ anima mea= __________ 

tabernaculum meum= __________ 

D] HYMNVS AD LAVDES: "Adventus hic primus fuit punire quo* non saeculum venit sed ulcus tergere 
salvando+ quod perierat".  
hic=this one (subj.sing.m.) quo*=by which. ulcus (neut. in DICT.)=wound. +salvando=by saving. quod=that which. 

1.  What do you recognize in the form: 'fuit' (give meanings, not terminology) ________ its reversed will have 
to be: ________ and the other five TIMES of that same form with the same subject: 

2.  If your DICT. gives you a verb like: 'punio,punire,punivi,punitum=to punish', then the form in the text must 
mean:=  
The same is true of 'tergo,ere,tersi,tersum=to wipe-off') what does 'tergere' mean?  
The two will go with "venit" in poetical usage. 

3.  The verb is: "pereo,perire,perii,peritum=to perish"; once you know that then you can immediately identify 
the Time you see in "perierat": ________ meaning= 

4.  Now you put your head together and all that information, and give a perfect rendition of the modern-1970 
liturgical hymn: 

5.  Give the other two Times you have learned with the same subject as 'perierat': 
6.  If 'ulcus' in your DICT. (another noun group) is NEUTER, then what is "primus"? ________ and reversed?= 

________ 
7.  Say: "we were the first and we came to wipe-off your dirty (sordidus,a,um) windows and dirty floors 

(pavimentum): 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 12

Return to Lesson 16

§+In our class readings Curtius Rufus said nicely: "The inhabitants had left the locations and had fled into the 
mountains" ??= Deseruerant incolas sedes et in avios silvestresque montes confugerant.  
You will say: 'we shall never have left our villages (=oppidum,i-n.) because-of you and your bombs-[pyrobolus,i-m.] 
and we have not fled into Tora Bora'. [n.b. express the 'and' here very specially-elegantly!] 

+Maximus Taurinensis said: "On today's day the blessed apostles poured-forth blood' = Hodierna igitur die beati 
apostoli sanguinem profuderunt.  
You will say: 'Ye have not poured-forth blood outside your brains [cerebrum,i-n.] but had poured-forth many (multus,
a,um: pl.) calories [caloria,ae-f.] into your 'ludi domestici' ??= 

--You can also begin your reading of the missionary account of "Cagnacci", "Sexdecim apostolicas peregrinationes 
susceperunt hoc anno Patres duo".  
Hoc anno=in this year. 

1.  What verb Time do you notice here immediately? ________ what is its reversed? ________  
Where do you find it in the DICT.?= ________ what are the other 2 Time forms which we learned fast from 
it:? ________ 

2.  If the adjective is: 'apostolicus,a,um', then what form-case-function do you see in that "apostolicas"? 
________ that makes 'peregrinationes' [peregrenatio= pilgrimage,travel,wandering] what in the sentence? 
(another noun group soon in class!)  
If: 'duo' here is a subject form then the initial sentence of Cagnacci means exactly:  
If the author of the history had been writing in 1868, then your vernacular might sound how? 

§ For the first time this year, Rome's only real-greatest philosopher: LVCIVS ANNAEVS SENECA [4 ante-65 post 
Chr.] comes to us with his super-compressed, telegraphic Latin as found in his 124+ 'Epistulae Morales ad Lucilium' 
which contain all his thoughts and give him a permanent place among Western philosophers [almost Christian]: some 
sayings-proverbs 

A] "Non est philosophia populare artificium nec *ostentationi* paratum...: animum format et fabricat, vitam 
disponit, actiones+ regit, agenda et omittenda demonstrat, sedet ad gubernaculum et...dirigit cursum" [Epist. 
16,3].  
VOCAB. *ostentationi*..for show, display. actiones+=actions (pl. object). gubernaculum,i-n.=steering-wheel,control-
center, helm. 

1.  If some year in your Latin training: 'agendus,a,um=needing-to-be-done; omittendus,a,um=needing-to-be-
omitted and if the subject of "demonstrat" is ________, then the full meaning of those two Latin verbal forms 
must be:= 

2.  If the verb is: "paro,parare,paravi,paratum=to equip,prepare", then the form used by SENECA must mean 
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naturally: = 
3.  All the verbs here are T.1, and the adjective: 'popularis,e=popular' here is neuter sing. + "artificium", then the 

whole sentence means exactly: 
4.  Give the other five indicative Times with the same subject you find in "est" l.1: 

B] "Virtus autem suadet praesentia* bene collocare, in futurum consulere, deliberare et intendere animum: 
facilius+ intendet explicabitque qui aliquem sibi§ adsumpserit. Quaeret itaque aut perfectum virum aut 
proficientem vicinumque perfecto%" [Epist. 109,15]  
VOCAB. suadeo,ere=suggests,advise. facilius+=more easily. aliquem sibi§=someone for himself. 
proficientem=advancing (object.) perfecto%=to a perfect person. 

1.  If the Latin adjective is: "praesens=present,being-at-hand" and here we have object pl., then the meaning of 
Seneca's form must be:= 

2.  Your Latin training gave you two ways of rendering those verb forms here: 'collocare-consulere-deliberare-
intendere':= 

3.  What does 'qui mean in Latin? _______ what gender is it? ________ its reversed: _________ all alone like 
here, it will probably have to mean: 

4.  If very soon you will see that 'suadet' is T.1 but 'intendet' is T.3, then you will be reminded of what basic 
Latin principle from the first day? 

5.  If the Latin verb in your DICT. is: "assumo (adsumo)=I take-up,assume" then what Time do you see in 
Seneca's word in l.2 ________, meaning: 

6.  If the verb is: 'quaero,ere=to seek,look-for' and here is T.3, then it must mean: 
7.  If the word here: "futurum" will practically mean: 'future time', then what is the force-meaning of that "in" 

with it ________ what do you do to air-heads who take 'in futurum' to mean: "in the future" [n.b. 
'consulere=to take counsel'] ??= 

8.  If the main verbs in l.2-3 are all T.3 (except: 'adsumpserit'), then you can get the whole text, as you watch 
every word and read the 3 lines ten times before you open your mouth or pen!!= 

C] "Inimicitias mihi* denuntias si quicquam (ex iis quae cotidie facio) ignoraveris" [Epist 76,1]  
VOCAB. mihi*=to me. cotidie=daily. 

1.  If the word is: "inimicitia,ae-f.=enmity,hostility", and "denuntiare=to announce,threaten: here in T.1", then 
what do you want to point out to your students in the two: '---as' forms there? ________ what will be their 
reversed: 

2.  From your class instruction, what three things can the Latin form: 'quae' function as?  
Here the verb tells you it must be what? ________ and reversed: _________ 

3.  You can imagine that if the DICT. gives you: 'quisquam=anyone', that the form 'quicquam-quidquam' will 
have to mean: _________ 

4.  The verb is "ignoro,are=to not-know, be ignorant-of" and the form here will have to be Time ________ 
5.  The form: "ex iis" will mean in april: 'from those-things'. now you give us the exact meaning of the neat line 

of Seneca 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 13

Return to Lesson 18

$ The 'Latin fathers' of the Church, in the first eleven centuries, produced some of their best ideas and discourse and 
Latin while dealing with the Incarnation and Christmas reality. Here are a few of such texts which the modern church 
proposes for the reading and meditation of all each day of the advent and Christmas season. 

A] AMBROSIVS MEDIOLANENSIS [339-397 post Chr.]:  
"Exsultavit infans../..Exsultavit Ioannes, exsultavit et Mariae* spiritus. 'beata' inquit ((Elisabeth)) quae 
credidisti'. Sed et vos beati, qui audistis et credidistis. Quaecumque enim crediderit anima et concipit et 
generat Dei* Verbum et opera eius+ agnoscit. Sit in singulis Mariae* anima ut magnificet Dominum; sit in 
singulis spiritus Mariae* ut exsultet in Deo" [Expositio Ambrosii in Lucam: 11,19].  
VOCAB. Dei* - Mariae*=of God, of Mary. sit=may there be, let there be, there should be. ut=so that, in order that+ 
subjunctive: ---'may...'. exsultare=to jump up, exsult. 

1.  Even if in class this was not pointed out explicitly, there is a special force for the "ET" in 'et vos beati' which 
is found in your DICT. and which is not 'and' but ________.  
There is also a special meaning-force to the two "ET" in l.3 : 'et concipit et generat' which is in your DICT. 
and does not simply mean 'and' but ________. 

2.  When you know the Latin verb "credo,ere... to believe", then you immediately recognize in the 'crediderit' 
L.3, Time ________, meaning: 

3.  Most normal people take that "inquit" l.2, to mean: 'he-she-it asks', but that form is 'inquirit'!!! This verb of 
Ambrose comes from your DICT. under "inquam"!!! meaning= 

4.  What is the Latin and vernacular difference between the verbs often confused because of no knowledge of 
Latin!! between: "exalto,are"= ________ and "exsulto,are"= ________ 

5.  If "opera' [soon to come in class - after Christmas] is the plural of 'opus,operis-n.=work', then it may function 
as: ________ and here must have what function? 

6.  If cousin Elizabeth is addressing Mary just having arrived for the birth of John the Baptist, then what verb 
must you imagine-insert-suppose with that: "beata ________" ?? and in the same way what verb is 
understood with: 'vos beati _________' ?? 

7.  In Latin: what different functions can the form 'quae' have [this has been asked already] 
8.  If the verb is: "genero,generare,generavi,generatum=to generate,beget] then the form of Ambrose may look 

like it is Time ________, but in fact is Time ________. To what verb num. group does that verb belong? 
________ from the principal parts given you must write out and identify - perhaps in mixed-up order - the 
other five Times of the indicative with the same subject as in "generat":=  
Check your DICT. and first give the reversed of that 'agnoscit' ________ [N.B. how did you mark that 
particular form in your notes?] then give the other 5 Times with the same subject:= 

9.  What meaning does your DICT. give for: 'qui+cumque,quae+cumque,quod+cumque'? ________ with what 
word does it agree here? 

10.  What did Ludus 9 Tell you in anticipation about: "eius" ?? 
11.  If 'in singulis' is going to repeat the idea which we got from PIVS II in C] of Ludus 6, and if "magnificare" is 
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later, bible Latin for: 'to magnify,praise,exalt', then you can render perfectly these famous words of Ambrose: 
12.  By the way: your DICT. will give you the noun+adjective: "in+fans" meaning:= 
13.  If the reversed of that 'Exsultavit' must be: ________ , then the reversed of that 'concipit' [N.B. "concipio - 

take as Gp.IV] must be:  
And what Time do you see in 'concipit'? ________ and 'concepit'? ________ 

14.  According to instructions put into your best Latin the noted words of Clement C. Moore [1779-1863] "'Twas 
the night before Christmas, when all through the house, not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse".  
VOCAB. 'twas=it was. Christmas: say the 'feast':festum,i-n. of Christ born=Christi nati. all: use 'totus,a,
um=entire,the whole - agreeing with? ________ house: domus-fem. creature=creatura,ae-f. to stir: use 
[rarely!] 'moveo,movere'. not--even:ne...quidem. 

-- N.B. if you found the word for "mouse" in your DICT., you will also find close by the word for a small-
mouse which seems to appear in some parts of the body as a _________ or in the vernacular: ________ Latin 
is enough for life!!!! 

B]BENARDVS CLARAVALLENSIS [1090-1135 post Chr.]:  
'Ecce pax non promissa sed missa, non dilata sed data, non prophetata sed praesentata. Ecce quasi saccum 
plenum misericordia sua Deus Pater misit in terram../..Postquam enim venit plenitudo *temporis, venit et 
plenitudo *divinitatis../..Ubi enim Dei* innotescit humanitas, iam benignitas latere non potest../..Quid 
tantopere+ declarat eius misericordiam &quam quod& ipsam suscepit miseriam? magna plane% et manifesta 
benignitas Dei* et humanitas! et magnum benignitatis* indicium declaravit, qui humanitati addere nomen 
Dei* curavit" [Sermo I in Epiphania Domini].  
VOCAB. lateo,latere=to lie hidden. misericordia sua [l.2]=with-by his mercy. *all words: = of____. +tantopere=so 
much, to such-a-degree. &quam quod&=then that. ipsam=itself. %plane=absolutely. $humanitati=to human-nature,
humanity. curo,are=to take care, see to it. 

1.  When beginners see words like: 'humanitas-benignitas', they may-should calculate what function-case-form? 
BUT if those words are found just like that in DICT. they must be: ________ [of another noun group soon to 
come in class]. 

2.  From the verbs: 'promittere=to promise; mittere=to send; differre=to postpone; dare=to give; prophetare=to 
prophesize; praesentare=to make present - the forms here must mean= 

3.  Be courageous - you can do it for Christmas! 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 14

Return to Lesson 18

$ In the year 40 ante Chr. Rome's poet laureate: PVBLIVS VERGILIVS MARO [70-19 ante Chr.], among his pastoral-
bucolica-Eclogae poems produced an extraordinary, unearthly, unexplainable poem about the 'golden age' and the 
coming of a great leader-Saviour for Rome and the world which early Christians thought divinely inspired as it 
mirrors so many biblical passages about the "messiah", even though Virgil did not know the bible. Here are some 
verses as your so-called 'pagan' preparation for Christmas. 

A] "Ultima Cumaei venit carminis aetas; magnus ab integro saeclorum nascitur ordo. iam redit et virgo, 
redeunt Saturnia regna, iam nova progenies caelo demittitur alto. ... ferrea primum desinet ac toto surget gens 
aurea mundo" [Ecl. IV,4-9]  
VOCAB. Cumaei...carminis=of the song of the sybil of Cuma, as a prophetess. virgo (cf. constellation!) the goddess 
of justice who had fled the wicked earth. Saturnius,a,um= Saturnian, of the time of Saturn the father of the gods 
when there was the original golden age before original sin, etc. caelo...alto=from high heaven; toto...mundo=in the 
whole world. saeclorum=OF centuries. demittitur=is sent; nascitur=is born. 

1.  If the words here, belonging to a new group of nouns to be learned in January are found in the DICT. 
'aetas=age', 'ordo=series,order', 'progenies=offspring', 'gens=people,nation': then they must function as what 
in the quote above? ________ You can also observe and give us the adjective which Virgil attaches to the 
nouns: 'ordo+________'; 'gens+_________' 'aetas+_________'; 'progenies+________'. 

2.  If the verbs are: "desino,ere=to cease,stop,end" and "surgo,ere=to arise" then they must belong to verb Group 
num. ________, and that will allow you to identify the verb Time in 'surget'________; and the Time in 
'desinet'________. with your finger still in the DICT. you can give the Time for: "desiit"_________; 
"surgit"__________.  
And then you can correctly give the 'ego' forms for those same four verbs in order: 

3.  If you study your DICT. carefully under the word: "venio,venire,veni,ventum=to come" which belongs to Gp.
________. and the DICT. marking will tell you that: 'venit' with a long 'E' is Time________. and its reversed 
is ________ and that 'venit' with a short 'e' is Time________. and its reversed: 

4.  The somewhat irregular verb is: 'redeo [redio],redire,redii,reditum=to return', then the verbs in L.3 of the 
quote must be in Time________. 

5.  If "ab integro =from the start,from zero" then you can put all that together and be a Virgilian expert-scholar 
after 14 Latin classes with your flawless version: 

6.  Make an elegant comment: "According-to the Virgilian (Vergilianus,a,um) verses [versiculus,i-m.] the 
Romans were awaiting [exspecto,are] around the fortieth (quadragesimus,a,um) year before Jesus having-
been-born [natus,a,um] a new and golden century (saeculum,i-n.) after* internal (intestinus,a,um) wars had 
ravaged (use: divexo,are,avi,atum and destruo,ere,destruxi,destructum) whole (totus,a,um) Rome and Italy 
100 (=centum) years (=object form)": [n.b. *after= postquam + an indicative verb] 

B] ((some signs of the messianic age. cf. Book of Isaias in Bible Old Testament!!!)) 
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"ipsae lacte domum referent distenta capellae ubera nec magnos metuent armenta leones ipsa tibi* blandos 
fundent cunabula flores. occidet et serpens et fallax herba veneni occidet... molli paulatim flavescet campus 
arista et durae quercus sudabunt roscida mella" [IV,22-30]  
VOCAB. capella,ae-f.=she-goat. domum=back home. ipsa,ipsae=themselves. tibi*=for-to you [he is addressing the 
newborn child. veneni=of poison. lacte=with milk. molli....arista=with soft tuft of grain. durae quercus= tough oak-
trees (subj.pl.). 

1.  The Latin words here: 'armenta=cattle; ubera=udders; cunabula=cradles; mella=bit-of-honey' are all neuter 
and therefore can function as what in the Latin language? ________ here you will see both come into action. 

2.  If the verb is: "sudare=to sweat,exude", then what t. must you see immediately in the verse of Virgil? 
________ its reversed? ________ its subject here ________ and object ________. the other five Times with 
the same subject:= 

3.  If according to the little VOCAB. 'molli' connects with 'arista', then you can point out the other noun
+adjective connections for your Latin education. observe and read: 'ipsae'+________. 'roscida'+________. 
'magnos'+________. 'blandos'+________. 'distenta'+________. 'ipsa'+________. [n.b. "blandus,a,
um=flattering,attractive"; "distentus,a,um=stretched,swollen"; "roscidus,a,um=dewy, covered with dew]. 

4.  Your DICT. is going to give you two distinct verbs: "occido,ere=to kill" and "occido,ere=to fall,collapse". 
yes or no? ________ to which verb Group do they belong? ______ and which is used by Virgil twice here? 
________ in what Time? ________ give the subject of the first ________; the subject of the second 
________. 

5.  All the other verbs here: 'refero,referere=to bring back', Gp. ________ 'metuo,ere=to fear', Gp. ________; 
'fundo,ere=to pour-out', Gp. ______; 'flavesco,ere=to turn yellow', Gp. ________ will have to be in Time 
________. give the form for t.2 of those 4 verbs with the same subj. as in the text:= 

6.  Check one or two words in your DICT. and give your own professional Virgilian story about the golden age 
of the Saviour-Messiah, exactly: 

C] ((he concludes with an exhortation to the child, where you can imagine the reaction of the Christians!)): 

"Cara deum soboles, magnum Iovis, incrementum! incipe - parve puer, risu cognoscere matrem".  
VOCAB. deum=of the gods. incipe=begin. Iovis=of Jupiter. risu=with a smile. 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 15

Return to Lesson 19

§ Before we study some nice sentences from authors of the middle ages, we want to consider a few verses of our 
beloved PLAVTVS, which will illustrate our new class material about the "relative pronoun". 

A] Look at verses 107-108 from the comedy 'Aulularia', where the person there says: "nam noster nostrae* qui est 
magister curiae* dividere argenti+ dixit nummos in viros".  
VOCAB. nostrae* curiae*=of our office-department [soon to come in class]. argenti+=of silver-money. nummus,i-m.
=coin. 

1.  If the verb is: 'dico,ere,dixi,dictum=to say,command,order,bid' then point out the Times in: "diCit" ________, 
reversed: _________, and "diXit" ________, reversed: ________ 

2.  If the adjective is: 'noster,nostra,nostrum=our', then what will the form "noster" all alone have to mean in any 
vernacular translation? 

3.  The phrase: 'in viros' is going to have what kind of force-implication because of that preposition: 'in'? 
________ your DICT. may give you a good rendition: ________ 

4.  What different functions can the 'relative pronoun' qui have in Latin? ________ here it must be ________, 
and its reversed must be: ________, and its antecedent: ________ 

5.  What do you do to air-heads who find the Latin noun: 'viros' under "virus" in their DICT.? ________ 
meaning= ________. Where do YOU find that word? _______ 

6.  What English-international word do you have from the Latin: 'nummus'? 
7.  Why did Plautus not write 'qui est magistRUM'? explain: 
8.  Your own personal version of the 200 ante Chr. lines of living Latin: 
9.  Rewrite Plautus' lines with the same word-order to read: "Our-women, whom we were honoring [honoro,are,

honoravi,honoratum] masters-managers (magistra,ae-f.) of our office-department, had said-commanded to 
divide the coins of silver toward-unto the needy-women (egenus,a,um)" := 

B] Look at verses 131-133 from the comedy 'Mercator', where Acanthio says: "Ubi Charinust eru'? domin est an 
foris?" and Charinus answers: "Ecce me Acanthio, quem quaeris".  
VOCAB.Charinus est erus. domin=domine=at home. an=or. 

1.  The meaning is clear if you read the verses out loud and understand the Romans talking in 200 ante Chr.:= 
2.  What is the worst way you will translate that 'quem' today [but normally accepted!?]:  

If a woman here were speaking with Acanthio, what would have to change and how?  
If several people were talking and saying: 'behold us, whom you have been seeking', how would Plautus' 
verse appear? = 

C] Finally: you can look at verses 158-159 from "Mercator": 'quid vis, faciam? id quod volo. quid id est igitur 
quod vis? dicam'.  
VOCAB. "vis" here= you wish-want. igitur=therefore. volo,velle,volui=to want-wish. 
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1.  If the verb is: 'dico,ere,dixi,dictum'=to say' [as given above], then it must belong to what verb Group num.
________, and then 'dicam' must be Time________, and its reversed will be: ________. And from the same 
verb what will. 'dixeram' have to mean? ________ whose reversed will be: ________; and what will 
'dicebam' mean?= ________ [HAVE you forgotten or never learned these things?] 

2.  The combination: "id quod" in straight English is going to mean:=  
And your Latin training will tell you that the reversed of that phrase is:= 

3.  So what did the Romans say that day in the forum in 200 ante Chr. exactly? 
4.  From your super Latin education what word could Plautus have omitted here and why? 

§ In his "Vita Columbani" [life of Saint Columban], JONAS BOBBIENSIS [620-685 post Chr.] tells how Brunhilda, 
Theodoric's concubine, presents her children to Columbanus: "filios Theuderici*, quos +de adulterinis 
permixtionibus+ habebat, ad virum Dei* adducit... /'Regis* sunt filii; tu eos §tua benedictione§ robora'".  
VOCAB. Theuderici-Dei-regis: are all: '0f...' forms-functions soon to come in class. §tua benedictione§=with-by your 
blessing. robora=command form: you must strengthen. 

1.  If the verb is: 'adduco,ere,adduxi,adductum=to lead-in' then you see here verb Time ________ whose 
reversed will be: _________, and which must be distinguished from: "adduXit" Time ________ whose 
reversed will have to be: ________ and from 'adducEt' Time ________. 

2.  One of our most important 'relative pronoun' principles refers to complex sentences like this simple one 
where the verb for that "quos" must be _________ and where 'quos' functions as what? ________. That 
means that the 'filios' must function as what in the sentence?________, attached to what verb?_________. 

3.  Why did the Latin author here say: "habebat" [Time ________] and not "habuit" [Time ________ ] ?? 
4.  With what word are you going to begin your rendition of the first sentence...?? what does this confirm in 

your mind about the workings of Latin? 
5.  If 'de adulterinis permixtionibus' will mean: 'from adulterous liaisons-mixings', then the simple text must 

mean in correct 2003 English: 
6.  If the reversed of "filios" is: _________, and of "eos" is ________, then the reversed of "quos" must also be: 

_________. 
7.  SAY in your own Latin: "all the things (use: 'uninversus,a,um') which we had learned [disco,ere...] within our 

First Experience (experientia,ae-f.) we saw (video,ere...) having-been-used [usurpo,are,usurpavi,usurpatus-a-
um] through a good example here": 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 16-17

Return to Lesson 19

§ Begin with your own perfect Latin sentence, as you place the 'relative clauses-parts' in that special, favorite 
arrangement which we mentioned the Romans so loved and used in their compositions:  
"The sacred (sacer,sacra,sacrum) biblical [biblicus,a,um] books which treat [tracto,tractare] human and divine 
wisdom (sapientia,ae-f.) and which you will find [invenio,invenire] within the old (antiquus,a,um) testamentum, 
today will bring [porto,portare and affero,affer(e)re,attuli] both delights (oblectamentum,i-n.) and helps (adiumentum,
i-n.) to you which you have been requesting [peto,petere,petivi; poposco,ere,poposci]".  
N.B. according to the 'style' indication given here you sentence should begin with a relative pronoun and should end 
with 'will bring'!!!! 

A] "Beatus homo qui audit me et qui vigilat ad fores meas cotidie et observat ad postes *ostii mei*. Qui me 
invenerit inveniet vitam et hauriet delicias +a domino+. Qui autem in me peccaverit, laedet animam suam: 
omnes qui me oderunt, diligunt mortem". [Liber Proverbiorum]  
VOCAB. *ostii mei*=of my door. +a domino+=from the lord. 

1.  What verb Time do you find in the first sentence? ________ and then you can identify the verb Times in the 
second sentence in order:= 

2.  If someone tells you that the expression: 'in me peccaverit' is going to have a certain idea of motion, then 
what meaning must you attach to the 'in'? ________. 

3.  If the verb is "audio,ire,audivi,auditum=to hear" then the reversed of 'audit' must be according to your notes 
and/or Latin knowledge: ________ ; and that means the reversed of 'invenerit' [invenio,ire=to find] must be 
________. 

4.  What important-eternal principle did we learn with regard to some of the 'antecedents' in some Latin relative 
clauses?  
How is that principle illustrated here in L.2+3? explain: 

5.  If the antecedent of that first "qui' in L.1 is obviously _________, and the antecedent of the final 'qui' in L.3 
is obviously ________, then you can express the antecedent of the two 'qui" L.2 in Latin __________, and 
you can carefully point out what the function of those antecedents is here: 

6.  If the reversed of that 'oderunt' is ________, then the reversed of that 'diligunt' must be: _________. 
7.  While it may sound good in English, what is incorrect in translating the two 'qui' in L.2 "HE WHO..."?  

What does 'qui' mean exactly? and where is that "he"? explain: 
8.  Give your own exact version of the bible text - as written here: 
9.  What is the reversed of all the 'qui' in the quote? WHY? 

10.  Give the exact meaning for these simple variations - all based on the 'relative' pronoun function:  
A) 'Quas inter vos invenero, invenient apud me vitam' :=  
B) 'Quae erunt bona, numquam laeserint animas nostras' :=  
C) 'Quae ad foras meas cotidie vigilabat mea praecepta non laedebant' :=  
-- Now go back and express the antecedent of the three relative pronouns in the variations correctly giving 
their function: 
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B] "Qui congregat in messe*, filius sapiens est; qui autem stertit +aestate, filius confusionis". [Liber 
Proverbiorum].  
VOCAB. in messe*=in-at the harvest. +aestate=in-during summer. confusionis=of shame. 

1.  Supposing some smart person tells you that the antecedent of the two 'qui' is not the double 'filius', then what 
do you do? what-where is the antecedent? explain: 

2.  If you did that correctly then tell us with what word your smooth vernacular translation is going to begin: 
THINK!  
Give that version: 

3.  WHY are there no object-accusative forms in the quote? 
4.  Reverse the forms in 'qui congregat... filius est; qui stertit, filius'= 
5.  If the line were talking about a woman alone what would it look like in Latin? 

C] "Clara est et quae numquam marcescit sapientia et /facile videtur ad his/ qui diligunt eam. Praeoccupat qui 
eam concupiscunt../..qui de luce vigilaverit ad illam*, non laborabit". [Liber Sapientiae]  
VOCAB. /facile videtur ab his/=easily is seen by these. praeoccupo,are=to anticipate,lead. de luce=during the day. ad 
illam=ad eam. clarus,a,um=bright,famous. 

1.  What is the antecedent of that first "quae"? ________ what use-rule does that fact illustrate? 
2.  If "praeoccupat" and "eam" are both singular, how do you explain that 'concupiscunt'?  

To what does the 'qui' after "praeoccupat" refer? ________ express that in Latin: ________ as doing what in 
the sentence? 

3.  If the reversed of "vigilaverIT" is ________, then the reversed of 'laborabIT' must be ________. 
4.  Your own version of the wisdom text: 
5.  What would this mean: "Quae vigilaverit, non laborabit" ??=  

"Praeoccupavisti quod ea concupiscit" ??= 

D] "Felix quem non condemnat anima sua / qui sibi* nequam est, +cui alii+ bonus erit?". [Liber Ecclesiasticus]  
VOCAB. sibi*=for himself. +cui alii+=to whom else-other. 

1.  If "felix" can be m-e-n, what is it here and why? 
2.  Exact meaning: 
3.  Missing word with 'felix' _______. 
4.  Felix qui non condemnat anima 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 18

Return to Lesson 20

§ Before we get to the special author for today, we can now happily analyse-understand-appeciate a neat text of the 
LITVRGIA ROMANA PAVLI VI - 1975. 

Quia fílios, quos longe peccáti crimen abstúlerat, per sánguinem Fílii tui Spiritúsque virtúte, in unum ad te 
dénuo congregáre voluísti".  
Read that fine Latin a number of times follow the indications given here and then answer the questions carefully 
BEFORE giving your own version-translation.  
VOCAB. peccati=of sin. Filii tui=of your son. Spiritus virtute=the power of the spirit. longe=far away. denuo=once-
again. 

1.  If the verb is: "aufero,auferre,abstuli,ablatum=to take away" then the meaning of the form there must be:= 
________. If the verb is: "volo,velle,volui,volitum=to wish-want" then the meaning of form there must be:= 
________. the reversed of those same two forms will be in order:= 

2.  If the word in your DICT. is 'sanguis,sanguinis-m.=blood', then it belongs to what Latin noun groups 
according to our system? ________ and what function do you see used in the text? ________, which reversed 
will have to be:=  
If the word in the DICT. is 'crimen,criminis-n.=crime,sin,accusation', then it can function in Latin as:= 
________ and its reversed (80%) will be:=  
--- what is the big problem with nouns of our Block II, especially when found in normal Latin literature? 
explain: 

3.  When you see: "filios quos", what function does your Latin brain register? ________. If the reversed HERE 
of 'filios' is ________, then the reversed of 'quos' must be: _______. 

4.  According to our first relative principle the verb that connects with "quos" is ________, and therefore 'filios' 
belongs where? 

5.  I want to see your intelligence and language aptitude when you tell your students that after the initial 
"quia=because' (which causes no problem here at all!), the next word in Latin and your 2003 rendition must 
be: _______. THINK-READ and be happy! 

6.  If the word is 'unum - one thing,unity-one-entity', then the "in" must mean:  
And your notes-knowledge will give you a few translations for the: 'per'= 

7.  Now give your own version for the world, which will be infinitely better than ISEL!!!: 
8.  Modify the text - while keeping the word order - to say: "Because the children-sons, who took-away the 

crimes of sin through the truth (veritas,veritatis-f.) and the light [USE both: 'lumen,luminis-n.' and 'lux,lucis-
f.'], wanted to gather-congregate people (homo,hominis-c.) into the community (communitas,communitatis-
f.)": 

§ Before he was elected the successor of the abdicating Pontiff Celestine V in 1294, as POPE BONIFATIUS VIII 
[1294-1303] Benedict Gaetani was a noted jurist and European light. He is responsible for 88 immortal "Regulae 
Iuris" still quoted in courts and the church. 
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A] "Ea, quae fiunt *a iudice*, si ad eius non spectant officium viribus+ non subsistunt". [Regula 26]  
VOCAB. *a iudice*=by a judge. +viribus+=with forces-energies. si=if. fiunt=are done. eius: you have seen in Ludus 9
+13= ________. spectare=to pertain,look,regard. 

1.  According to our 'relative principles' the main verb here must be ________, and its subject must be 
________. 

2.  The noun that connects with that 'ad' is: 
3.  Then you can give your own version for canon law class or law school at harvard: 
4.  According to another 'relative principle', what word could be omitted here without doing anything to the 

meaning of the rule? ________. WHY? explain: 

B] "Qui sentit onus, sentire debet commodum; et e contra". [Regula 55]  
VOCAB. debeo,debere=to owe,ought,to-have-to+infinitive. 

1.  If the word is: 'onus,oneris-n.=burden, weight, obligation', then explain why the form here is not: "onUM", if 
'qui' functions as ________. explain=  
And then from VOCAB. give the reversed of that 'onus' 

2.  If the gender of "commodum" is ________, and the gender of "onus" is ________, and the gender of "qui" is 
________. then to what does that relative pronoun relate-refer?  
OR this way: the main verb here is ________, and the subject of that verb expressed in Latin will have to be: 
_________, according to the sentence. this is all essential Latin!!! 

3.  What verb time do you find in 'sentiET'? ________, and 'debET'? ________. 'sentIT'? _________ and 
'debebIT'? ________? 

4.  The exact meaning of the rule in 2003 English is going to have to begin where?_______ and that meaning 
will be: 

5.  What would change here if you read: "quae sentit onus sentire debet commodum"?====: 

C] "Qui tacet, consentire videtur". [Regula 43 = perhaps the most famous].  
VOCAB. videtur (later this year): he she it is seen=seems. 

1.  How do i know what the subject of "videtur" is from the sentence? explain: 
2.  How will you say in only 4 words: "ye women who are keeping silent, seem [HERE - 'videmini'] to be giving 

consent" = 

D] "Quod omnes tangit debet *ab omnibus approbari". [Regula 29].  
VOCAB. tango,ere=to touch,affect. *ab omnibus approbari=to be approved by all. 

1.  The Latin word is: "omnis,is-C." then what can 'omnES' function as in Latin? ________ is it PL. or SING.? 
________. Is "quod" SING. or PL.? ________. To what does that 'quod' refer? ________ how will that be 
expressed here in Latin and where will it be attached? [This is all essential!] 

2.  Exact meaning: 
3.  Reverse the whole line leaving the last 3 words alone: 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 19

Return to Lesson 21

§ As we take up our Latin studies again in the second semester, we turn to the author of an immortal adventure story 
written at the time of Nero [54-68 post Chr.], by the name of 'Satyricon' (still celebrated in Rome by the name of 
restaurants-movies) which means a "mixture-platter of various things: prose,poetry". the author is GAIVS 
PETRONIVS ARBITER who was commanded by Nero to kill himself. His story is a monument of daily-living Latin. 
A] (in the middle of a famous dinner given by Trimalchio on his birthday):  
"Puer calicem proiecit, ad quem respiciens* Trimalchio: 'cito' inquit 'te ipsum caede, quia nugax es' ../.. et 
'aquam foras vinum intro' clamavit. Excipimus urbanitatem iocantis+, et ante omnes Agamemnon, qui sciebat 
quibus meritis§ revocaretur ad cenam. Ceterum laudatus Trimalchio hilarius% bibit et iam +ebrio proximus: 
'nemo' inquit 'vestrum& rogat Fortunatam meam ut saltet? Credite mihi: cordacem nemo melius ducit'. 
Atque ipse (erectis supra frontem manibus) Syrum histrionem exhibebat" [n.52].  
VOCABVLA respiciens=looking-back. +iocantis=of-the-one-making-jokes. quibus meritis=by which merits. 
hilarius=more joyfully. +ebrio=to a drunken-person. &vestrum=of ye. ut=that, so that: with subjunctive: '---may...' 
cordax,cordacis=a rude greek, cancan dance. melius=better, in a better way. erectis---manibus=the hands having been 
put up. 

1.  If the verb is: 'laudo,are...' then "laudatus" in L.4 alone means:= 
2.  If the verb is "credo,credere,credidi,creditum=to trust,entrust,BELIEVE", then your recent Latin training tells 

you that: 'credite' in L.5 must function as what in Latin? ________ and its reversed will be:= ________ and 
as super Latin students you can also give the alternative form of that verb with much the same force-
meaning: 

3.  When you see such Latin words like: "urbanitatEM" - "histrionEM" -"frontEM" - "calicEM" what function 
do you also register in your Latin brain?  
If you want-ought to find the exact meaning of these words, what is the dictionary problem involved? 
explain=  
So how are those four words found in your DICT. in order?  
And their reversed form will have to be as used here? 

4.  What different English meaning are you going to attach to the similar Latin forms here: 'ad QUEM'= 
________ 'QVIA'= ________ 'QVI'= ________ 

5.  If the verb is: "caedo,caedere,cecidi,caesum=to strike,beat,whip", then considering the "one letter" factor in 
the Latin language, give us the exact meaning for these forms: a) 'caedO'= ________ [reversed: ________]. 
b)'caedE'= ________ [reversed: ________]. c) 'cecidI'= ________ [reversed: ________]. 

6.  If the verb Times here are: 'es' ________, 'sciebat' _________, 'ducit' ________, 'Excipimus' __________, 
'proiecit' __________ 'rogat' ________:  
Then give the exact meaning for: 'proicit'= ________, 'excepimus'= ________, 'duxit'= ________, 'rogabat'= 
________, 'clamabit'= ________. 

7.  Your DICT. is going to give you a problem-doubt in the form: "BIBIT": why? 
8.  If "Fortunata" is Trimalchio's wife, if 'revocaretur' means=he was being recalled, if the 'ipse-ipsum'=himself,

yourself,etc. YOU can render the very living Latin text of 1940 years ago perfectly if you read-think-
analyze!!! 
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9.  By the way: for your future Latin vocabulary, you can consider that 'frontem' in L.6 and tell your students the 
difference between: "fons,fontis"= ________, and "frons,frontis"= ________, and "frons,frondis"= 
________. 

10.  +Then put into your best Latin the epitaph which H.G.Wells [1866-1946] English novel suggested for 
himself in 1939: "God damn* you all: I told you so".  
VOCABVLA so=sic,ita. tell=dico,ere. you:here=vobis. N.B. 'damn'=damno,are:here used in the only 
imperative-command form you have learned. all=the plural of 'omnis,e' soon to come in class.  
+Then you can also put into perfect Latin the last saying of Simonides, as reported by HERODOTVS [485-
425 ante Chr.]: "Go! tell the Spartans - thou who passest by (that) here obedient to their laws we lie". 
(N.B. 300 Spartans killed at Thermopylae in 480 ante Chr.)  
VOCABVLA go=ire. tell=inform:doceo,ere. Spartan=Lacaedemonius,i-m. pass by=transire. to:here=toward 
(in several Latin prepositions). their='eorum'--[soon in class]. lie=iaceo,iacere. obedient=oboediens 
(oboedientis); BL. ii). put the two commands in the normal command-imperative forms. 

B] (one of the participants in the dinner party reports his experience):  
"lam ego etiam tot malis* fatigatus minimum quidem gustum hauseram somni*; idem et tota intra forisque 
familia fecerat, Atque alii circa pedes discumbentium** sparsi iacebant, alii parietibus** appliciti quidam in 
ipso limine coniunctis manebant capitibus" [n.22].  
VOCABVLA tot malis*=with-by so many troubles-evils. somni*=of sleep. idem=the same, thus. familia=servants-
group, *discumbentium=of the-ones-lying-around. parietibus=to the walls. coniunctis...capitibus=heads having been 
joined. quidam=certain-people. in limine=on the threshold. 

1.  From the verbs you know or can find in the DICT. the forms here: "fatigatus" - "sparsi" - "appliciti" must 
mean all alone in their verb forms:= 

2.  Your DICT. may-must give you the special meaning for the: "alii...alii combination from: 'alius...alius':= 
3.  Identify the Times: 'fecerat' ________, 'manebant ________, 'hauseram' ________. 
4.  Your own version of the living life-description:= 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 20

Return to Lesson 22

§ You can put into your best Latin in anticipation of next year's Christmas these sublime verses of JOHN MILTON, 
English poet, [1608-1674] written for christmas morning 1645:  
"Ring-out, ye crystal spheres; once bless our human ears (if ye have-power to touch our senses so) and let your 
silver chime move in melodious time" [stanza 13].  
VOCAB. ring-out: resono,are. sphere: orbis,is-m. crystal: perlucidus,a,um. bless: recreo,are. ear: auris,is-f. have-
power: valeo,ere. sense-here use: mens,mentis-f. chime: sonitus. silver: argenteus,a,um. 'in'-say: through. melodious: 
musicus,a,um or numerosus,a,um. time: tempus,temporis-n.  
N.B. you should see 'command-imperative' forms in L.1. The phrase "let chime move" can be expressed with a 
certain command-imperative form given in class from the verb: movere. 

§ For the first time this year, one of the earliest 'fathers of the church' but certainly the smoothest-sweetest and most 
attractive: CAECILIANVS CYPRIANVS [200-258 post Chr.], bishop of Carthage in North Africa.  
A] (from his immortal - the first in christian literature - commentary on the "Pater Noster')  
"Et ideo panem nostrum id est Christum, dari* nobis* cotidie petimus ut qui in Christo manemus et vivimus a 
sanctificatione eius et corpore non recedamus" [n.18].  
VOCAB. *dari nobis*=to be given to us. a sanct. eius et cor.=from his sanctification and body. ut...non=that not, lest, 
in order that not. 

1.  In what other way will-do you find the Latin expression here: "id est" written ________ meaning: 
2.  The main verb here is: _______. if that 'ut' has its meaning from the VOCAB., then according to your Latin 

training the verbs with the "qui" in L.1 must be:= ________ WHY? (because of---)  
That leaves you with the verb for 'ut' as ________, AND also tells you that the antecedent of that 'qui' will be 
expressed in Latin: ________, and will function here as: ________. WHICH 'relative pronoun' principles do 
you see confirmed here by Cyprianus?= 

3.  If the word in your DICT. is 'panis,is-m.=bread' then you see what function here? ________ and you also see 
that the combination in L.1 in its reversed form will have to be: ________ 

4.  Now you can render Cyprian's glorious sentence into your own vernacular: 
5.  By the way: what does your DICT. tell you about the Latin noun: "verna,ae-c."?= ________ and close by 

what do you learn as the meaning for 'vernaculus,a,um'? ________. what else do you need in life besides 
Latin? 

6.  ADD a short phrase of your own with Cyprian's words: 'Seek ye (peto,ere...)! fresh [recens, (recentis)] bread 
so that ye-women who are remaining and living among us and other [alius,alia] citizens [civis,is-c.] may not 
depart-recede (cr. text) from the body because-of extreme [extremus,a,um] hunger [fames,is-f.]":= 

B] (in another noted work on the dress of virgins: 'De habitu virginum' he says):  
"Servate - virgines - servate quod esse coepistis, servate quod eritis. Magna vos merces habet, praemium 
grande virtutis*, munus maximum castitatis* ../.. Quod futuri sumus, iam vos esse coepistis. Vos 
resurrectionis* gloriam +in isto saeculo+ iam tenetis; per saeculum §sine saeculi contagione§ transitis" [n.22]  
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VOCAB. virtutis*-castitatis*-resurrectionis:=of... futurus,a,um=about to be. +in isto saeculo+=in that bad-world. 
§sine saec. contag.§=without the contagion-infection of the world. 

1.  If your defective-verb in the DICT. is "coepi=I have begun" [t.4] then the reversed of the forms you see in 
L.1 and L.3, must be: ________, meaning: 

2.  IF the word in your DICT. is "merx,mercis-f.=ware,goods,merchandise", then what must 'merces' mean from 
that word? ________ functioning how?  
IF the word in your DICT. is "merces,mercedis-f.=reward,payment", then the form 'merces' must be what in 
the Latin language?  
[p.s. try this at the entrance to the 'Gregoriana' or 'San Pietro' and see!!]] 

3.  Where do you find 'virgines' in your DICT.?= ________ and if you look closely you can also give the 
reversed of that "munus" [80%]:= ________ and the reversed of that 'merces'= ________ 

4.  When you know the word: "servo,servare,sevavi,servatum=to keep,preserve,maintain", then the forms of that 
verb in L.1 must function as:= ________, their reversed: ________ from super-adult Latinists: what will-
would be the alternative [B] form for them?: 

5.  Another super-Latin question: if 'virgines' is FEM. and the subjects of all the verbs in L.1 must refer to them 
then you better be ready to explain what that 'quod' is doing here: its gender ________, number ________, 
and then ANTECEDENT: ________, and then that antecedent is functioning as what in the first line: [I want 
a full explanation and not garbage-trash,----]. 

6.  Give the exact meaning for: 'servatus,a,um'=________, 'servato'=________, 'servate'=________. 
7.  If the subject of 'sumus' in L.3 is what group of people in this world? ________, then what is that 'quod' 

referring to? ________, what is its antecedent? ________, what function does that antecedent have in the 
whole sentence?? [I do not accept trash!] 

8.  If you got the reversed of: 'coepistis' correct above, you can tell us also the reversed of 'tranitis'= ________ 
and 'tenetis'= ________. 

9.  Now you can give our best version of the tight Latin of Cyprian [NO NONSENSE-CONFUSION!] 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 21-22

Return to Lesson 23

§ As announced and promised our next Latin days will be brightened by the brilliant verses-proverbs, examples of 
Rome's second poet laureate: QVINTVS HORATIVS FLACCVS [65-8 ante Chr.] who followed the first laureate poet 
PVBLIVS VERGILIVS MARO [70-19 ante Chr.] by a few years and with satires, lyric poetry, short gems of 
wisdom not Virgilean epic verses. 

A] In his own immortal treatise on the rules of poetry: 'Ars Poetica' he prescribes:  
"Non satis est pulchra esse poemata; dulcia sunto et quocumque volent animum auditoris agunto" [a.p.99-
100].  
VOCAB. +ago,agere here=drive, lead. +quocumque=whithersoever, to whateverplace. 

1.  If the word in your DICT. is "poema,atis-n.", then what is deceptive about: 'poemA' and 'poematA'? 
2.  If the verb is: volo - and can be treated as of Gp. III, then what Time must you see in Horace's form? and its 

'ego' form will be: _________ (meaning: to wish,want)  
-- By the way, there is another word in your DICT. 'volo,volare=fly'. With those two verbs you can make a 
clever saying for our times, understood by few, and write: "They were not flying, when [cum] they were 
wanting-to"!!!= 

3.  Now you know that: 'auditor,oris-m.=hearer,listener' belongs to noun Bl._______, and that the second form 
given in the DICT. in fact functions as what? ________ You also learned the reversed of that: "auditoris"= 
________ which must carefully be distinguished-separated from: 'auditorem' functioning as ________.  
- From you first days of Latin, you can remind yourself WHY the DICT. even gives you that second form:= 

4.  Your full and professional training in Latin will now mark you off from other Latinists and allow you to give 
the different USE and vernacular MEANING to the verbs here:  
'SUNTO' [not to be confused with 'sunt': meaning ________ ]  
'AGUNTO' [not to be confused with 'agunt': meaning ________ ]  
-- then you can give the reversed for the forms of Horace (N.B. consulting your notes will help you learn all 
this!)= 

5.  How do you find that adjective: 'dulcia' presented in your DICT.?  
explain exactly what those elements tell-indicate to a consulting Latinist:  
that will also help you to reverse Horace's 'dulciA poematA pulchrA':  
Careful - but look what you and the Latin language have produced! 

6.  Your own smooth and correct version of Horace's advice for your next poetic piece: 

B] On the orders of Caesar Augustus, in 17 ante Chr. (Virgil is gone 2 years now), Horace composed a sublime 
national anthem for the "Ludi Saeculares" = 100 year jubilee games, which was called "Carmen Saeculare". you can 
understand and explain the first strophe - a genuine Roman prayer.  
"Phoebe silvarumque potens Diana - lucidum caeli decus - o colendi semper et culti, date quae precamur 
tempore sacro" [C.S. 1-4]  
VOCAB. +Phoebus=god of the sun; Diana=goddess of the moon:brother and sister. HERE: 'Phoebe'=Oh Phoebus-
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[Apollo]. +potens,entis=powerful-chief. +colendus,a,um=needing to be honored. +"precamur" (t.1)=we pray-for,beg. 

1.  If the verb in your DICT. is "colo,ere,colui,cultus,a,um=to honor,cultivate" - then the form of Horace must 
mean alone here: 

2.  You should be able to spot the main-principle verb here must be: ________, meaning exactly in the 
vernacular:= ________ [and reversed]: ________ and what does 'datis' mean in Latin [do,are,dedi=to give]?= 

3.  Only your consultation of the Latin word: "decus", will allow you to explain that "lucidum": WHY? 
________ and the reversed of the combination:== 

4.  If the Latin nouns are: "silva,ae-f.=forest,woods" and "caelum,i-n.=sky,heaven" -- then what functions do 
you see in those words in the quote? ________ you can express that function in English also in another way: 
________. The reversed of the words as used by Horace will be:  
What was pointed out-stressed in class about the favorite 'position' of the "OF-possession form"? How is that 
confirmed here? 

5.  If the VOCAB. given here interprets "precamur" then that 'quae' must be what gender-number-function?  
BUT that brings up the eternal question: to what does the relative 'quae' relate here, how will that antecedent 
look in Latin, what will its function be? THINK-GROW-SHINE!!! 

6.  If 'tempore sacro'=at the sacred time, then you can give your own sublime version of Horace's jubilee prayer: 
7.  ADD the Latin adjective: 'grandis,e=big' here to: silvarum ________; decus ________; caeli ________; quae 

________. 
8.  Say in your own pagan sentence: "I heavenly Phoebus shall drive-lead (cf. above) the heavenly [supernus,a,

um] dwellers (caeles,caelitis-c.) into noble (nobilis,e) seats [sedes,is-f.] Diana, [you] drive the earthly 
[terrenus,a,um and terrestris,e:use both] animals [animal,is-n. 20%] through the earthly forests!" = 

C] Out at his Sabine [Subiaco] villa, Horace dedicated a pine tree to Diana (which we rededicate on the last day of 
every summer course:  
"Montium custos nemorumque, Virgo, imminens villae* tua pinus esto" [III,22].  
VOCAB. mons,montis-m.=mountain. nemus,oris-n.=grove. imminens,entis=over-hanging; villae=over the villa. 

1.  Give the % for 'nemorum' ________ and reversed: ________; the % for 'montium' and reversed: ________. 
2.  The difference in meaning between: 'est' = ________ and 'esto' = ________. 
3.  If "pinus=FEM.", then give your version of this part of the dedication: 
4.  The reversed of the second line [omit 'villae']:= 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 23

Return to Lesson 23

§ Begin with your own Latin introductory sentence according to the instructions:  
"The voice of our cruel (crudelis,e) teacher [magister; praeceptor,doctor] has ordered (iubeo,ere...) the thoughts 
[cogitatio,onis-f.] of our lazy [USE both: piger,pigra,pigrum AND 'segnis,et'-80%] brains [cerebrum] to compose 
[compono; contexo...] the first sentence of today's (hodiernus,a,um) writing [scriptio,onis-f.] through our own 
[noster...] simple (simplex (simplics)) words which will indicate [indicare] the serious (gravis,e) theme [argumentum,
i-n.] which the time of the year presents (exhibere; proponere)": 

A] The LITURGIA ROMANA PAVLI VI brings us immediately into the celebration of the pre-easter time: 
'quadragesima,ae-f.:lent'. From the blessing of the sacred ashes on Wednesday, March 5:  
"Deus, qui non mortem sed conversionem desideras peccatorum, preces nostras clementer exaudi et hos* 
cineres, quos +capitibus nostris+ imponi decernimus, benidicere (pro tua pietate) dignare".  
VOCAB. clementer=mercifully. hos*=these (m.obj.pl.) +cap. nostris+=onto our heads. imponi=to be placed. dignare 
HERE=imperative-command: Deign! condescend! (pro tua pie=according to your goodness). decernere=to decide. 
exaudire=hear-graciously. 

1.  Where do you find the following Latin words in your DICT. 'cineres': _________, 'preces': _________, 
'mortem': ________. 

2.  If the word here (cf. VOCAB!) "peccatorum" comes from: 'peccatum' then it means= ________ and its 
reversed is: ________ if it comes from 'peccator' then it means ________ and its reversed is: ________ 

3.  What is the verb which connects with "qui" in L.1? ________. That makes "Deus" function as what of what 
in the sentence? ________ "quos" connects with: _______. 

4.  What is the difference in Latin between: "exaudii-exaudivi"= ________ and 'exaudi'= ________. Reverse 
both of them in order: 

5.  What two words in the text are being connected by that "et" in L.2? 
6.  Where are you going to put that 'peccatorum' (depending on..) in your version? 
7.  Give your own personal version which you may use some day to explain things to people: 
8.  Give the alternative command form (B) for that 'exaudi': ________. 
9.  Say in your own super-tight Latin sentence: [ONLY - 8 - words]: "I shall be graciously-hearing those-people 

who will have imposed [impono,ere] holy ashes (cinis,eris-m.) over [TWO Latin prep.] their (suus,a,um) 
heads [caput...]" 

10.  By the way an old (gloomy) Latin saying about life and death goes this way: 'Fumus sumus finis cinis' 
meaning: 

B] The 'Preces ad Laudes' of 'ash Wednesday' has one invocation which goes like this: "Da nobis* mortificationem 
Filii tui in corpore nostro circumferre qui nos vivificasti in corpore eius".  
VOCAB. nobis*=to us. mortificatio,onis-f.=death,mortification. vivifico,are,vivificavi,vivificatum=to enliven,vivify,
bring-to-life. do,dare,dedi,datum=to give. 
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1.  In the Latin language what different (how many? ________) uses-functions-meanings can the two words 
have: "filii tui"? explain= 

2.  When you see: "vivificasti" (vivificavisti), you immediately think T.____, and reverse it: 
3.  What is the main-principal verb here? ________ in what form-function? ________ what is the expressed 

Latin subject of that main verb? ________ 
4.  When you see 'qui vivificasti', then you conclude that "qui" is carrying what person in the story? ________ 

what is the antecedent of that "qui"? ________ 
5.  You have seen that 'eius' before, and will see it again. Give your own version of the new liturgical text: [N.B. 

give two English versions for that 'filii tui'] 
6.  What is the reversed of: 'da' here? ________ and its alternative: ________ 
7.  How would you add: 'immortal' [sempiternus,a,um AND immortalis,e] to that 'Filii tui'?=  

How would add: 'saving-salvatlon bring' [salutifer,era,erum AND salutaris,e] to that 'mortificationem'? 

C] Some of the biblical antiphons used on this day and throughout lent: 

a) "Dele, Domine, iniquitatem meam". Domine=oh lord. delere=to destroy. 
meaning: 
the reversed of "dele"= ________? any English derivatives? 

b) "Adiuva nos, Deus salutaris nosier, et propter honorem nominis tui, Domine, libera nos". salutaris=savior,
salvation. adiuvare=to help. liberare=free 

meaning: 
reverse of "nominis tui" [80%]= 

c) "Memento, homo, quia pulvis es". quia HERE=that. 
meaning: 
reverse the whole line correctly: 

D] One of the invocations at the 'Preces ad Vesperas':  
"Dirige, Domine, *in voluntate tua* mentes populorum atque regentium, ut+ sincere ad commune omnium 
bonum annitantur".  
VOCAB. annitantur=they may strive-work. *in voluntate tua*=in your will. dirigere=to direct,guide. ut+=so that. 
regens,(regentis)=one-ruling. bonum,i-n.=the good, welfare. 

1.  What gender do you see in that 'communE'? ________, agreeing with what noun? _________. 
2.  What form-case do you see in the 'omnium' [omnis,e]? ________ Therefore, the reversed of the phrase: 'ad 

communE omniUM bonUM' - is going to be for any even smierable Latinist: 
3.  What function do you see in the "populorum atque regentium"? ________ reverse them: 
4.  If some day the reversed of "DominE" will be 'Domini', then what is the reversed of that "dirige"? ________ 

and "commune"? ________ 
5.  Your version: 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 24

Return to Lesson 24

§ Of the two bodies of canon-church law now in force throughout the Roman-Catholic Church: the Western Code: 
1983, and the Eastern Code: 1990 - by far the Eastern Code has the better Latin texts as the work of one Latin expert 
not the botched job of a crowd of clowns. 

A] If you are careful and read the text a number of times, following the VOCAB. and answering the questions, you 
can understand perfectly and correctly render a nice long sentence of the eastern code on the appointment of bishops:  
"Candidatos, saltem tres, ad officium Episcopi eparchialis, Episcopi coadiutoris vel Episcopi auxiliaris extra 
fines territorii Ecclesiae patriarchalis implendum Synodus Episcoporum Ecclesiae patriarchalis ad normam 
canonum +de electionibus+ Episcoporum eligit".  
VOCAB. saltem=at least. eparchialis,e=eparchal: belonging to local governing bishop. Episcopus,i-m.=over-seer = 
bishop. coadiutor,oris-m.=helper, coadiutor. auxiliaris,e=auxiliary,helping. implendous,a,um=to-be-performed,
carried-out. synodus,i-f.=assembly, synod. +de electionibus+=concerning the elections. patriarchalis,e=belonging to 
the patriarch, patriarchal. candidatus,i-m.=candidate, aspirant. canon,onis-m.=rule, canon. 

1.  If the word is: 'officium,i-n.=office,duty' and 'canon,onis-m.=rule', then point out to your students the 
problem in Latin functions with "officiUM" and "canonUM":  
What is the reversed form for those two words as used here? 

2.  You read through the text ten times and then point out the fine style of the Latin by indicating the subject: 
________, verb: _________, object: __________. 

3.  Your Latin training gave you how many [so far!!!] uses-functions for the form: 'patriarchalIS' ? 
4.  Your good Latin eye tells you that the word 'implendum' must agree with: _________. 
5.  So that you may not lose too much time, I'll tell you that the two "ad' here have different meanings here, 

which you can verify in your DICT. 'ad' L.1=for,to; 'ad' in L.3=according to. no ______ yes ______. 
6.  Now you can direct your Latin or law students to the perfect rendition of the smooth modern text: 
7.  Reverse: 'Ecclesiae patriarchalis'= ________ 'ad officium Episcopi eparchialis'= ________ 
8.  ADD a short sentence on your own: "Because (quoniam+indicative) many of our associates (socius,i-m.) and 

colleagues [sodalis,is-c:20%] were learning [disco,ere] church (use: ecclesiasticus,a,um and ecclesialis,e) 
laws [use: lex,legis-f. and ius,iuris-n. with those two adjectives properly], they were desiring [cupio,cupere: 
III+IV but treated as verb Gp. IV] to taste (gusto,are) the real [verus,a,um] nature (indoles,is-f.) of canonical 
(canonicus,a,um) talk [sermo,sermonis-m.]". 

B] "Episcopus eparchialis aut Superior maior notitiam sacrae ordinationis *uniuscuiusque* diaconi mittat* 
ad parochum apud quem ordinati baptismus adnotatus est".  
VOCAB. *uniuscuiusque*=_of each. mittat* here: subjunctive:'---should send'. parochus,i-m.=pastor. ordinatio,onis-f.
=ordination. diaconus,i-m.=deacon. adnotare=to mark down. 

1.  From your preliminary introduction to the passive voices what vernacular-English meanings did we give to 
the times 4a and 4b in the passive: which meanings can be attached to the 'adnotatus est' here = 
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2.  If the subject of that 'mittat' is ________, then the object is ________. 
3.  If the verb is 'ordino,are=to ordain', then the form: "ordinatus,a,um" all must mean: ________ and the form 

'ordinatI' can function in Latin as what? ________ here it must be: _________, and must mean in several 
English words: 

4.  The exact meaning of the simple out neat Latin: (Superior maior=Major Superior): 
5.  If in the text the reversed of that 'ordinationis' is: ________ then the reversed of that 'eparchialis' must be: 

________. 

C] "Ecclesiasticae studiorum universitates et facultates sunt quae +ab auctoritate compitenti ecclesiastica 
canonice+ erectae vel approbatae scientias sacras et scientias *cum eisdem* conexas excolunt et tradunt".  
VOCAB. +ab auct. comp. eccles. canon+=by the competent ecclesiastical authority canonically. *cum eisdem*=with 
the same. excolere=to cultivate. tradere=to teach. 

1.  From the simple and obvious Latin verbs, what will be the full meaning for the forms 'erectae' (erigere), 
'approbatae' (approbare), 'conexas' (conectere): 

2.  Reverse the first three words here: 
3.  What is the form for T.3 for the verbs here: 'sunt' ________, 'tradunt' ________.  

What are the reversed forms for those two verbs: 
4.  Your faithful version of the oriental text: 

D] "Textum legum declarationum el decretorum, quae +in conventu eparchiali+ data sunt episcopus 
eparchialis communicet* cum auctoritate".  
VOCAB. communicet* here is subjunctive: '---should,must,may'. +in con. epar.+=in the diocesan meeting. 

1.  If 'data sunt' is the passive form for T. 4a and 4b, then what exact vernacular meanings is it going to have? 
(do,dare=to give,issue): 

2.  If the word is: "textus":text,writing, and the word is 'lex,legis-f. - declaratio', then point out the problem with 
those "---um" endings: 

3.  If the subject here is ________, then the object is ________, and the canon means exactly: 
4.  Reverse: 'decretORUM': 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 25

Return to Lesson 25

§ It is agreed by all that the greatest mind-light-leader of the literary and intellectual renaissance of the 1450-1550 
period was DESIDERIVS ERASMVS ROTERODAMVS [1466-1536] who wrote volumes of innumerable works of 
solid content and magnificent Latinity. Among the writings he published to TEACH LATIN are about 100 pages of 
"Colloquia Familiaria" where people talk about everything possible with every possible Latin phrase and idiom. Here 
you have four men who after an absence of 40 years meet in a carriage going to Antverp and narrate all that has 
happened to them in that same period. 

A] "POLYGAMVS: Salve, multum exoptate Eusebi! GLYCION: Bene sit tibi, vir optime. EUSEBIVS: Salvete 
vos omnes *una salute*, pariter mihi carissima capita! Quis deus - aut casus +deo felicior+ - nos coniunxit? 
Nam nemo $nostrum vidit alium annis opinor, iam quadraginta. Quid hic agitis? PAMPIRVS: sedemus. 
EVSEBIVS: video, sed qua de causa? POLYGAMVS: operimur currum qui nos devehat Antverpiam".  
VOCAB. most of the lively talk here is obvious! but here are some helps: exoptatus=longed-awaited for. sit=may it 
be. *una salute*=with one greeting. mihi=to me. pariter=equally. +deo felicior+=or more fortunate than god. 
$nostrum=of us. currus=carriage. devehat=may bring. 

1.  If you can imagine a Latin verb: "operio,operire=to make to wait, put in expectation", then what form do you 
see in that verb here: "operimuR"?= ________. From the same form you can quickly give us the forms for: 
"she is made to wait"= ________ "ye are made to wait"= ________ "they are made to wait"= ________ 

2.  What use-function do you see in the forms here: "salve - salvete"? 
3.  If you can imagine a Latin verb: "opino,are=be brought to an opinion" then you can see in that 'opinoR' what 

meaning? ________ and what will be its reversed? ________ 
4.  Your DICT. is going to give you: "caput"=head, PERSON, and therefore the neat phrase 'carissima capita' is 

going to have to mean:= 
5.  If that "currum" is in fact an object of 'operimur', then you can write out the bit of living Latin of 500 years 

ago: 
6.  What kind of pedagogical trick did we learn in class for turning the active verb forms into passive ones? 

________ in ONLY what verb Times did that trick have any validity? ________ with that in mind give the 
other two Times we learned with the trick for the forms here: "operimuR"= ________, ________ "opinoR"= 
________, ________ 

B] "EVSEBIVS: Ac mihi videor repubescere. POLYGAMVS: Quot annos supputatis, *ex quo* Lutetiae 
conviximus? EVSEBIVS: Arbitror - haud pauciores quadraginta duobus. PAMPIRVS: Tum videbamur 
omnes aequales. EVSEBIVS: Ita ferme eramus aut - si quid erat discriminis - perpusillum erat. PAMPIRVS: 
At nunc quanta inaequalitas!".  
VOCAB. repubesco=I become a youth again. supputare=to calculate. *ex quo*=from which time. convivere=to live 
together. Lutetiae=in Paris. haud paucioes=not less. ferme=almost. quid=anything. 

1.  What form-use do you see in that "discriminis"? ________ found in DICT. _________, and meaning: 
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difference, distinction. 
2.  When you see such forms as here: 'videoR' and 'videbamuR', what do you think-calculate? FIRST - what are 

the reversed of those two words of Erasmus? [your passive trick should make that very easy: WHY? how can 
you think backward and then get the right answer?  
SECOND: give the other two times with the active-passive trick for those same two forms:=  
THIRD: give the 'they' forms for the three trick-times for the same verb: 

3.  The verb: "video,ere---" means: ________, in the passive it is going to be naturally 'to be seen', but also in 
english to SEEM. Write out this part of the dialogue faith fully: [N.B. 'arbitror' is in your DICT. with special 
meaning later this year] 

4.  SAY quickly using the active-passive trick: "ye, who were being seen-seeming the lazy [piger,pigra,pigrum] 
disciples (discipulus,i-m.) of our school [scola;ludus] will be seen-seem soon to be the most diligent 
[diligentissimus,a,um] of all the disciples": 

C] "EVSEBIVS: Dic* mihi bona fide+ - nulla sentis incommoda senectutis quae feruntur esse plurima? 
GLYCION: Somnus aliquanto deterior est nec perinde tenax memoria, nisi si quid infixero"  
VOCAB. dic=command form (irregular) for: 'dico,dicere'. bona fide+=good faith. incommodum,i-n.=inconvenience. 
deterior=worse. nisi si=unless. quid=something. aliquanto=a little bit. sentire=to feel. plurimus,a,um=very many. 
infigo=to nail. 

1.  If the verb is "fero,fer[e]re,tuli,latus=to bear, to REPORT, tell", then what do you see in 'feruntur'? ________ 
what the original verb and give the other two times we have learned with the same subject:=  
How will you say with the same verb: "ye are reported"= _______ "I shall be reported"= _______ "you were 
being reported"= 

2.  Consider the combination: "tenax memoria" which must mean: _______ and then give its reversed= 
________ you can also give us the "OF" form in the sing.= ________ and pl. [80%]= ________ 

3.  Your own version of the simple Latin in the mouth of Erasmus' old men: 

D] (at the end of the ride the coachmen comment on the elderly passengers)  
"HENRICUS: Sed hi seniculi boni sunt. HUGUTIO: qui scis? HENRICUS: quia per eos ter bibi per viam 
cervisiam insigniter bonam".  
VOCAB. seniculus,i-n.=little old-man. qui=how. cervisia=beer. 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 26-27

Return to Lesson 25

§ We can not let the 'Ides of March' week go by without experiencing fully the super-roman, lean Latin of one of 
Rome's greatest: GAIVS IVLIVS CAESAR [102-44 ante Chr.] in his military commentaries, (his speeches and 
letters have been lost!! - greatly appreciated by Cicero) 

A] (The beginning of his Book II on the Civil War with his rival Cn. Pompeius):  
"Dum haec* in Hispania geruntur, C. Trebonius legatus, qui ad oppugnationem Massiliae relictus erat, 
duabus ex partibus aggerem, vineas turrisque ad oppidum agere instituit" [II,1]  
VOCAB. dum=while. haec=these-things. duabus ex partibus=from two sides. ago,agere=to drive ahead. instituo,
ere=to decide, to begin. 

1.  If the verb is: 'gero,gere,gessi,gestum=to carry-on, wage, accomplish', then what T. do you see in that 
'geruntur'? ________, and its reversed will have to be: _________, and then you can give us the proper forms 
for the other two passives of that verb in the times we have learned. [Why should this be very simple-easy for 
you? EXPLAIN:] 

2.  If in a few days you will be shown that 'relictus erat' is T.5, then what kind of meaning do you want to attach 
to that particular Latin form!?: 

3.  The city name 'Massilia' is in your DICT. with today's designation: 
4.  If 'aggerem-vineas-turris' [as military engine-terms] have functions here as: ________, how can 'turris' get 

into that group? explain from a passing note in your class annotations: 
5.  Your own personal version of Caesar's text: 

B] Cicero's brother Quintus almost got demolished by the Gauls because he did not obey Caesar's 
orders for the defense of the winter camps. Here are some parts of the drama:  
"De improviso ad Ciceronis hiberna advolant.../...Mittuntur ad Caesarem confestim ab Cicerone 
litterae.../obsessis omnibus viis missi intercipiuntur. Noctu ex materia, quam *munitionis causa* 
comportaverant, turres admodum centum XX excitantur incredibili celeritate; quae deesse operi 
videbantur perficiuntur" [De Bello Gallico V,40].  
VOCAB. ab=by. obsessis viis=all roads having been blocked. *munit. causa*=for the sake of 
fortification. incred. celer.=with unbelievable speed. desum,deesse=to be lacking. operi=to the works, 
fortification. intercipere=to cut off, block, intercept. perficio=I finish. 

1.  While 'excitantur' looks like it means something in your vernacular language, your DICT. 
will give you an architectural-engineering meaning:= 

2.  If the verb is: "mitto, mittere, misi, missum", then what must that sole-alone form in the text 
mean: 'missi'?? THINK-ANALYSE!! what does 'miSi' mean in Latin? 

3.  While you see in the verb: 'comportaverant' T.________, meaning: ________. You see what 
various meanings in 'mittuntur'?  
Now take your notes or your brain and give us without any stress or pain the proper Latin 
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form on the same verb meaning: "ye were being sent"= ________, "they will be sent"= 
________, "we are being sent"= ________, "you will be sent"= ________, "she is being 
sent"= ________, "I shall be sent as (sicut) I was being sent daily to the post-office 
[diribitorium]": 

C] (An older retired veteran of Caesar's Tenth Legion - Crastinus - (Mr. Tomorrow!) comes back to 
fight and exhorts his comrades:  
"Erat Crastinus evocatus* in exercitu Caesaris, qui superiore anno apud eum primum pilum in 
Legione X duxerat, vir +singulari virtute+. Hic signo dato: "Sequimini me' inquit 'manipulares 
mei qui fuistis, et vestro imperatori, quam constituistis, operam date. Unum hoc proelium 
superest../..ille suam dignitatem et nos nostram libertatem reciperabimus" [De Bell Civili III,91].  
VOCAB. *evocatus - cf. DICT. superiore anno=during the previous year. +sing. vir.+=of outstanding 
virtue. signo dato=the sign having been given. operame dare=give attention-effort. constituere=to 
decide. primum pilum - cf. DICT. 

4.  When you see a verb form like: 'duxerat' you immediately recognize T.________. And when 
you see a verb form like: 'sequiMINI' you see what subject of the verb?__________. Here in 
fact it means: 'ye must follow me' [to be learned later this year]. 

5.  While duxerat gave you a certain Time, the simple 'erat' is what Latin T.________? 
6.  Your own accurate version of the living Latin of Crastinus 2051 years later!: 
7.  Modify the text a bit and say with your new Latin knowledge:  

+ "After the battle, which today will be fought (=proelium gerere), Caesar will have regained 
(recipero,are) dignities and praises and our freedom will be regained":  
+ "We were being moved [moveo,ere] through the example of our singular leader Crastinus 
and of the other [alius,alia...] soldiers (miles,militis) who were being instigated [instigare] 
toward-to the noble (nobilis,e) ideals [propositum,i-n.] of our immortal Caesar": 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 28

Return to Lesson 26

§ The undying immortal story of IOB and his patience in the BIBLIA VVLGATA VETERIS TESTAMENTI [150---
1998] continues to inspire us and educate us in our Latin training: 

1.  Your DICT. will help you to reverse the Latin forms in 'Veteris Testamenti'= 
2.  How will you say in your own Latin: "We shall be helped (adiuvo,are) through the story of blessed (beatus,a,

um) Iob and of his sufferings (dolor,oris-m.) against all (omnis,e) the adversities [adversitas,atis-f.] of our 
daily life, which will be considered (habeo, habere) small [parvus,a,um] after his experiences [experimentum,
i-n.]": 

A] "Iob dixit: 'Usquequo* affligitis animam meam et atteritis me +sermonibus+? En decies obiurgatis me et 
non erubescitis §opprimentes§ me. Nempe, etsi erravi, &mecum& erit error meus. Si vos contra me erigimini 
et arguitis me opprobriis meis$ saltem nunc intellegite quia** Deus non %aequo iudicio% afflixerit me et rete 
suo me cinxerit". [16,5-9].  
VOCAB. usquequo=to what point-how far? +sermonibus+=with words. En=Behold! decies=ten-times. §opprimens,
entis=oppressing. &mecum&=with me. opprobriis meis=with-by my insults,injuries. quia**=that. %aequo iudicio%
=with just judgment. rete suo=with his net. TAKE 'afflixerit' as "afflixit" and take "cinxerit" as 'cinxit'[cingo]. 

1.  If the verbs are: "affligere" and "atterere", then you see here T.________. 
2.  If the verbs here are: "intellegere=to understand" and "erigere=to raise-up" then what do you have to see in 

common in those two verb forms? Explain their functions here (or anywhere in Latin!):  
If you want to reverse those two forms you may have trouble with one of them because of a vowel variation 
in our ACTIVE TO PASSIVE TRICK: explain-illustrate: 

3.  What will be the reversed for the expression here: "erit error meus" ??= 
4.  Your own version of the monologue of poor Job: 
5.  Take some of the verbs here and make your own short expressions:  

a) 'their soul was being afflicted always because-of his and my talk [sermo,onis-m.]  
b) 'you shalt-must understand the difficulties (difficultas,atis-f.) of the German (Germanicus,a,um) language-
tongue, when (=cum+INDIC.) you will have overcome [vinco,ere,vici,victum] the impediments 
(impedimentum,i-n.) of noble (nobilis,e) Latin letters (littera,ae-f.)":  
c) 'Although [quamquam] I used to be afflicted, I shall never be afflicted now because-of my ignorance 
[ignorantia and ignoratio,onis] of the beautiful [pulcher,pulchra,pulchrum] arts (ars,artis-f. 20%)": 

B] Iob: "Nonne militia est vita hominis super terram et sicut dies* mercennarii dies eius? Sicut servus 
desiderat umbram...sic et ego habui menses vacuos ct noctes laboriosas enumeravi mihi. Si dormiero, dicam: 
'quando consurgam?'. Et rursum exspectabo vesperam et replebor doloribus+ usque crespusculum" [7,1-4]  
VOCAB. Nonne=is it not true that, surely. dies* HERE=days (subj.pl.) mercennarius,i-m.=mercenary, paid-soldier. 
doloribus+=with pains-sorrows. usque=until. mihi=for me. 
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1.  Why is the last line here a good example of our 'active to passive trick'? observe and explain: 
2.  What is the natural meaning of the Latin word: 'eius' ?= ________ what is its derived secondary - although 

more common - meaning? ________  
What will always remain mysterious-ambiguous about that same word? ________ what can its reversed 
possibly be?= 

3.  Just for your Latin VOCABULARY increases give us the difference in meanings between: -- "habui mensAS 
vacuAS"= ________ "habui mentES vacuAS" ________ "habui mensES vacuOS"= ________ [[There are a 
few others!!!]] 

4.  If the reversed of that 'hominis' must be= ________ then the reversed of 'dormiero' must be:= ________. 
5.  First give your own version of the Bible text:  

Then make some neat Latin passive expressions out of Job's words:  
-- "Empty months are being had (habeo,habere) around me and my children [liber,eri..] and laborious nights 
will be numbered [enumerare] after us":  
-- "Evening will be awaited [exspectare] among them and among their relatives [familia,aris-C.] 

C] Eliphaz dixit: "Acquiesce igitur et habeto pacem: et per haec habebis fructus* optimos. Suscipe ex ore illius
+ legem et pone sermones eius in corde tuo. Si $reversus fueris$ ad Omnipotentem, aedificaberis et longe 
facies iniquitatem a tabernaculo tuo" [22,21-23].  
VOCAB. fructus* here:=object pl. [to be seen in class 35!]. illius+=eius. $reversus fueris$=you will have returned. 
longe=far, at a distance. 

1.  Your class notes will tell you that there is something strange-exceptional in the Latin form here: 
"aedificabEris". Explain according to our system: 

2.  What do you notice in the forms here: 'acquiesce' and 'habeto' for your students?? ________ What are their 
reversed forms? 

3.  If the reversed of 'fueris' is _________, then the reversed of "aediftcaberis" must be:= ________. 
4.  Your rendition of the neat text: 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 29

Return to Lesson 26

§ For the second time this year (cf. 'ludus 4') our gigantic LEO MAGNVS [440-461] comes to us with the depth of his 
thought and the majesty of his Latin speech, as he talks about our preparation for Easter. 

A] "Semper quidem nos - dilectissimi - sapienter et sancte vivere decet et in id voluntates nostras actionesque 
dirigere quod divinae* novimus placere iustitiae*; sed cum hi adpropinquant dies, quos illustriores nobis 
salutis nostra sacramenta fecerunt, diligentiore sollicitudine+ corda mundanda sunt et studiosius exercenda 
est disciplina virtutum ut - sicut ipsa mysteria §quadam sui parte§ maiora sunt - ita et nostra observantia 
superet in aliquo consuetudinem suam, et cui festivitas est celebranda sublimior, ipse quoque in ea reperiatur 
ornatior" [Tractatus CLI,1].  
VOCAB *divinae iustitiae*=to divine justice. hi dies=these days. +diligentiore sollicitudine=with more diligent care. 
studiosius=more zealously. mundandus,a,um=needing to be cleaned-purified; exercendus,a,um=needing to be 
exercised; celebrandus,a,um=needing to be celebrated. nosco,ere,novi,notum=to come to know. placeo,ere=to be 
pleasing. cui L.6 HERE=by whom. ipse= he himself. §quadam sui parte§=by a certain aspect of them. 

1.  If the verb is: "decet,decere=to befit,suit", then you should be able to see two verbal forms here (infinitives - 
second verb part) which connect with that 'decet' in the text: ________ + ________. 

2.  There are a number of adjectives here in the 'comparative' degree [which your Latin training will make clear 
to you anyway.] They are all of Bl.II: illustrior=more magnificent; maiora=greater; sublimior=more sublime; 
ornatior=more adorned. 

3.  A quick check in your DICT. will also self-teach you to see the meaning for: "sapienter" [sapiens]= 
________ and "sancte" [sanctus,a,um]= ________. 

4.  The verbs here: "superet" [to outdo, exceed] and "reperiatur" [to find] are subjunctive and will sound: "---
may,should---". Some other words are rather evident: 'nobis'=for us. ipsa=themselves. The rest is clear and 
simple. I personally believe you are mature enough to grasp-appreciate-translate such a magnificent sentence 
if you read it 15 times carefully and think. Good luck! 'dilectissimi=most beloved'. 

5.  Make up your own Latin with the same elegance which we find in Leo Magnus:  
"Their wills and actions whose weakness [debilitas; infirmitas] we were noticing [animadverto,ere] and 
which was being strengthened [robor,are] through the outstanding [praestans (antis)] principles [principium,i-
n.] of her religion, will be prepared wisely and holily (cf. quote above and question 3) for [ad] the paschal 
(paschalis,e: 80%) solemnities [sollemne,is-n.: 20%] which are celebrated (celebrare) here within the Eternal 
City (urbs) beyond all beauty [pulchritudo...]": 

B] "Virtus - dilectissimi - et sapientia *fidei christianae* amor Dei est et amor proximi, neque ullo* caret 
pietatis officio*, cui+ studium est colere Dominum et iuvare conservum. .../... Gaude igitur - mens fidelium - et 
gloriam tuam in eius gloria, qui in te operatur, agnoscens% de ipsa paschali festivitate fervesce!../ 
Exstinguenda est iracundia, mortificanda superbia, destruenda luxuria, radix quoque avaritiae altius++ 
persequenda est, ut& omnium malorum germen §valeat excidi§, si eorum potuerit fomes evelli." [Tractatus 
XLV,1---4].  
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VOCAB *fidei christianae*=OF the christian faith. proximus,a,um=nearest,next,neighbor. careo,ere=to go without,to 
lack. *ullo...officio*=any duty (as the object of 'caret'). cui+=to whom, for whom. studium,i-n.=zeal, enthusiasm. 
agnoscens=recognizing. de=about, concerning. ++altius=more deeply,more profoundly. ut&=so that, in order that. 
§valeat excidi§=may be able to be cut out, eradicated. evelli=to pull up. conservus=co-servant, fellow human. 

1.  Whenever for your whole Latin life, you see a phrase like: "in EIUS gloria" what remains the insuperable 
ambiguity? What is the natural meaning in Latin for "eius"? ________ What is the common,usual use-
meaning?= ________ What is the trick word to resolve the doubt-ambiguity-obscurity? EXPLAIN: 

2.  You can take those verb forms in L.4-5-6 with the same force-meaning which was given in the A] text above 
for the verbs terminating in: "----ndus,a,um", and that meaning will be what? 

3.  What did we learn as the very strange linguistic phenomenon in Latin (and also in Greek!!!) with the simple 
ideas: "his,hers,its,their" ?? explain: 

4.  What kind of an ending do you see in that "operatUR"? ________ [Here it is going to mean: 'to be kept busy, 
to work'. From that form, you can give us the proper expression for: "we are kept busy"= ________ "they are 
kept busy"= ________ "you are kept busy" = ________ "ye work"= ________.  
-- If that verb is of Gp.1, then you may have to consult your notes or good memory in order to say "you will 
be kept busy" [T.3]= ________, whose reversed will be:= ________. 

5.  If that 'gloriam' here is in fact the object of "agnoscens", then you can tell the world what words here are 
being joined by that "et" in L.3? ________ + ________. 

6.  If the reversed of "gaudE" is ________ (cf.DICT.!), then the reversed of "fervesce" must be: ________. 
7.  If the composite verb is: 'pot+sum: I am able', then you should be able to see the difference in the "to be" 

Time between: 'potUerit': T.____ and 'potErit': T.____. 
8.  In our class experience, we gave two different sounding meanings to the verb forms here 'colere' (colo=I 

honor) and 'iuvare' (iuvo=I help): = 
9.  If the reversed of: "DominUM" must be:= ________ then the reversed of "fideliUM" will have to be: 

________ and the reversed of "omniUM" will also be: ________. 
10.  Your glorious version of BIG LEO: 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 30-31

Return to Lesson 27

§ For the second and last time this year (cf. 'Ludus' 12) Rome's only real philosopher and thinker, although totally 
Stoic in his teaching, LVCIVS ANNAEVS SENECA [4 ante - 65 post Chr.] comes with his telegraphic Latin not from 
his moral letters as before but from his philosophical "Dialogi". 

A] "Respiciamus eorum exempla quorum laudamus patientiam, ut Socratis, qui comoediarum publicatos in se 
et spectatos sales in partem bonam accepit risitque *non minus quam* cum ab uxore Xanthippe immundà 
aquà perfunderetur" [De Constantia Sapientis 18,6].  
VOCAB. publico,are=to make public. specto see,witness. *non minus quam*=not less than. immundà aquà=with 
dirty water. cum=when. 

1.  The expression: 'in bonam partem' is found in your DICT. under 'pars' and means: 
2.  The word "sal,salis-m." here does not mean something on your dinner table: _______ but an intellectual-

mental concept also in your DICT.: ________ 
3.  What two meanings can--will you give in English to the form here: 'eorum' 
4.  From the verbs given in the VOCAB. what will be the exact meaning of the verb forms used by Seneca here: 

('publicatos'+'spectatos')?= 
5.  If the subjunctive form here: 'perfunderetur' [in your III Experience] will mean the same as "perfundebatur", 

then what meaning will you want to give to it?: 
6.  The Latin pronoun: "quorum" can also have two translations-versions in English: give them: 
7.  What is the reversed form for: 'quorum'= ________ 'eorum'= ________ 
8.  If the name is: "Socrates,is-m.", then WHY the form above of Seneca? 
9.  You might notice and point out to your students the position of the 'eorum'+'quorum': 

10.  The preposition here: 'IN se' is going to have a special meaning in the story:= 
11.  If "respiciamus is subjunctive:=may,should,let us, etc., you should be able to get the rest of Seneca's nice 

sentence about the patience-tolerance of Socrates: 

/// Put into your best Latin the immortal words of Winston Churchill [1874-1965] spoken on two occasions in the 
House of Commons during England's worst hours under German attack: 

--"If the British Commonwealth* and its empire last for a thousand years, men will still say 'this was their 
finest hour" [18 June 1940].  
VOCAB. commonwealth=res publica. last=duro,durare. finest=optimus,a,um. British=Britannicus,a,um. 

-- "Never in the field of human conflict was so much owed by so many to so few" [20 August 1940]  
VOCAB. in the field=within the area=intra+provincia. conflict=contentio,onis-f. to owe=debeo,debere,debui,
debitum. so much=tantum. by so many=a tam multis. to so few=tam paucis.  
a) What different Times do-must you see in "---was being owed": _____, form ________. "---was owed": 
____, form ________. "---had been owed": _____, form ________.  
b) your version: 
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B] ((Seneca talks about Nero's destruction of his mother's Agrippina villa near the city of Pompeii)):  
"C. enim Caesar villam in Herculanensi pulcherrimam, quia mater sua aliquando in illa custodita erat, diruit 
fecitque eius per hoc notabilem fortunam: stantem enim praenavigabamus, nunc causa dirutae queritur" [De 
Ira III,21].  
VOCAB Herculanensis=the Herculaneam territory, 5 miles from Pompeii. pulcherrimus,a,um=most beautiful. 
diruere=to tear down,destroy. per hoc=by this means. stans,stantis=standing. praenavigare=to sail-by. 

1.  When you see in a Latin text: "eius" like here in L.2 what things must come to mind? how do you decide on 
the exact meaning of that little word?  
HERE we would have to ask what gender is that 'eius'? ____ and its reversed? ________ 

2.  Perhaps more difficult questions will be: in the whole story with what is that 'stantEM' agreeing? express 
your answer in LATIN:=  
If you got that right, you can also tell the world WHY the form - with WHAT is the form 'dirutAE' agreeing:
= 

3.  An outsider just might take the meaning of "custodita erat" [custodio,ire] to be:=  
BUT you will take it as T.____, meaning:=  
AND then you will give the outsider the proper Latin form for: "---she was being guarded"= ________ "--- 
she was guarded"= ________. 

4.  Take your notes or your good memory an give us the other times with the same subject that you find in 
'custodita erat':= 

5.  Your personal rendition of Seneca's smooth and delightful Latin: 

C] ((Seneca has a long discussion on the shortness of human life where he says:))  
"Satis longa vita et in maximarum rerum** consummationem large data est, si tota bene collocaretur+; sed 
ubi per luxum ac neglegentiam diffluit, ubi §nulli bonae rei§ impenditur...transisse sentimus" [De Brevitate 
Vitae 1,3].  
VOCAB. maximarum rerum**=of the greatest things. collocaretur=if it would be invested, employed. diffluere=to 
flow-slip away. §nulli bonae rei§=ON no good thing. ubi=when. transisse=to have passed. impendere=to employ,
dedicate. consummatio,onis=completion. 

1.  If :impenditur" is T.____, then in Latin "est" is T.____ and "data est" must be T.____, with what meanings? 
2.  The ending on 'consummationem' tells you that "in" must have what kind of meaning? 
3.  Your version: 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 32-33

Return to Lesson 29

§ Before we stop in this our first experience of the Latin Language-Literature, we must study more texts of the most 
lovable enjoyable writer of the Italian Renaissance AENEAS SYLVIVS PICCOLOMINI [1405-1464] who became 
PONTIFEX PIVS II [1458-1464]. He wrote the greatest autobiography of all times: 'Commentarii Rerum 
Memorabilium quae temporibus suis contigerunt'. [tempor.suis=ABL. of time=in. contingere=to happen.]. (see Ludus 
6!)  
- What does the title (which is controversial because of that 'suis' why? ________) mean?:  
- What is the reversed of "rerum memorabilium" (cf. Lesson 31 and other things!)= ________ +"suis temporibus"= 
________ 

$ Piccolomini was elected after a deal was made in the Vatican bathroom during the night!! 9 to 6 votes.  
-- The dean of the cardinals speaks FIRST saying "Nos te pontificem veneramur et denuo, quantum in nobis est, 
eligimus tibique fideliter serviemus" [Lib.I,n.36]. 

1.  If the verb is 'eligere=to choose,elect', then the verb is here T.____. If the verb is "servire=to serve, be 
subservient', then the verb here is T.____. 

2.  If the reversed form for that: "in nobis" must be: ________, then the reversed form for that "tibi" must be 
________. 

3.  What does the verb form here look like ['veneramur'] active or passive? ____. the other words here: 'TE 
pontificEM' will make you think of what other phenomenon in the Latin language also presented in class of 
First Experience? explain the literary-DICT. reality in a few words:= 

4.  As a professional historian you will render the simple line of Latin exactly: [N.B. 'quantum'=how much. 
'fideliter' cf. DICT. and 'denuo'] 

5.  You can add an historical note for your students: (final exam Latin translation)  
"We had heard about-concerning his tomb [sepulchrum,i-n.] within the church [sacra aedes] of Saint Andrew 
della Valle, next-to 'Area Argentina', where he had been buried after many (multus,a,um) centuries (saeculum,
i-n.) by a familiar (familiaris,e) friend. And therefore with-by great zeal [studium,i-n.] we venerated him and 
his beauty of the Latin language with which he educated us his students".  
VOCAB. Saint Andrew=Sanctus Andrea(as),ae. where=ubi. bury=sepelire,tumulare. beauty=pulchritudo,inis-
f. educate=instituere,educare. student=disciupulus/a. 

1.  WHY did I underline the -3- "his" here?? explain the method and solution: 
2.  Do we use a preposition for that 'by' in line 3: no / yes ____ why? 
3.  Do we use a preposition for the 'with' in l.4-5 no / yes _____ why? 
4.  How is the verb: 'Ye venerated' going to look like in correct Latin [cf. original text]: ________. How 

do you say in the same good Latin: 'Ye were venerating': ________. 'we shall be venerating': 
________. 

5.  Your perfect Latin translation of the proposed historical text [which may encourage you to visit our 
beloved Pius II monument downtown]: 
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-- The ceremonies which followed the election of PIVS II in the old Saint Peter's:  
"Interim novus praesul paululum* cibo recreatus in basilicam sancti Petri ductus est et in ara maiore 
collocatus, sub qua iacent beatorum apostolorum corpora; et paulo post* in sublimi solio ipsaque cathedra 
pro consuetudine sedit, quo in loco tum cardinales et episcopi tum multi ex populo eius pedes exosculati sunt 
et sedentem in throno Christi vicarium advoraverunt" [Lib.I,n.37] 

1.  If the verbs in your DICT. are: 'duco,ere=to lead' and 'colloco,are=to place' and 'exosculor,ari,atus=to kiss', 
then you as a well-trained Latinist must be able to distinguish the the exact meanings of 'ductus est'= 
________ 'exosculati sunt'= ________ 'collocatus est'= ________. 

2.  If the noun is "consuetudo,inis-f.=custom", then the phrase: 'pro cons.' will mean something NOT mentioned 
in class but found in your DICT. as almost last meaning for that preposition: ________. 

3.  What different forms-cases can the Latin preposition: "sub" require and when? 
4.  If the adjective is: "sublimis,e=high", what form-case do you see [80%] in "sublimI" ________ and what 

form-case do you see in "consuetudinE"? ________ WHY the difference? 
5.  If the word is: 'cibus,i-m.=food' then so far what will be the general meaning for that 'cibo'?= ________ and 

what must be the meaning for the 'recreatus' [[recreare=to refresh]]:? ________ 
6.  'Quo in loco' illustrates the fact that the prep. can be put ________; what is the reversed today of the same 

expression:? 
7.  What can "eius pedes' mean in Latin? ________ how do I decide? 
8.  HERE is some of the necessary VOCABULARY (which on other occasions you could find in your DICT.): 

*paululum=a little bit. iacere=to lie. *paulo post=a little later. ipsa*=itself. tum...tum=both...and. sedens,
entis=sitting. ara,ae-f.=altar. 

9.  WHY did Piccolomini write: "in basiciliAM" and then "in soliO" (solium,i-n.=throne)? explain the 
phenomenon: 

10.  What is the difference between: 'sedEt'= ________ and 'sedIt' ________ 
11.  What would these expressions mean exactly: 'pedes earum exosculati sunt"?= ________ "pedes suos 

exosculati sunt"?= __________ "pedes suum exosculati sunt" [n.b! sus,suis!!]?= ________ 
12.  Your own intelligent FINAL version of the good Latin here: [READ ten times!!!]: 
13.  What will be the "YOU-TU" form for that 'ductus est' and 'exosculati sunt' in TIME 3: 
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LVDVS DOMESTICVS: '02-'03.

Homework 34-35

Return to Lesson 30

§ A final selection of texts from various authors of Latin literature illustrates some of the last elements of our 'First 
Experience' of the Latin language: 2002-2003. 

A] As our great MARCVS TVLLIVS CICERO [106-43 ante Chr.] opened our First Experience with his personal 
letters so also he will conclude our school year:  
"Formias nunc sequimur; eodem* nos fortasse Furiae persequentur. Ex Balbi autem sermone, quem tecum 
habuit, non probamus de Melita" [Ad Atticum X,18,2].  
VOCAB. Formiae,arum-f.=an oceanside city of the Romans where Cicero had a villa and was killed and buried! 
eodem*=to the same place. Furiae, cf.DICT. Melita,ae-f=Malta, as a suggestion for flight from Caesar as he was 
taking over Italy in the civil war. 

1.  With what form-case are the Latin prepositions: "ex-de" used? ________ what therefore will be the reversed 
of the objects of those prepositions in Cicero's text? 

2.  What do we mean by a 'deponent verb' in Latin? WHY that terminology? 
3.  There are two ways of recognizing-knowing a deponent verb in Latin: [one as indicated here in Cicero's daily 

Latin]= 
4.  What is the general meaning-force of the ABLATIVE form-case in Latin? 
5.  If your DICT. gives you "sequor,sequi,secutus=to follow then to what verb Group does it belong? ________ 

In working with such a verb, what is the simple trick to avoid desperation-confusion? ________ Therefore, 
you can give us the remaining five Times with the same subject as Cicero's verb:= 

6.  If your DICT. gives you: 'persequor,persequi,persecutus=to pursue' then here you must see what Time? ____. 
What will be the reversed of that verb form here in that Time? ________ Give the other five Times with the 
same subject:= 

7.  Your own version of Cicero's e-mail talk to his best friend Atticus: 

///// FREE QUESTION: what was the worst part-element-aspect of your First Latin Experience? 

B] A very much neglected AVRELIVS AVGVSTINVS [354-430 post Chr.] also helps us end the year.  
"Multi autem modi sunt quibus nobiscum loquitur Deus. Loquitur aliquando per aliquod instrumentum, sicut 
per codicem divinarum scripturarum; loquitur per aliquod elementum mundi sicut per stellam Magis* 
locutus est. Quid est enim locutio nisi significatio voluntatis? Loquitur per sortem, sicut Matthia in locum 
Iudae ordinando locutus est; loquitur per animam humanam sicut per prophetam" [Sermo XII,4,4].  
VOCAB. aliqui,aliqua,aliquod=some. nisi=unless,if not. sors,sortis-f.=lots,chance. 

1.  If your analysis of the text some day will tell you that: "Magis" (Magi=three kings) is DATIVE, then what 
meanings are you going to give that form in the vernacular?= 

2.  If the Time of 'multi modi sunt' is ____, then the time of 'locutus est' must naturally be: _____. 
3.  What is going to be the necessary and natural understanding of the words here "IN locUM Iudae"? ________ 
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What do all the 'per' here mean? 
4.  If the preposition "de" in Latin is used with: _________, then identify the words here that depend on that 

same preposition: [N.B. 'ordinandus,a,um=ordaining, to be ordained']:= 
5.  If the reversed of: 'per codicem' is _________, then the reversed of "per stellam" must be:= 
6.  Instead of the 'per sortem' how could Augustinus have said "BY-WITH-FROM-IN lots-chance"? 
7.  If the reversed of: 'divinarum scripturarum' is= ________ then the reversed of 'significatio voluntatis' must 

also be:= 
8.  What kind of verb in Latin is: 'loquitur'? ________ HOW do you know?  

What will this simple phrase mean to you and any hound dog passing in front of the Gregoriana: "Dicitur 
propheta quia loquitur uti propheta' ??=  
According to your Latin class training what will this simply phrase mean: "Ab ea celebrabimur prophetae, 
quia ea loquemur prophetae voce menteque" ??= 

////// free question: what was the best part-element-aspect of your First Latin Experience? 

C] As an example of modern Latin the Latin documents of CONSILIVM VATICANVM SECVNDVM [1962-1965] are 
outstanding and immortal. Here are some texts:  
+ "Sacra Synodus recentiorum Summorum Pontificum doctrinam de inviolabilibus humanae personae iuribus 
necnon de iuridica ordinatione societatis evolvere intendit" [Decem. 7,1965]  
VOCAB. synodus,i-F.=assembly,synod. evolvere=to develop. ordinatio,onis-f.=organization. recentior,(oris)=more 
recent. Summus Pontifex=highest pontiff. necnon=and also. 

1.  Where do you find: 'iuribus' in your DICT.? 
2.  If the adjective is 'inviolabilis,e' then what did you learn about the ABL. sing. of the same word [or here the 

reversed of the Council's text]?= 
3.  Your own version of the modern Latin: 
4.  How will you say in your own Latin: "The teaching of the Pontiffs will be developed by the Sacred Synod 

and its members [particeps,ticipis]" = 

+ "Quae de iure hominis ad libertatem religiosam declarat haec* Vaticana Synodus, fundamentum habent in 
dignitate personae, cuius exigentiae +rationi humanae+ plenius innotuerunt per saeculorum 
experientiam" [ibidem].  
VOCAB. haec*=this (fem.subject). exigentia,ae-f.=demand. +rationi humanae+=TO human reason-thought. 
plenius=more fully. 

1.  Express the antecedent of that "quae" in Latin ________, and tell us what it is going to do here: 
2.  Two English versions of the 'cuius':= 
3.  The reversed of: 'iure'= ________ 'dignitate'= ________ 
4.  Your personal version: 
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Block 1 Nouns
masculine
agnus, i -m    lamb
amicus, i -m   friend
angelus, i -m  angel
animus, i -m   soul, spirit
annus, i -m    year
apostolus, i -m apostle
campus, i -m   plain, field
candidatus, i -m     candidate
capillus, i -m hair
chorus, i -m   choir
Christus, i -m Christ
cibus, i -m    food
conservus, i -m companion (fellow-slave)
deaconus, i -m deacon
deus, i -m god
digitus, i -m  finger
discipulus, i -m     student, disciple
dominus, i -m  lord
episcopus, i -m bishop
equus, i -m    horse
erus, i -m master, owner
exercitus, i -m army
filius, i -m   son
fumus, i -m    smoke, vapor (fumes)
legatus, i -m  legate; commander
locus, i -m    place, occasion
ludus, i -m    game, school
lupus, i -m    wolf
malus, i -m    bad-man
modus, i -m    mode
murus, i -m    wall
numerus, i -m  number
oculus, i -m   eye
parochus, i -m pastor (parish priest)
reus, i -m sinner, guilty one
romanus, i -m  Roman (pl)
saccus, i -m   sack, back
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sanctus, i -m  saint
servus, i -m   servant
somnus, i -m   sleep
sonus, i -m    sound, noise
thronus, i -m  throne
timidus, i -m  timid-man
vicarius, i(i) -m    vicar, substitute; sucessor
vicinus, i -m  neighbor
feminine
agna, ae -f    ewe lamb
aqua, ae -f    water
aquila, ae -f  eagle
ara, ae -f altar
avaritia, ae -f greed, avarice
basilica, ae -f basilica
cathadra, ae -f chair, throne, office
causa, ae -f   cause, reason, motive
cena, ae -f    dinner
columba, ae -f dove, pigeon
conscientia, ae -f   conscience
corona, ae -f  crown
creatura, ae -f creature
cura, ae -f    concern, worry (fear)
delicia, ae -f pleasure, delight (usu. pl.)
disciplina, ae -f    discipline, study
epistula, ae -f letter
familia, ae -f family
fenestra, ae -f window
forma, ae -f   form, nature
frequentia, ae -f    crowd
gloria, ae -f  glory
Graecia, ae -f Greece
gratia, ae -f  grace
Hispania, ae -f Spain
hora, ae -f    hour, time
ignorantia, ae -f    ignorance
ignoratia, ae -f     ignorance
inimicitia, ae -f    enmity, hostility
iracundia, ae -f     passion (irascibility)
Italia, ae -f  Italy
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janua, ae -f   door
latrina, ae -f toilet
lingua, ae -f  language
littera, ae -f letter, books
luxuria, ae -f luxury; extravagance
materia, ae -f material, wood
memoria, ae -f memory; history
mensa, ae -f   table
militia, ae -f campaign, military service
miseria, ae -f misery, distress
misericordia, ae -f  mercy, compassion
norma, ae -f   norm, standard
notitia, ae -f notice
nuptia, ae -f  nuptials (pl)
patria, ae -f  country, homeland
philosophia, ae -f   philosophy
porta, ae -f   gate, door
provincia, aw -f     province
rixa, ae -f    fight
Roma, ae -f    Rome
rosa, ae -f    rose
sancta, ae -f  saint
sapientia, ae -f     wisdom
schola, ae -f  school
scientia, ae -f knowledge, science
scriptura, ae -f     writing; scripture
sententia, ae -f     opinion, sentiment, sentence
silva, ae -f   forest, woods
stella, ae -f  star
superbia, ae -f arrogance, pride
terra, ae -f   earth
tuba, ae -f    trumpet
turba, ae -f   crowd, commotion
umbra, ae -f   shade; shadow
venia, ae -f   forgiveness
vespera, ae -f evening
villa, ae -f   villa, estate
vita, ae -f    life
neuter
adiumentum, i -n     help, aid
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adjutorium, i -n     help, assistance
auxilium, i -n help, aid
bellum, i -n   war
bonum, i -n    the good, welfare
caelum, i -n   sky, heaven
canticum, i -n song
cerebrum, i -n brain
commodum, i -n convenience
crepusculum, i -n    twilight, dusk
decretum, i -n decree, decision; doctrine
donum, i -n    gift
dubium, i -n   doubt
elementum, i -n element, origin
exemplum, i -n example
experimentum, i -n   experience; experiment
festum, i -n   feast
fundamentum, i -n    foundation
gubernaculum,, i -n  helm, rudder
impedimentum, i -n   impediment
imperium, i(i) -n    empire; authority; command
incommodum,, i -n    inconvenience, setback
indicium, -i n evidence, information, proof
institutum, i -n     custom, institution
instrumentum, i -n   tool, equiptment, instrument
iuramentum, i -n     oath
locum, i -n    place, point, site, position
malum, i -n    evil
membrum, i -n  member
mysterium, i(i) -n   mystery
nummus, i -n   coin, money
nuntium, i -n  message, communication
oblectamentum, i -n  delight, pleasure
officium, i -n duty; office
oppidum, i -n  town, village
peccatum, i -n error, sin
periculum, i -n danger
praeceptum, i -n     precept; teaching, command
praemium, i(i) -n    prize, reward
principium, i(i) -n  principle; beginning
proelium, i(i) -n    battle
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propositum, i -n     proposition, suggestion; plan, ideal
proprium, i -n proper-thing
regnum, i -n   kingdom
remedium, i -n remedy, cure
sacramentum, i -n    sacrament; oath of allegiance
saeculum, i -n century
scriptum, i -n something written
sepulchrum, i -n     grave, tomb
signum, i -n   sign; seal; signal
solium, i(i) -n throne, seat
studium, i -n  study; zeal
tabernaculum, i -n   tabernacle, tent
templum, i -n  temple
territotium, i(i) -n territory
venenum, i -n  poison
verbum, i -n   word
vinum, i -n    wine
visum, i -n    sight, vision
 
masc. but act like fem.
agricola, ae -m farmer
nauta, ae -m   sailor
papa, ae -m    pope
propheta, ae -m prophet
socialista, ae -m    socialist
trapezita, ae -m     banker
act like regular masc.
magister, tri -m     teacher
puer, i -m boy
liber, eri -m  children (pl.)
liber, i -m    book
vir, i -m man
 
some nouns are genderless (either m or f)
homicida, ae -c murderer
incola, ae -c  inhabitant
fem. but acts masc.
periodus, i -f period (time)
synodus, i -f  assembly, synod
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Block 1 Adjectives
activus -a -um active
altus -a -um   great, high
antiquus -a -um old
apertus -a -um open, public, exposed
apostolicus -a -um   apostolic
aptus -a -um   suited, apt
argenteus -a -um     silver
aurea -a -um   of gold, golden
beatus -a -um  happy, blessed
blandus -a -um flattering, attractive
bonus -a -um   good
candidatus -a -um    white-clad
canonicus -a um canonical, by the rule
carissimus -a -um    most-dear, most-precious
carus -a -um   dear, precious
clarus -a -um  clear, bright; distinct; evident
cunctus -a -um all, every
divinus -a -um divine
doctus -a -um  learned
durus -a -um   hard
ecclesiasticus -a -um     ecclesiastic, of the Church
erectus -a -um high, erect
excellentissimus -a -um   most excellent
extremus -a -um extreme
fidus -a -um   faithful
firmus -a -um  strong, solid
futurus -a -um future
Germanicus -a -um    German
gloriosus -a -um     glorious
Hebraicus -a -um     Hebrew
hodiernus -a -um     today, present
humanus -a -um human
ignotus -a um  unknown
jucundissimus -a -um most pleasent, aggreable
jucundus -a -um pleasant, pleasing
laboriosus -a -um    laborious
lassus -a -um  tired
Latinus -a -um Latin
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longus -a -um  long
lucidus -a -um bright, shining
magnus -a -um  great
malus -a -um   bad
maturus -a -um mature
meus -a -um    mine
minimus -a -um small
mirus -a -um   marvelous
multus -a -um  many, much, great
musicus -a -um musical
novellus -a -um young
novus -a -um   new
nudus -a -um   nude, bare
nullus -a -um  no
optimus -a -um best
parvus -a -um  small
paucus -a -um  little, small, few
perfectus -a -um     perfect
perpusillus -a -um   very small
pessimus -a -um bad
pius -a -um    pious, holy
plenus -a -um  full
plurimus -a -um most, very many
primus -a -um  first, principal, next
probus -a -um  honest, upright
proximus -a -um neighbor, nearest, next
purpureus -a -um     purple
quotidianus -a -um   daily, everyday
religiosus -a -um    reverent, devout, religious
Romanus -a -um Roman
sanctus -a -um holy; sacred
sempiternus -a -um   everlasting, eternal
serius -a -um  serious, grave
solus -a -um   only, single, unique
speciossimus -a -um  most beautiful
splendissimus -a -um most splendid
supernus -a -um heavenly, lofty
suus -a -um    his / their
tacitus -a -um silent
terrenus -a -um earthly (terrestrial)
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timidissimus -a-um   timid
totus -a -um   entire, the whole
tuus -a -um    your (sing.)
vacuus -a -um  empty, vacant
Vaticanus -a -um     Vatican
verus -a -um   ture, real
visus -a -um   seen
asper -era -erum     rough
creber -bra -brum    frequent, numerous
noster -tra -trum    our
piger -gra -rum lazy
pulcher -hra -hrum   beautiful
ruber -bra -brum     red
sacere -cra -crum    sacred
salutifer -era -erum healing, saving; salutary
vester -tra -trum    your (pl.)
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Prepositions
Prepositions which take the Accusative
ad   towards, to; according to
adversus  toward, against
ante before, in front of
apud at, near, around, among, with; at house of, in works of
circa, circum, circiter   around, near
cis, citra on this side of, short of
clam unbeknown (unbeknownst)
contra    against, opposite
erga towards (*beware: not "ergo" = therefore)
extra     outside of
infra     below (e.g. infrared)
inter     between, among
intra     within
juxta     beside, next to, according to (*later meaning)
ob   in front of, because of (e.g. obvious - ob via = in your 
path)
penes     in the possesion of
per  through, over, by, with help of (*beware: not italian)
post behind, after
praeter   beyond, outside of
prope     near
propter   because of (near)
secundum  according to (*beware secundus -a -um = second)
supra     beyond
trans     over, beyond
ultra     beyond
usque     up to, continually
versus    toward
 
Prepositions which take both the Accusative and Ablative
in   into (acc.), in (abl.)
sub  under
subter    beneath, below
super     over, above
 
Prepositions which take the Ablative
a, ab, abs from (seperation), by (personal agent)
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absque    without
coram     in front of, around, in the presence of
cum  with (accompaniment, not instrument)
de   from; about, of, concerning
e, ex     out of, from (the center)
prae in front of
pro  before, in front of; for; according to; as, like
sine without
 
* a or ab can mean by "a person" (or animal); to say by "a 
thing" use the ablative alone without the preposition
* cum means with as accompaniment = together (with "my friend"); 
to say I eat with "a fork" (instrument) use the ablative alone 
without the preposition
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Verbs
Group 1
-------
adjuvo, adjuvare, adjuv(av)i, adjuv(at)us     help, 
aid, encourage
adoro, adorare, adoravi, adoratus   adore, honor, 
worship, reverence
aedifacio, aedifacere, -, -    build, erect; create; 
establish
applico, applicare, applicui, applicitus connect, 
contact
approbo, approbare, approbavi, approbatus     approve; 
confirm
canto, cantare, cantavi, cantatus   sing
celebro, celebrare, celebravi, celebratus     
celebrate
clamo, clamare, clamavi, clamatus   proclaim; shout
clarifico, clarificare, clarificavi, clarificatus  
illuminate
colloco, collocare, collocavi, collocatus     place, 
put
communico, communicare, communicavi, communicatus  
communicate; share
comporto, comportare, comportavi, comportatus carry, 
transport
condemno, condemnare, condemnavi, condemnatus condemn, 
convict
congrego, congregare, congregavi, congregatus collect, 
gather
curo, curare, curavi, curatus  see to; take care; 
cure;
declaro, declarare, declaravi, declaratus     declare
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delibero, deliberare, deliberavi, deliberatus 
deliberate
demonstro, demonstrare, demonstravi, demonstratus  to 
demonstrate, reveal
denuntio, denuntiare, denuntiavi, denuntiatus 
announce, warn
desidero, desiderare, desideravi, desideratus desire, 
want
do, dare, dedi, datus     give, hand over
dono, donare, donavi, donatus  give, donate
dubito, dubitare, dubitavi, dubitatus    doubt; 
hesitate
duro, durare, duravi, duratus  harden; last, remain; 
endure
educo, educare, educavi, educatus   bring up; train; 
educate
enumero, enumerare, enumeravi, enumeratus     
enumerate; count
erro, errare, erravi, erratus  go astray; err
exalto, exaltare, exaltavi, exaltatus    exalt, 
elevate, praise
excito, excitare, excitavi, excitatus    raise, erect; 
excite, stir up
existimo, existimare, existimavi, existimatus value; 
think; judge
explano, explanare, explanavi, explanatus     explain
explico, explicare, explicavi, explicatus     explain, 
explicate
exspecto, exspectare, exspectavi, exspectatus expect, 
await
exulto, exultare, exultavi, exultatus    exult, leap, 
rejoice
fabrico, fabricare, fabricavi, fabricatus     build, 
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construct
fatigo, fatigare, fatigavi, fatigatus    weary, tire, 
fatigue
formo, formare, formavi, formatus   form, shape
genero, generare, generavi, generatus    gernerate, 
beget, produce
gusto, gustare, gustavi, gustatus   taste
habito, habitare, habitavi, habitatus    inhabit; live
honoro, honorare, honoravi, honoratus    honor, 
respect
ignoro, ignorare, ignoravi, ignoratus    not know, be 
ignorant of
immuto, immutare, immutavi, immutatus    change, 
transform
impetro, impetrare, impetravi, impetratus     to ask 
and obtain, procure
impero, imperare, imperavi, imperatus    order, 
command
indico, indicare, indicavi, indicatus    indicate
judico, judicare, judicavi, judicatus    judge; decide
laboro, laborare, laboravi, laboratus    work, labor; 
produce
laudo, laudare, laudavi, laudatus   praise
magnifico, magnificare, magnificavi, magnificatus  
magnify, praise, exalt
mico, micare, micui, -    shine; tremble
monstro, monstrare, monstravi, monstratus     show
mortifico, mortificare, mortificavi, mortificatus  
mortify, subdue; kill; destroy
noto, notare, notavi, notatus  observe; record; write
objurgo, objurgare, objurgavi, objurgatus     scold, 
reproach
observo, observare, observavi, observatus     watch, 
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observe
occupo, occupare, occupavi, occupatus    occupy
opero, operare, operavi, operatus   work
paro, parare, paravi, paratus  prepare
pecco, peccare, peccavi, peccatus   sin, do wrong
penetro, penetrare, penetravi, penetratus     
penetrate
porto, portare, portavi, portatus   carry, bring
praedico, praedicare, praedicavi, praedicatus 
proclaim, preach
praenuntio, praenuntiare, praenuntiavi, 
praenuntiatus    foretell, preannounce
praeoccupo, praeoccupare, praeoccupavi, 
praeoccupatus    anticipate
probo, probare, probavi, probatus   approve, certify; 
test, prove
proximo, proximare, proximavi, proximatus     come 
near, approach
publico, publicare, publicavi, publicatus     make 
public; publish
recipero, reciperare, reciperavi, reciperatus restore; 
recuperate
recreo, recreare, recreavi, recreatus    restore, 
revive (recreate)
resono, resonare, resonavi, resonatus    resound
rogo, rogare, rogavi, rogatus  ask; invite
sacrifico, sacrificare, sacrificavi, sacrificatus  
sacrifice
salto, saltare, saltavi, saltatus   dance
servo, servare, servavi, servatus   keep, preserve, 
maintain
significo, significare, significavi, significatus  
signify
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signo, signare, signavi, signatus   mark, sign; seal
specto, spectare, spectavi, spectatus    observe, 
watch, see
sudo, sudare, sudavi, sudatus  sweat, perspire; exude
supero, superare, superavi, superatus    overcome; 
surpass
respecto, respectare, respectavi, respectatus respect, 
have regard for; await
tormento, tormentare, tormentavi, tormentatus torment, 
torture
tracto, tractare, tractavi, tractatus    draw, pull; 
treat, discuss
trano, tranare, tranavi, tranatus   swim across
vaco, vacare, vacavi, vacatus  be vacant; be free
venero, venerare, veneravi, veneratus    adore, 
venerate; worship
vigilo, vigilare, vigilavi, vigilatus    watch; be 
vigilant
visito, visitare, visitavi, visitatus    visit
vivifico, vivificare, vivificavi, vivificatus vivify, 
bring to life
volo, volare, volavi, volatus  fly
vulnero, vulnerare, vulneravi, vulneratus     wound, 
injure, harm; damage
 
Group 2
-------
appareo, apparere, apparui, apparitus    appear, seem
debeo, debere, debui, debitus  owe; ought, must
exhibeo, exhibere, exhibui, exhibitus    present; 
exhibit
exerceo, exercere, exercui, exercitus    exercise, 
practice
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gaudeo, gaudere, -, gavisus sum     be glad, rejoice
habeo, habere, habui, habitus  have, hold
jaceo, jacere, jacui, jacitus  lie (down); sleep
jubeo, jubere, jussi, jussus   order, command
luceo, lucere, luxi, -    shine, light
maneo, manere, mansi, mansus   remain, stay
moneo, monere, monui, monitus  remind, advise, warn
moveo, movere, movi, motus     move, stir
repleo, replere, replevi, repletus  fill, complete
rideo, ridere, risi, risus     laugh
rubeo, rubere, -, -  be red, become red
sedeo, sedere, sedi, sessus    sit
suadeo, suadere, suasi, suasus recommend; suggest
taceo, tacere, tacui, tacitus  be silent
teneo, tenere, tenui, tentus   hold, keep
tergeo, tergere, tersi, tersus wipe, wipe off; clean
terreo, terrere, terrui, territus   terrify, scare
timeo, timere, timui, -   fear
valeo, valere, valui, valitus  be 
strong/powerful/healthy
video, videre, vidi, visus     see
 
Group 3
-------
abicio, abicere, abjeci, abjectus   abandon
absolvo, absolvere, absolvi, absolutus   forgive, free
accipio, accipere, accepi, acceptus get, receive; 
accept, take
acquiesco, acquiescere, acquievi, acquietus   rest, 
repose; acquiesce (assent)
addo, addere, addidi, additus  add
adduco, adducere, adduxi, adductus  to lead (up/to); 
persuade, induce
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admitto, admittere, admisi, admissus     admit
affligo, affligere, afflixi, afflictus   afflict, 
damage
ago, agere, egi, actus    drive, push; thank
arguo, arguere, argui, argutus argue; accuse
assumo, assumere, assumpsi, assumptus    take up, 
assume
agnosco, agnoscere, agnovi, agnitus recognize, 
realize, acknowledge
attero, atterere, attrivi, attritus rub; grind; chafe
benedico, benedicere, benedixi, benedictus    bless; 
praise
bibo, bibere, bibi, bibitus    drink
caedo, caedere, c(a)ecidi, caesus   strike, beat, whip
cingo, cingere, cinxi, cinctus surround; enclose
coepio, coepere, coepi, coeptus     begin
cogo, cogere, coegi, coactus   collect, gather
colo, colere, colui, cultus    honor, worship; 
cultivate, tend
compono, componere, composui, compositus build; 
compose
concedo, concedere, concessi, concessus  concede
concipio, concipere, concepi, conceptus  conceive; 
hold
concupio, concupere, concupivi, concupitus    desire; 
long for
conecto, conectere, conexi, conexus join, fasten, 
connect; tie
conjungo, conjungere, conjunxi, conjunctus    unite, 
bring together
constituo, constituere, constitui, constitutus 
establish, create; erect; decide
consulo, consulere, consului, consultus  consult
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consurgo, consurgere, consurrexi, consurrectus rise; 
grow, spring up
credo, credere, credidi, creditus   believe, trust
cresco, crescere, crevi, cretus     grow; increase
cupio, cupere, cupivi, cupitus wish for; desire, want
decerno, decernere, decrevi, decretus    decide, 
determine; decree, declare
deligo, deligere, delegi, delectus  choose, select
desino, desinere, desii, desitus    cease, stop, end
destruo, destruere, destruxi, destructus destroy, ruin
dico, dicere, dixi, dictus     say, tell
diffluo, diffluere, diffluxi, diffluctus diffuse; melt 
away; waste away
diligo, diligere, dilexi, dilectus  love; approve
disco, discere, didici, - learn
dispono, disponere, disposui, dispositus dispose, 
order
dirigo, dirigere, direxi, directus  direct, steer, 
guide
diruo, diruere, dirui, dirutus destroy, raze, demolish
duco, ducere, duxi, ductus     lead; think
effluo, effluere, effluxi, -   flow; pass away
eligo, eligere, elegi, electus pick out, choose 
(elect)
erigo, erigere, erexi, erectus erect, build, raise
erubesco, erubescere, erubui, -     redden, blush; be 
ashamed of
evolvo, evolvere, evolvi, evolutus  develop; unroll; 
unfold; explain
excipio, excipere, excepi, exceptus take out; remove
expello, expellere, expuli, expulsus     expel, drive 
out
exstinguo, exstinguere, exstinxi, exstinctus  
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extinguish, put out, quench
facio, facere, feci, factus    do, make
fallo, fallere, fefelli, falsus     deceive
fervesco, fervescere, -, -     grow hot, grow fervent
fugio, fugere, fugi, fugitus   flee
fundo, fundere, fudi, fusus    pour; scatter
gero, gerere, gessi, gestus    carry on; wage; 
accomplish
impendo, impendere, impendi, impensus    expend, 
spend; devote (to)
impono, imponere, imposui, impositus     impose
infigo, infigere, infixi, infixus   affix, implant; 
nail
ingemisco, ingemiscere, ingimui, -  sigh, groan (in 
pain)
innotesco, innotescere, innotui, -  become 
known/conspicuous
instituo, instituere, institui, institutus    
institute, establish, found, make
intellego, intellegere, intellexi, intellectus 
understand; realize
intendo, intendere, intendi, intentus    intend; 
stretch
intercipio, intercipere, intercepi, interceptus    
intercept; cut off, block
jungo, jungere, junxi, junctus join, unite; connect
laedo, laedere, laesi, laesus  hurt, injure, wound
lego, legere, legi, lectus     read
marcesco, marcescere, marcui, -     wither, fade
metuo, metuere, metui, -  fear
minuo, minuere, minui, minutus diminish, lessen, 
reduce
mitto, mittere, misi, missus   send, throw
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occido, occidere, occidi, occisus   kill; die
occurro, occurrere, occurri, occursus    run to meet; 
occur; oppose
percutio, percutere, percussi, percussus hit, strike
perficio, perficere, perfeci, perfectus  complete, 
finish
perfundo, perfundere, perfudi, perfusus  pour over, 
flood; coat
peto, petere, petivi, petitus  desire; request, ask
pono, ponere, posui, positus   put, place
proicio, proicere, proieci, proiectus    abandon; 
throw away
propono, proponere, proposui, propositus propose; 
display
psallo, psallere, psalli, -    sing the psalms, play 
the cithara
quaero, quaerere, quaesivi, quaesitus    seek, search 
for
recedo, recedere, recessi, recessus recede; retreat
reddo, reddere, reddidi, redditus   return; restore
redimo, redimere, redemi, redemptus redeem
rego, regere, rexi, rectus     rule, direct
relinquo, relinquere, reliqui, relictus  relinquish, 
leave; remain (pass.)
resisto, resistere, restiti, - resist
scido, scidere, scidi, scisus  tear, rend
serpo, serpere, serpsi, serptus     crawl; creep ahead
solvo, solvere, solvi, solutus dissolve, loosen
spargo, spargere, sparsi, sparsus   spread, scatter
statuo, statuere, statui, statutus  decide; establish
submitto, submittere, submisi, submissus submit; put 
down
subsisto, subsistere, substiti, -   halt, stop
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surgo, surgere, surrexi, surrectus  arise; grow
suscipio, suscipere, suscepi, susceptus  accept, 
receive
tango, tangere, tetigi, tactus touch
trado, tradere, tradidi, traditus   hand-over, 
deliver; relate, teach
tribuo, tribuere, tribui, tributus  divide, assign; 
grant, attribute
vinco, vincere, vici, victus   conquer, defeat
vivo, vivere, vixi, victus     be alive, live
 
Group 3 irregular
-------
affero, affer(e)re, attuli, allatus bring, carry
aufero, aufer(e)re, abstuli, ablatus     take away, 
remove
fero, fer(e)re, tuli, latus    bring; report, tell; 
receive, get
refero, refer(e)re, rettuli, relatus     bring back, 
return
 
Group 4
-------
aperio, aperire, aperui, apertus    open
audio, audire, audivi, auditus hear, listen, accept
convenio, convenire, conveni, conventus  meet, 
convene, assemble
custodio, custodire, custodivi, custoditus    keep; 
guard
dormio, dormire, dormivi, dormitus  sleep, rest
exaudio, exaudire, exaudivi, exauditus   hear clearly
finio, finire, finivi, finitus finish; limit, end
haurio, haurire, hausi, haustus     drink
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invenio, invenire, inveni, inventus discover, find; 
invent
nescio, nescire, nescivi, -    not know, be ignorant
punio, punire, punivi, punitus punish
obvenio, obvenire, obveni, obventus meet, happen, fall 
to
scio, scire, scivi, scitus     know, understand
sentio, sentire, sensi, sensus feel
venio, venire, veni, ventus    come
 
other irregular verbs (most of them act similar to 
group 3)
-------
adsum, adesse, adfui, adfuturus     be near, be 
present
possum, posse, potui, -   can, be able
adeo, adire, adivi(ii), aditus visit; approach
abeo, abire, abivi(ii), abitus depart, go away
eo, ire, ivi(ii), itus    go
nolo, nolle, nolui, -     be unwilling; not want; 
refuse to
pereo, perire, perivi(ii), peritus  perish
redeo, redire, redivi(ii), reditus  return, go back
volo, velle, volui, -     wish, want
 
Deponent Verbs
-------
Group 1
-------
exhortor, exhortari, -, exhortatus sum   exhort, 
encourage
hortor, hortari, -, hortatus sum    encourage; exhort
laetor, laetari, -, laetatus sum    be glad/joyful; 
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rejoice
 
Group 2
-------
confiteor, confiteri, -, confessus sum   confess, 
admit
fateor, fateri, -, fassus sum  admit, confess
profiteor, profiteri, -, professus sum   declare; 
profess
 
Group 3
-------
loquor, loqui, -, locutus sum  speak; talk
persequor, persequi, -, persecutus sum   pursue; 
overtake; attack
sequor, sequi, -, secutus sum  follow, accompany; 
pursue
 
Group 4
-------
largior, largiri, -, largitus sum   grant; give 
gernerously
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Adverbs
aliquot   some
aliquanto a little bit, somewhat
atque     and, and even/also
aut...aut either...or
autem     but, however
bene well, very, rightly, better
certe     certainly
ceterum   moreover, besides
cotidie   daily, every day
cur  why?
cras tomorrow
deinde    from there; then, next
diu  by day, for a long time
donec     until, while
dum  while
enim namely, indeed
etiam     yet, still; even, also
etsi although, though, even if
fortasse  perhaps, possibly
hic  here
hoc  this
hodie     today
iam  now, already
ibi  there
ideo therefore
igitur    therefore
ita  so, thus
itaque    therfore (an so)
interim   meanwhile
mane in the morning
nam  for
nec  and not, neither
nempe     truly, certainly, of course;
nisi unless
numquam   never
nunc now
optime    well, better; best
omnes     all
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paulatim  gradually
plus more, more so
postea    afterwards
postquam  after
prope     almost
quamdiu   how long?
quamquam  although
quando    when
quasi     as if
qui  who
quia because, that
quid why?
quidem    indeed, certainly
quis,quid what?
quod that
quoniam   because
saltem    at least, anyhow; even
satis     enough, sufficiently
sed  but
semper    always
si   if
sic  so, thus
sicut     just-as
simul     simultaneously
sine without
tamquam   as, just as
tot  so many
tum  then, next; besides
ubi  where
ubique    everywhere
ultra, ulterius beyond, further
ut   that, as
uti  as
vel...vel either...or
Pronouns
ea   she; they/them (n)
eae/eas   they/them (f)
ego  I
ei/eos    they/them (m)
her  eam
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him  eum
id   it
is   he
me   me
nos  we
tu   you
vos  yous
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Block 2 Nouns
masculine
amor, amoris -m love
antistes, antistitis -m   bishop
auditor, auditoris -m     listener
calix, calicis -m    cup
canon, canonis -m    rule
cardinalis, cardinalis -m cardinal
coadiutor, coadiutoris -m helper, coadiutor
codex, codicis -m    wood, book
doctor, doctoris -m  teacher
dolor, doloris -m    pain, grief, sorrow
error, erroris -m    error; straying
fons, fontis -m spring, fountain
frater, fratris -m   brother
histrio, histrionis -m    actor
homo, hominis -m     human being
imperator, imperatoris -m emperor; ruler; commander
jupiter, jovis -m    Jupiter, sky
mensis, mensis -m    month
miles, militis -m    soldier
mons, montis -m (20% gen.)     mountain
orbis, orbis -m circle, sphere
ordo, ordinis -m     order, series
panis, panis -m bread
pater, patris -m     father
peccator, peccatoris -m   sinner; transgressor
pes, pedis -m  foot
pontifex, pontificis -m   pontiff
praeceptor, praeceptoris -m    instructor, teacher
pulvis, pulveris -m  dust
rex, regis -m  king
sal, salis -m  salt; wit
sanguis, sanguinis -m     blood
sentis, sentis -m    thorn
sermo, sermonis -m   talk, conversation
 
feminine
actio, actionis -f   act, action, activity
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aedes, aedis -f temple; room; house
aetas, aetatis -f    age
altitudo, altitudinis -f  altitude, height
ars, artis -f (20% gen.)  art
auris, auris -f ear
caro, carnis -f meat, flesh
castitas, castitatis -f   chastity, purity
cogitatio, cogitationis -f     thought
communitas, communitatis -f    community
consuetudo, consuetudinis -f   habit, custom; experience
consummatio, consummationis -f consummation; conclusion, 
completion
debilitas, debilitatis -f weakness, feebleness (debility)
declaratio, declarationis -f   declaration
difficultas, difficultatis -f  difficulty
dignitas, dignitatis -f   worth; dignity
fames, famis -f hunger
festivitas, festivitatis -f    festivity, feast
foris, foris -f door, gate
gen, gentis -f people, nation
humanitas, humanitatis -f humanity; compassion
ignoratio, ignorationis -f     ignorance
indoles, indolis -f  nature
infirmitas, infirmitatis -f    weakness; sickness (infirmity)
iniquitas, iniquitatis -f iniquity; unfairness, inequality
laus, laudis -f praise, approval, merit; glory
lex, legis -f  law
libertas, libertatis -f   freedom, liberty
lux, lucis -f  light
mater, matris -f     mother
mens, mentis -f mind; intellect
mors, mortis -f death
mortificatio mortificationis -f     mortification, death
narratio, narrationis -f  narrative, story
nox, noctis -f night
oppugnatio, oppugnationis -f   assault, siege, attack
ordinatio, ordinationis -f     ordination
pars, partis -f part; share; faction
pax, pacis -f  peace
pietas, pietatis -f  goodness; pity; piety; duty, loyalty
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plenitudo, plenitudinis -f     fullness
prex, precis -f prayer, request
pulchritudo, pulchritudinis -f beauty
radix, radicis -f    root; base
religio, religionis -f    religion; worship; rite
resurrectio, resurrectionis -f resurrection
salus, salutis -f    health; salvation, safety
sedes, sedis -f seat
senectus, senectutis -f   old age
significatio, significationis -f    signal, sign
sors, sortis -f lots, chance
universitas, universitatis -f  university
urbs, urbis -f city
valles, vallis -f    valley
veritas, veritatis -f     truth
virgo, virginis -f   maiden
virtus, virtutis -f  vitrue, strength, courage
voluntas, voluntatis -f   will, desire; purpose; consent
vox, vocis -f  voice
 
neuter (80%)
caput, capitis -n    head, person; capital
commodum, commodi -n advantage; profit, reward
cor, cordis -n heart
corpus, corporis -n  body; flesh; corpse
crimen, criminis -n  crime, sin, accusation
decus, decoris -n    glory, honor, dignity
decus, decorum -n    glory
discrimen, discriminis -n division; difference
exemplar(e), examplaris -n     model, pattern, example
germen, germinis -n  sprout; shoot
jus, juris -n  law, right; justice
lumen, luminis -n    light
munus, muneris -n    duty, office, function
nemus, nemoris -n    grove, forest
nomen, nominis -n    name
onus, oneris -n burden, weight, duty
opus, operis -n work
rete, retis -n net, snare
tempus, temporis -n  time
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neuter (20%)
animal, animalis -n  animal
mare, maris -n sea
poema, poematis -n   poem
 
common gender
aequalis, aequalis -c     comrade, equal
caeles, caelitis -c  heaven dweller, gods
cinis, cineris -c    ashes; embers; destruction
civis, civis -c citizen
custos, custodis -c  guard; keeper
familiaris, familiaris -c family, relative
finis, finis -c end, limit
frons, frontis -c    forehead
homo, hominis -c     people
nemo, neminis -c     no one, nobody
omnis, omnis -c everybody, each
parens, parentis -c  parent
sacredos, sacerdotis -c   priest
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Block 2 Adjectives
Group 1 - M, F, N
celer, celeris, celere    swift, fast
pedester, pedestris, pedestre  on foot
 
Group 2 - M+F, N
aeternalis, aeternale     eternal
auxiliaris, auxiliare     auxiliary, helping
communis, commune    common, public; universal
crudelis, crudele    cruel
dulcis, dulce  sweet, pleasant, soft
eparchialis, eparchiale   eparchal, of the eparch
familiaris, familiare     familiar
fidelis, fidele faithful; trustworthy
fortis, forte  strong, powerful, courageous
grandis, grande large, great; old
illustris, illustre  bright; illustrious
immortalis, immortale     immortal
inviolabilis, inviolabile inviolable, imperishable
memorabilis, memorabile   memorable
nobilis, nobile noble
notabilis, notabile  remarkable, notable
omnis, omne    each, every; all
paschalis, paschale  of Easter, Paschal
patriarchalis, patriarchale    patriarchal, of the patriarch
salutaris, salutare  healthful; saving
segnis, segne  slow; slothful
sinceris, sincere    pure
singularis, singulare     unique; single; singular, remarkable
sollemnis, sollemne (20%) solemn, sacred
sublimis, sublime    high, lofty
terrestris, terrestre     of land, earthly (terrestrial)
 
Group 3 - M+F+N
audax (audacis) bold, courageous
caeles (caelitis)    heavenly (celestial)
dives (divitis) (20%)     rich; costly
frequens (frequentis)     crowded
omnipotens (omnipotentis) all-powerful, omnipotent
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potens (potentis)    powerful, strong
praestans (praestantis)   excellent, outstanding
prudens (prudentis)  skilled; prudent
recens (recentis)    fresh, recent
silvester (silvestris)    wooded
simplex (simplicis)  simple
tenax (tenacis) holding, tenacious, persistent
vetus (veteris) (20%)     old
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Block 3 (20%) Nouns
actus, us -m   act, action
adventus, us -m arrival
casus, us -m   chance, fortune
cursus, us -m  course, direction
fructus, us -m fruit; profit; reward
gustus, us -m  taste, drink
manus, us -f   hand
sonitus, us -m noise, sound
spiritus, us -m spirit, soul, life
vultus, us -m  face
genu, genus -n knee
dies, ei -c    day
facies, ei -f  face
fides, ei -f   faith
meridies, ei -f noon, midday; south
res, rei -f    thing
species, ei -f appearance
spes, ei -f    hope
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Latin Experience with Fr. Reginald Foster

Homework Answers

Sorry, the answers to the homeworks are not posted online or here, as one must do all 
the homeworks in their entirety in order to learn.

At the moment, you have to e-mail me at frcoulter@yahoo.com to request them. 
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